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Abstract

Initiator tRNAs fulfill a special role in initiation of protein synthesis. This
requires the initiator tRNA to make specific interactions with several components of the
protein synthesis machinery. The specificity of these interactions is thought to be
determined by conserved sequences within the tRNA, which are unique to the initiator
tRNA species. Part I of this thesis describes a system for obtaining large quantities of
wildtype and mutant human initiator tRNAs for use in biochemical assays. I have over-
expressed wildtype and mutant (G1:C72, T33, T54C60) human initiator tRNAs in S.
cerevisiae. Mutants with changes in the anticodon stem of the human initiator tRNA,
A29T3 1:T39T41, were not produced in yeast, although the genes are transcribed by RNA
Polymerase III. The wildtype and the G1:C72 mutant human initiator tRNAs were
purified and their affinities for initiation factor eIF-2 determined by nitrocellulose filter
binding assays. The G1:C72 mutant displayed a 10-17 fold decrease in affinity for eIF-2
compared to wildtype tRNA.

Part II of this thesis addresses the question of whether tRNA genes, which
are normally transcribed by RNA polymerase III (Pol III), can be produced from an RNA
polymerase II (Pol II) promoter. To test for Pol II production of tRNAs in S. cerevisiae, I
made use of two genes which are not transcribed by Pol III in yeast. The human initiator
gene is not usually transcribed in yeast in the context of its own flanking sequences,
however I found that a dimeric version of the human initiator gene was activated for Pol
III transcription in some sequence contexts. A yeast amber suppressor tyrosine tRNA
with a A53T61 change in its internal promoter is not transcribed by Pol III. Transcripts of
this gene were made from an inducible Pol II promoter in a regulated manner, but were
not processed to mature tRNA. The Pol II transcripts were polyadenylated and were
found in both the nuclear and cytoplasmic cell compartments. T7 RNA polymerase
transcripts containing the tRNA sequences could be processed to mature tRNA in vitro,
even if capped and polyadenylated. Possible explanations for the lack of processing of
the Pol II tRNA transcripts are discussed.
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General Abbreviations

A2 6 0 absorbance at 260 nm, other absorbance units are similarly abbreviated
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ATP adenosine triphosphate, other ribonucleotides (NTPs) are similarly

abbreviated

bp base pair

dATP deoxyadenosine triphosphate, other deoxyribonucleotides (dNTPs) are

similarly abbreviated

DEAE- diethylaminoethyl
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50x Denhardt's reagent 1% Ficoll type 400, 1% polyvinylpyrrolidone, 1% bovine
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g gravitational constant

.hr hour
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Kd dissociation constant
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are similarly abbreviated with the three letter code for their amino acid
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mM millimolar, other molar concentrations are similarly abbreviated with their

unit prefixes

MOPS 3-[N-Morpholino]propane-sulfonic acid

NaOAc sodium acetate
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PAGE polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis

pmol picomoles, other mole amounts are similarly abbreviated with their unit

prefixes
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sec second

ssDNA single-stranded DNA
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1.1 Introduction

1.1 tRNA and its role in initiation of protein synthesis

Transfer RNAs (tRNAs) play a central role in protein synthesis by acting

as adapters between the codons on a mRNA and amino acids in proteins (167). tRNAs

are relatively small molecules (<100 nt) of varied sequence and all can be folded into a

common "cloverleaf" secondary structure via base pairing (figure 1.1). Conserved

features of cytoplasmic tRNA cloverleaf structures are four stems (a 7 bp aminoacid

acceptor stem, a 3-4 bp D-stem, the 5 bp anticodon stem, and the 5 bp T-stem) and 3

loops, of which the anticodon and T-loop both contain 7 nucleotides. The D-loop and

variable (or V) region can be of different lengths and account for most of the observed

variation in tRNA sizes. The cloverleaf structure is folded, in three dimensions, into an L-

shaped structure, with the D-stem stacking onto the anticodon stem and the acceptor stem

onto the T-stem. The three-dimensional structure is stabilized by base pairing between

the D-loop and the T- and variable loop regions. Several (almost) invariant nucleotides

(e.g. U8, and nucleotides in the D- and T-loops) are conserved because they are involved

in forming the tertiary structure of tRNA (167). Also conserved is the sequence -C-C-

AOH at the 3' end of the tRNA, where the amino acid is attached to one of the free

hydroxyl groups of the terminal adenosine. The correct three-dimensional structure of

tRNAs is required for many tRNA:protein interactions.

To ensure their fidelity in translation, tRNAs must be "charged" with the

correct amino acid, then recognize the correct codon in mRNA. Charging or

aminoacylation of the tRNA is catalyzed by a group of enzymes known as aminoacyl-

tRNA synthetases (167). These enzymes recognize a subset of total tRNAs within the

cell, known as isoacceptors, through a specific set of nucleotides, the identity

determinants. An aminoacyl-tRNA synthetase which recognizes the correct determinants

will attach a specific amino acid to the 3' end of the tRNA. The aminoacylated tRNA is

then ready to bind to the ribosome and take part in translation. If the codon of the mRNA

on the A-site of the ribosome is recognized by the anticodon of the aminoacylated tRNA,

the tRNA binds, and the growing polypeptide chain is attached to the amino acid on the

tRNA. The tRNA with an attached nascent polypeptide chain is then translocated to the

P-site of the ribosome and the cycle repeated (167).

The initiation of protein synthesis in all organisms utilizes a special

methionine tRNA. As the only tRNA which can initiate protein synthesis but is excluded

16



Figure 1.1: Folding of the tRNA cloverleaf structure (left) into a three-dimensional

structure (right)

The different regions of the tRNA are indicated in the two structures. Also

indicated in the cloverleaf structure are conserved nucleotides, which are involved in

tertiary structure formation. Y indicates a pyrimidine, R a purine, and H a hypermodified

nucleotide found in many tRNAs.
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from acting in elongation, initiator tRNAMet has several unique properties (146). Some

of these properties are common to both eukaryotic and prokaryotic initiator tRNAs (figure

11.2). These include: (1) binding to initiation factors; (2) binding to the P-site of the

ribosome; (3) not binding to elongation factors; (4) not binding to the A-site of the

ribosome. In addition, prokaryotic but not eukaryotic initiator tRNAs are resistant to the

action of the enzyme peptidyl-tRNA hydrolase (101). A question of long standing

interest has been how these distinctive properties are specified within the sequence and/or

structure of the initiator tRNA. Along with the above distinctive properties, initiator

tRNAs also have several conserved features which are unique to initiator tRNAs, and are

not found in elongator tRNAs (figure 1.3).

1.2 The prokaryotic system

The conserved features of eubacterial initiator tRNAs are: (1) a mismatch

at the top of the acceptor stem, most often C1 x A72; (2) three G:C base pairs in the

anticodon stem; and (3) a Pu:Py base pair at 11:24 in place of the usual Py:Pu base pair

(146). A combination of in vivo and in vitro analyses have resulted in an understanding of

which of the features of initiator tRNA are required for specific functions of the initiator

tRNA in E. coli. The first step, aminoacylation by methionine tRNA synthetase (MetRS),

involves recognition of features common to initiator and elongator tRNAMet, in

particular, the anticodon sequence (158) as well as the acceptor stem, where the

discriminator base (position 73) is particularly important (108).

In eubacteria (as well as in eukaryotic chloroplasts and mitochondria), the

methionine attached to initiator tRNA is formylated. Mutations of the initiator tRNA

which generate a strong base pair between nucleotides 1 and 72, severely decrease

formylation (146). Lesser effects on formylation are seen with mutations of other

positions at the top of the acceptor stem. Changing conserved position A11 :U24 to

C 11 :G24 also decreases formylation, although this effect is quite small and may be due to

an altered tRNA structure as opposed to specific interactions with the enzyme (146). The

absence of a base pair between nucleotides 1 and 72 makes the initiator fMet-tRNA a

poor substrate for PTH, thereby maintaining high levels of fMet-tRNA needed for

initiation in vivo (146). The absence of a 1:72 base pair also prevents initiator fMet-tRNA

from binding to the elongation factor EF-Tu and hence from binding to the ribosomal A-

site. Thus, a single structural feature appears to be important in specifying three of the

special properties of the E. coli initiator tRNA (146).

Formylation of the eubacterial initiator tRNA is important for its activity

in translation initiation. This correlation may be due to a requirement for initiator tRNA

19
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Figure 1.3: Constant features in tRNA structures

Cloverleaf structures of elongator and both eubacterial and eukaryotic

initiator tRNAs are shown with conserved nucleotides for each class of tRNAs indicated

(146). R indicates a purine, Y a pyrimidine. On the eukaryotic initiator tRNA diagram,

the dotted arrow indicates the semi-conserved position 33 (C in higher eukaryotes, U in

fungi) and the star indicates the 2'-0-phosphoribosyl modification found on purines at

position 64 in yeast and plants.
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to bind to the initiation factor IF2 (146). IF2, which helps the initiator fMet-tRNA bind to

the ribosome, has a low affinity for aa-tRNAs with free amino groups. In contrast, EF-Tu

which binds all elongator tRNAs, carrying them to the A-site of the ribosome, has a low

affinity for tRNAs carrying N-protected amino acids (146).

The initiator fMet-tRNA must also bind the initiation factor IF3, which is

thought to interact with the anticodon stem-loop region of the initiator tRNA (82,146).

Initiator tRNA has three conserved G:C base pairs in the anticodon stem which are known

:o be important for binding to the P-site of the ribosome (160). The three G:C base pairs

affect the structure of the anticodon loop, so their role may be to provide a particular

structural framework instead of, or in addition to providing specific base contacts with

IF3 or the ribosome.

In summary, the conserved features of eubacterial initiator tRNA appear to

correlate with specific functions the initiator tRNA must perform in protein synthesis

(146). The mismatched base pair C1 x A72 is important for formylation which enhances

IF2 binding while blocking EF-Tu and PTH binding. The three G:C base pairs are

important for P-site binding. The role of the Pul :Py24 base pair appears to be structural,

although its exact role is less clearly defined than the other two conserved features.

1.3 The eukaryotic system

The process of translation initiation in eukaryotes differs somewhat from

prokaryotic systems (figure 1.4). In eukaryotes, the aminoacyl moiety of initiator Met-

tRNA is not formylated. Therefore, interactions specified or forbidden by formylation of

iinitiator Met-tRNA in eubacteria must be encoded differently in the eukaryotic initiator

Met-tRNA. Initiator Met-tRNA forms a "ternary complex" with initiation factor eIF-2

and GTP (124,129). According to the scanning model of translation initiation, eF-

2GTPMet-tRNA i complex binds the 40S ribosomal subunit with eIF-3 and eIF-4C,

forming the 43S complex. The 43S complex then binds to the 5' end of mRNAs. This

binding is facilitated by initiation factors eIF-4F and eIF-4B which bind to the cap

structure and, through their RNA helicase activity, prepare a binding site for the

ribosomal subunit (129). The 40S ribosomal subunit bound to the ternary complex then

:scans the mRNA until first start codon is reached (102,103). The first AUG encountered

is almost always the start codon used. Both eIF-2 and the initiator tRNA have been

'implicated in start site selection in eukaryotes (33,34,47). Once the codon-anticodon

match is made, eIF-5 triggers hydrolysis of the GTP bound to eIF-2. Non-hydrolyzable

GTP analogs can substitute for GTP in the ternary complex up until the joining of
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Figure 1.4: Translation initiation pathway in eukaryotes (146)

Initiator Met-tRNA forms a ternary complex with eIF-2 and GTP which

binds to the 40S ribosome. The 40S ribosome with bound eIF-2 and Met-tRNA then

binds along with other initiation factors to the 5' end of mRNA and scans for the

translational start site, which is usually the first AUG. Binding of the 40S ribosome to the

mRNA is facilitated by several initiation factors which recognize the capped 5' ends of

messages. Upon recognition of the start codon, hydrolysis of the bound GTP by eIF-2 is

acivated by eIF-5 and the eIF-2 is released as a complex with GDP. The release of

initiation factors at this point allows formation of the 80S ribosome and translation

elongation.
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ribosomal subunits (129). Recent results suggest that eIF-5 interacts directly with eIF-2

during this process, as the two initiation factors were shown to associate specifically in

vitro (32). The initiation factors are released from the surface of the 40S ribosome,

allowing the 60S subunit to bind and translation to proceed.

Other initiation schemes involving re-initiation or internal ribosome

binding have been shown but are believed to be exceptions to this general scheme of

translation initiation. Re-initiation occurs in yeast, as translation of GCN4 mRNA

increases when cells subjected to conditions, such as starvation or stress, which result in

an overall decrease in protein synthesis (177). This increase requires small upstream open

reading frames (uORFs) with precise spacing relative to the GCN4 coding region. When

growth conditions are good, ribosomes translate the first uORF, re-initiate at a

,downstream uORF and dissociate when translation of the downstream uORF is complete.

'When starved, the ribosomes do not re-bind ternary complex (eIF-2 GTP Met-tRNAi)

until after all the downstream uORF start sites have been passed, since the pool of ternary

complex available is decreased due to phosphorylation of eIF-2ea (see below, 85).

Internal ribosome binding was first seen with picornaviridae which produce uncapped

mRNAs, and later with other viruses which produce capped messages. Internal ribosome

binding has also been seen with cellular mRNAs (169). For example, the 5' leader

sequences of the immunoglobulin heavy-chain binding protein (BiP) have been

demonstrated to allow internal ribosome entry for translation of the second coding region

,of a dicistronic mRNA (113). Thus, it has been suggested that internal ribosome binding

is a normal cellular phenomenon for some mRNAs.

Eukaryotes also have a specific initiator tRNA which has conserved

features, some of which are similar to those of eubacterial initiator tRNAs. Eukaryotic

initiator tRNAs also have three G:C base pairs in the anticodon stem, a weak base pair

(almost always A1 :U72) at the top of the acceptor stem, and adenosines in place of rT54

and Py60 found in elongator tRNAs (146). Plants, insects, and vertebrates also have a C

rather than a U at position 33 (146). In addition, a 2'-phosphoribosyl modification of

purines at position 64 is found in initiator tRNA from plants and fungi (146). This

modification is important in preventing the initiator tRNA from acting in elongation

,(4,64,71), but it has not been found in other eukaryotes. Structure-function studies of the

eukaryotic initiator tRNA have been done in vivo in the S. cerevisiae system (5,141) as

well as in vitro using the human initiator tRNA (48).
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1.4 Eukaryotic initiation factor 2 (eIF-2)

eIF-2 is a heterotrimer with subunits ca (35 kDa), 3 (38 kDa), and y (52

kDa), which binds initiator Met-tRNA in a GTP-dependent fashion and carries it to the P-

site of the ribosome (124). eIF-2 binds only to the initiator tRNA and no other tRNA.

GTP is required for formation of the ternary complex eIF-2 GTPMet-tRNA i, yet the

affinity of eIF-2 for GDP is at least 100-fold greater than its affinity for GTP (100). After

hydrolysis of eIF-2-bound GTP upon ribosome subunit joining, the initiation factor is

released as eIF-2'GDP, and the exchange of GDP for GTP is rate-limiting for protein

synthesis initiation due to eIF-2's high affinity for GDP. In vivo, guanine nucleotide

exchange is catalyzed by eIF-2B, a complex of five polypeptides (100,124,131). Isolated

eIF-2 usually has associated GDP, which must be exchanged for GTP before ternary

complex formation can be studied. In the presence of Mg2 +, eIF-2B is required to

catalyze the exchange of GDP for GTP on eIF-2. However, if no Mg2 + is present or if

Mg2 + is chelated by EDTA, the GDP is less tightly bound to eIF-2 and so can exchange

for GTP without eIF-2B (42,131).

Regulation of eIF-2 activity is a major factor in overall translational

control (124). Protein kinases have been identified which phosphorylate Ser-51 of eIF-2a

in response to growth conditions, presence or absence of heme, or viral infection (85).

The phosphorylation increases the affinity of eIF-2(aP)GDP for its exchange factor, eIF-

2B. Therefore all of the exchange factor is tied up in eIF-2(caP)-GDPeIF-2B complexes;

the concentration of eIF-2B in cells is less than that of eIF-2, so phosphorylation of only a

fraction of ca-subunits can result is a large decrease of ternary complex available for

protein synthesis (85,124). The effect of a-subunit modification on eIF-2B binding

implies that the a-subunit interacts with the exchange factor (85,180). Genetic studies in

.S. cerevisiae demonstrate suppression of a defect in gcn3 (a subunit of eIF-2B) by

mutations in gcdll (the y subunit of eIF-2), suggesting possible physical interactions

between the eIF-2 y subunit and eIF-2B (80). Some preparations of purified eIF-2 contain

a 67 kDa polypeptide in addition to the a, f3, and y subunits (38). This 67 kDa

polypeptide protects the a-subunit of eIF-2 from phosphorylation by eIF-2 kinases

without affecting the kinase activity directly.

Other pathways for regulation of eIF-2B activity and, thus, availability of

eIF-2GTP for ternary complex formation may also exist in vivo. The exchange factor

eIF-2B and the f3 subunit of eIF-2 also contain phosphate groups when isolated.

Dephosphorylated eIF-2B shows decreased GTP-binding and thus a five-fold decrease in

guanine nucleotide exchange activity (164). Phosphorylation of the 0 subunit of eIF-2 is

less well characterized but appears to increase the affinity of eIF-2 for GDP
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approximately 2-fold relative to alkaline phosphatase treated eIF-2, thereby causing a

small decrease in ternary complex formation (164).

Binding of eIF-2 to initiator Met-tRNA is specific (see above);

unaminoacylated initiator tRNA, formyl-Met-tRNAi, Ile-tRNAi, and aminoacylated

elongator tRNAs are not recognized by eIF-2 (181 and references therein). The subunit(s)

responsible for initiator Met-tRNA binding have not been unambiguously identified. It

has been proposed, on the basis of its homology to single polypeptide factors EF-Tu and

eEF-lca, that the y subunit is the site of initiator Met-tRNA binding (29,80). The 3-
subunit of eIF-2, which is very susceptible to proteolysis, has also been reported to be

necessary for binding initiator Met-tRNA. The 13-subunit deficient form of the initiation

factor, eIF-2tay, is unable to form the ternary complex (47,62).

The GTP binding site is thought to be on the y subunit. This subunit,

which is homologous to EF-Tu, contains all the consensus GTP-binding elements (80).

GTP analogs have been cross-linked to the y subunit (124), and also to the 13 subunit (41,

18), implying a close proximity between the C-terminus of the 13 subunit and the GTP

binding site on the y subunit. A GTP-binding site in the y subunit agrees with findings by

Flynn et al. (62) that -deficient eIF-2 can bind GDP or GTP as well as the intact trimer

does.

In addition to binding initiator Met-tRNA and GTP, there have been

several reports of eIF-2 binding to other nucleotides or polynucleotides, especially to

mRNA and to ATP. Gonsky et al. (72) found that ATP bound very tightly to eIF-2 and

inhibited ternary complex formation but not mRNA binding; correspondingly, eIF-2 has

decreased affinity for ATP if initiator Met-tRNA and GTP are present. They propose a

model where eIF-2 exchanges initiator Met-tRNA for mRNA after the ternary complex

has bound to the ribosome. Flynn et al. (63) also report mRNA binding to eIF-2, but find

inhibition of mRNA binding by physiological concentrations of either ATP or GTP. This

group also shows cross-linking of mRNA to the C-terminal fragment of the 3 subunit of

eIF-2 which contains a Zn2+ finger. They note that -deficient eIF-2 has a decreased

affinity for mRNA.

It is possible that the reported mRNA-binding activity of eIF-2 is required

for scanning of the mRNA or monitoring initiation codon recognition. Donahue et al.

(47) found in S. cerevisiae that mutations in the Zn2+ finger region of the 3 subunit allow

initiation of protein synthesis from a non-AUG codon (UUG). Similarly, mutations in the

ac subunit also allowed translation to start at UUG (34). These genetic studies show that

in addition to its role as a carrier, eIF-2 plays a role in start site selection. At least two of
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the subunits of eIF-2 and the initiator tRNA itself (33) are involved in identifying the

correct initiation codon, implying a close association of both a and P subunits with the

anticodon region of the bound initiator Met-tRNA.

1.5 Eukaryotic elongation factor la (eEF-lac)

Like its prokaryotic counterpart EF-Tu, eEF-la displays GTP-dependent

binding of aminoacyl-tRNA and binds to the A-site of the elongating ribosome. eEF-lca

is a very abundant cytosolic protein, active as a single polypeptide of 51 kDa (124). eEF-

la is also isolated in the high molecular weight form designated eEF-1H, which also

contains eEF-113, eEF-ly, and by some reports, eEF-18 (129). The complex of eEF-lpy

acts as the guanine nucleotide exchange factor for eEF-la, thus it is the eukaryotic

equivalent of EF-Ts, but no homology to the prokaryotic factor is seen (124). The eEF-
1H complex may be associated with the cytoskeleton as eEF-ly co-precipitates with
;ubulin (129) and eEF-la can crosslink actin (36). The cross-linking of actin filaments by

eEF-tla has been proposed to create a "special microenvironment" for protein synthesis in

the cytoplasm of cells (36).

Guanine nucleotide exchange is the rate-limiting step for eEF-la activity,

despite its having only a 2.5-fold greater affinity for GDP than GTP. eEF-la possesses

GTPase activity which is low unless mRNA is present. This GTPase induction by mRNA

suggests that GTP is hydrolyzed only after a correct codon:anticodon interaction is

achieved and could be a way to ensure translational fidelity (129), as is the case with EF-

Tu in E. coli. Over-expression of eEF-la gives increased translational fidelity in vivo

which may explain the identification of this factor as a genetic component of longer

lifespans in D. melanogaster (124).

Data from cross-linking of aa-tRNAs to eEF-la was combined with

structural data from the homologous prokaryotic protein EF-Tu, to model the aa-tRNA

binding site on eEF-la (95). The majority of aa-tRNA crosslinks observed were to

domains II and III of eEF-la, implying that these regions comprise the major aa-tRNA

recognition domains. Binding of aa-tRNA was also found to protect domain II of eEF-la

from protease digestion. Domain I, which contains the GTP-binding site, only showed

cross-linking to G-containing anticodons. The authors suggest that the close proximity of

the anticodon to the GTP-binding site might be related to proof-reading of the

codon:anticodon base pairing before hydrolysis of GTP occurs.

eEF-la activity, like eIF-2 activity, can be regulated post-translationally.

Phosphorylation of eEF-la decreases the binding of aa-tRNAGTP eEF-la to the

ribosome, although the exact mechanism of this decrease is not understood (129).
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Methylation of conserved lysine residues in eEF-lat is thought to increase its activity.

Addition of glycerylphosphoethanolamine to eEF-la has been observed in mouse and

rabbit, but not in yeast, and does not seem to be required for activity (124) but may be

involved in cytoskeletal binding (129). Phosphorylation of eEF- 113 reduces the activity of

the eEF-lpy complex, thus reducing the rate of protein synthesis. eEF-ly was reported to

be phosphorylated in a cell cycle specific manner by p34 cdc2 (129). This

phosphorylation may be related to eEF-la's proposed alternate role in cells as part of a

mitotic spindle microtubule-organizing center (36).

1.6 In vivo studies of eukaryotic initiator tRNAMet

Bystrom and coworkers have constructed strains of S. cerevisiae in which

all initiator tRNAMet (IMT) genes are disrupted (141); these im strains are maintained

by a plasmid-borne wild-type version of the disrupted gene. Mutants of the initiator

tRNAMet genes were made by site-directed mutagenesis, changing conserved features of

initiator tRNA to those of the corresponding elongator tRNAMet or vice versa (5,141).

The plasmid shuffle technique was used to exchange mutant gene vectors for wild-type,

and each mutant was scored for its ability to rescue imf strains.

For initiation activity, they found the A1 :U72 base pair and A54 to be the

most important features in initiator tRNAMet (5,141). The A1:U72 base pair can

apparently be replaced by other weak base pairs, U1 :A72 (31) or 1 :A72 in S. pombe

(94), but not by the strong base pair G1:C72 (141). Changing another base pair in the

acceptor stem, C3:G70, to T3:A70 had a somewhat smaller effect.

At position 54, G can substitute fairly well for A, while C54 is less

efficient, but a change to T54 in the gene (U or rT in the tRNA) prevents initiator activity

altogether (141). Later work showed this A54 to be the most critical position for

recognition of the initiator tRNA by an enzyme (the RIT1 gene product), which adds a

phosphoribosyl group to the 2'-OH of A at position 64 (4). Changing A54 to T54

prevents modification at 64, and the unmodified initiator tRNA can act in elongation as

well as initiation (4,5). The ability of unmodified initiator tRNA to act in elongation as

will as initiation is in agreement with the finding that chemical removal of the

phosphoribosyl moiety allowed the yeast initiator tRNA to bind eEF-lat without affecting

its ability to bind eIF-2 (64). As this modification is protruding out from the top of the

aminoacyl stem/T-stem helix (10), it has been proposed to function as a negative

determinant in fungi and plant systems, preventing eEF-la from binding to initiator

1RNA. It is unclear at this time whether the sequestration by the elongation factors of

U/rT54 initiator tRNA unmodified at position 64 is sufficient to explain its lack of rescue
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in the imt strain, or whether an additional role (such as influencing eIF-2 binding) can be

ascribed to the A to T mutation at position 54.

The Bystrom group saw little effect on initiation from changing A60, U33,

G12:C23, or inserting an A at 17 in the initiator tRNA. Also, changing the three highly

conserved G:C base pairs in the anticodon stem did not interfere with rescue of the imt

strain (141). This finding indicates a significant difference from the eubacterial system

'where the G:C base pairs are required for P-site binding (146,160). They note, however,

that the anticodon stem mutant, like mutations at 1:72, 3:70, and 54 was over-produced in

the imf strain, perhaps indicating that it functions less efficiently than wild-type (141). In

addition, when attempting to convert the elongator tRNAMet to an initiator, they found

that the three G:C base pairs in the anticodon stem, together with A54 and acceptor stem

features, were required for full initiator activity (5).

1.7 In vitro studies of eukaryotic initiator tRNAMet

In vitro assays of several human initiator mutants have been done. Wild-

type and mutant human initiator genes were expressed from SV40 in CVI cells by

Drabkin et al. (48). The tRNAs were purified from polyacrylamide gels and analyzed for

their ability to initiate protein synthesis in either rabbit reticulocyte or wheat germ in vitro

translation systems (48).

A G1 :C72 mutant initiator tRNA was significantly less active in both

mammalian and plant systems. This finding is in agreement with results from the yeast in

vivo system as well as the prokaryotic system, where the first position of the acceptor

stem is known to be important in specifying initiator identity.

Changing the anticodon stem sequence to remove two of the three G:C

base pairs led to a large decrease in initiation of protein synthesis in the rabbit reticulocyte

system, but to only a small effect in the wheat germ system. The results with the

anticodon stem mutant may indicate significant differences between the mammalian

system where it plays a role in initiator function, and the plant and fungal systems where

the anticodon stem plays a smaller, non-essential part. Alternatively, the results with the

wheat germ system may reflect the problems of using a heterologous system. Another

difference with the results from yeast is that the T54/T60 initiator tRNA mutation has

only a small effect in both plant and mammalian systems. While this difference between

yeast and mammals may be due to the lack of a modification at position 64 of initiator

tRNA in mammals, the difference between yeast and plant initiator tRNAs is harder to

explain.
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To fully understand the role of nucleotides conserved in initiator tRNA in

initiation of protein synthesis, a careful analysis of the effect of mutations at each step

(eIF-2 binding, 40S ribosomal P-site binding, formation of an 80S complex) is required.

Dissection of the steps would include determination of affinities of wildtype and mutant

initiator tRNAs for the factors with which they interact during translation. Binding

studies require fairly large amounts of the substrates to be analyzed, however, and the

difficulty in acquiring large quantities of mutant initiator tRNAs from eukaryotic systems

has limited the ability to do direct binding assays. The analysis of human initiator tRNA

mutants has been limited by the small quantity of cultured cells that can be grown. On the

other hand, large quantities of yeast can easily be grown, but no system for purification of

mutant initiator tRNAs from the endogenous initiator tRNA has been developed. A

system has been described for expression of the human initiator tRNA in yeast (65). The

human initiator tRNA, not expressed from its native sequences in yeast, could be

expressed if placed downstream of the 5' flanking sequences of a yeast tRNAArg gene. In

addition, the aminoacylated yeast and human initiator tRNAs could be separated in a

single column chromatography step, indicating that wildtype and mutant human initiator

genes expressed in yeast could be isolated free of endogenous initiator tRNA.

In this work, I show that both wildtype and several mutant initiator tRNAs

can be over-expressed in yeast using the construct with 5' yeast tRNA gene flanking

sequences. A method for growing large (kilogram) amounts of human initiator tRNA-

producing yeast is described, and I demonstrate that wildtype and the G1 :C72 mutant can

be purified from these yeast cells. Biochemical assays for determination of binding

affinities were performed and dissociation constants were obtained for the wildtype and

G1 :C72 human initiator tRNA binding to eIF-2GTP.
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11.2 Results

2.1. Production of wildtype and mutant human initiator tRNAs in yeast

2.1.1. System for expression of the human initiator tRNA in yeast

To purify large amounts of wild-type and mutant human initiator tRNAs

for biochemical assays, it would be useful to express the human tRNAs in an organism,

such as S. cerivisiae, which is easily grown in large quantities. However, the human

initiator gene, in the context of its native flanking sequences is not transcribed by yeast

Pol III (49). Francis and RajBhandary (65) showed that the human initiator tRNA coding

region could be expressed in yeast if placed immediately downstream of the 5' flanking

sequences from a yeast tRNAArg gene in the pScM construct (figure 2.1). The human

initiator tRNA (HstRNAi) in pScM, a 2ga-based multi-copy vector, was expressed at a

level 0.6 times the endogenous yeast initiator tRNA, as quantitated by RPC5

chromatography of 3 5 S-methionine charged tRNA.

Site-directed mutagenesis was used to produce mutant human initiator

tRNA from the pScM construct; the changes made are shown in figure 2.2. Three mutant

human initiator tRNA genes were originally made, changing conserved initiator tRNA

features to the corresponding nucleotides of the elongator tRNAMet (tRNAM). The weak

Al :U72 base pair at the top of the amino acid acceptor stem was changed to the strong

base pair G1 :C72; the three G:C base pairs in the anticodon stem were changed to the

DNA sequence A29T31 :T39T41 (which is expected to be modified in the tRNA to

A29:U41 and TP31 :T39 base pairs); and the conserved A54 and A60 of the TTPC loop

were concurrently changed to T54 (expected to be rT54 in the tRNA) and C60.

A Northern blot of tRNA from wildtype (WT) and mutant pScM

constructs in yeast strain L2718 (21) was done to check for expression of the human

initiator tRNA genes in yeast (figure 2.3). The blot was also probed for yeast tRNALeu

(SctRNALeu) as an internal control to ensure that each lane was loaded with roughly the

same amount of total tRNA. Along with the wildtype human initiator tRNA, both the

G1 :C72 and the T54C60 mutants were well-produced in yeast. No production of the

anticodon stem mutant A29T31 :T39T41 was seen, however, although DNA sequencing

of the plasmid confirmed that the correct coding region and flanking sequences were

present.

2.1.2 Over-expression from plasmid pMP78-1

Before attempting purification of the human initiator from yeast, we were

interested in seeing whether a higher level of human initiator tRNA expression could be

achieved by using the very high-copy vector pMP78-1 (58). This plasmid has a mutant
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Figure 2.1: Construct for expression of the human initiator tRNA in yeast

The human initiator gene tRNA in the context of its own flanking

sequences (top) is not expressed in yeast (49). However, human initiator tRNA can be
produced from the ScM construct (65) in which the human initiator tRNA gene is placed
downstream of the 5' flanking sequences of a yeast tRNAArg gene (bottom).
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Figure 2.2: Cloverleaf structures of human initiator and human elongator tRNAs

Conserved nucleotides of the human initiator tRNA were changed to the

nucleotides found at the corresponding position of the human elongator tRNA. Arrows

indicate mutations made in the human initiator tRNA gene.
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Figure 2.3: Expression of wildtype and mutant human initiator tRNAs in yeast from the

ScM construct

Human initiator tRNA genes in the ScM construct on the multi-copy

vector YEp420 were transformed into L2718. Total tRNA was isolated and analyzed by

Northern blotting for production of human initiator tRNA. Hybridization was with 5' end

labelled oligonucleotide dcfl and an oligonucleotide complementary to yeast tRNALeu.

Rabbit liver initiator tRNA (lane 1, left-most lane) has the same sequence as the human

initiator tRNA and is used as a marker here. L1938 (lane 2) is the parent strain of L2718

and does not contain any plasmids. Lanes 3-6 contain tRNA from the

HstRNAi pScM/L2718 strains, with mutations in the human initiator tRNA gene as

marked. WT is the wildtype human initiator tRNA gene. Lane 7 is tRNA from

YEp420/L2718. HstRNAi indicates the position of the human initiator tRNA,

SctRNALeu the position of yeast tRNALe u.
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version of the LEU2 gene as a selectable marker, designated leu2-d, which must be

maintained at a very high copy number (-4.5-fold higher than normal 2t vectors) in order

to confer a Leu+ phenotype to a leu2- yeast strain. The human initiator tRNA genes,

together with the attached 5' yeast tRNA flank, were excised from pScM and inserted into

pMP78-1 (figure 2.4). The human initiator tRNApMP constructs were transformed into

yeast strain SHY4 which is leu2'. Total tRNA from the SHY4 strains was analyzed by

Northern blot and RPC5 chromatography.

The Northern blot (figure 2.5) indicates that WT, G1 :C72, and T54C60

human initiator tRNAs are produced, although the G1 :C72 mutant seems to be less well

produced than the other two human initiator tRNAs. Two different isolates of the

A29T31 :T39T41 mutant, bearing the human initiator tRNA gene were transformed into

SHY4, but neither produced detectable amounts of the mutant initiator tRNA. Precursor

human initiator tRNA molecules can be seen for all isolates, but the A29T31 :T39T41

precursor seems to migrate slightly faster than the other primary transcripts in this semi-

denaturing polyacrylamide gel. When analyzed under fully denaturing conditions, all the

primary transcripts appeared to be the same size, indicating that the mobility difference

under semi-denaturing conditions is likely to be due to a change in conformation of the

A29T31 :T39T41 human initiator tRNA precursor (see section 2.2, figure 2.14).

Total tRNA from the HstRNAi- pMP/SHY4 strains was aminoacylated

with 3 5 S-methionine and chromatographed on a RPC5 column (142,143). Under the

conditions used, the human initiator tRNA elutes first and is quite well separated from the

yeast initiator tRNA; the yeast elongator tRNAMet elutes last (65). As seen in figure 2.6,

the wildtype human initiator tRNA is over-expressed four-fold relative to the endogenous

yeast initiator tRNA. The G1 :C72 mutant gives a very similar column profile but is only

two-fold over-expressed. The T54C60 human initiator tRNA, which is 5-fold over-

expressed, elutes later than wildtype, and therefore has a very slight overlap with the

yeast initiator tRNA. No human initiator tRNA peak is detected with the

A29T31 :T39T41 anticodon stem mutant, in agreement with the Northern blot results.

Thus, the amplification of human initiator tRNA genes on pMP78-1 allows high levels of

over-expression of human initiator tRNA (except for the mutant A29T31 :T39T41). This

should be an asset in isolating human initiator tRNA from total yeast tRNA.

2.1.3 The human initiator tRNAs are aminoacylated in vivo in yeast

Acid-urea gel analysis was done to determine whether the human initiator

tRNA mutants are aminoacylated in yeast (figure 2.7). For this experiment, total tRNA is

isolated and subjected to PAGE while under acidic conditions. The ester linkage between

amino acids and tRNA is stable at acid pH due to decreased hydrolysis by hydroxide ions
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Figure 2.4: Expression of human initiator tRNA genes from the ScM construct in

pMP78-1

The ScM construct, in which the human initiator tRNA is linked to 5'

flanking sequences from a yeast tRNAArg gene, was excised from YEp420 and inserted

into pMP78-1 (56). pMP78-1 is maintained at very high copy number in yeast. Its

selectable marker, leu2-d, produces a defective enzyme which must be expressed at high

levels in order to confer a Leu+ phenotype to leu2- yeast cells.



Figure 2.5: Over-expression of the human initiator tRNA from plasmid pMP78-1

Human initiator tRNA genes in the ScM construct were inserted into

plasmid pMP78-1, which is maintained at very high copy number in yeast, and the

resulting expression vectors transformed into yeast strain SHY4. Northern blotting of

total tRNA was done to analyze production of human initiator tRNAs; hybridization

probes were the same as in figre 2.3. The different human initiator tRNA genes used are

indicated; "no HstRNAi gene" (lane 7) indicates tRNA from SHY4 without any plasmid.

Two isolates of the A29T3 1 :T39T41 mutant were used, but neither produced mature

human initiator tRNA. Precursors to mature human initiator tRNA (pre-HstRNAi) could

be detected in tRNA from all yeast carrying that gene including the A29T31 :T39T41

mutant, although the A29T31 :T39T41 human initiator tRNA precursor migrated slightly

faster than the WT precursor under the semi-denaturing gel electrophoresis conditions

used here (10% (19:1) acrylamide, 7 M urea and electrophoresis at 20 V/cm).
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Figure 2.6: RPC5 chromatography of 3 5 S-Met charged total tRNA from yeast expressing

the human initiator gene.

Total tRNA was isolated from SHY4 yeast strains containing the human

initiator tRNA gene on pMP78-1 in the ScM construct. The tRNA was aminoacylated

with 3 5 S-Met and chromatographed on an RPC5 column. The large arrow indicates the

peak corresponding to human initiator tRNAMet while the small arrow indicates the

position of yeast initiator tRNAMet eluted from the column. The smaller third peak

corresponds to yeast elongator tRNAMet. Wildtype, G1 :C72, and T54C60 human

initiator genes all produce tRNA at levels much higher than the endogenous yeast initiator

tRNA, but no A29T31 :T39T41 human initiator tRNA is seen. (Note: The gradient used

for elution of the wildtype tRNA was 0.4 M to 0.6 M NaCl, whereas for the other samples

a 0.375 M to 0.525 M NaCl gradient was used.)
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Figure 2.7: Acid-urea analysis of the human initiator tRNA expressed in yeast

Total tRNA was isolated under acidic conditions from L2718 carrying the

human initiator tRNA genes on the ScM construct in YEp420. The aa-tRNA samples

were separated by acidic PAGE and subjected to Northern blot analysis (see Appendix A).

Positions of charged (Met-tRNAi) and uncharged human initiator tRNAi (HstRNAi) are

shown. The wildtype, G1 :C72 and T54C60 mutant human initiator tRNAs appear to be

present in yeast mostly as the aminoacylated form. No signal was seen from yeast

containing the A29T31 :T39T41 human initiator gene, no human initiator gene, or no

plasmid. Uncharged (U) and methionine charged (C) total tRNA samples prepared in

vitro were used as markers. The bottom panel shows the same filter after it was stripped

and re-probed for the yeast tRNALeu which is present in every lane, as expected.
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(178). A Northern blot of the gel-separated tRNA is then performed in order to localize

the tRNA of interest. Under these conditions of gel electrophoresis, the aminoacylated

tRNA migrates slower than tRNA. The WT, G1 :C72, and T54C60 human initiator

tRNAs appear to be mostly aminoacylated in vivo, although a small amount of uncharged

tRNA is also visible. No A29T31 :T39T41 human initiator tRNA is seen. As a control,

the blot was stripped and re-probed for yeast tRNALeU. This tRNA is present in every

lane, as expected, and is seen to be aminoacylated in vivo.

2.2 The anticodon stem mutant A29T31:T39T41

2.2.1 The A29T31:T39T41 mutant is made in HeLa cell extracts and is stable

As shown is section 2.1., the A29T31 :T39T41 mutant of the human

initiator tRNA is not produced in yeast. Sequencing of the plasmid before and after

passage through yeast showed no deviations from the expected gene sequence. Also, a

Southern blot showed the A29T31 :T39T41 pM P plasmid was not lost during growth in

yeast. Therefore, no obvious defect in the gene is responsible for its lack of expression.

The lack of A29T31 :T39T41 human initiator tRNA production in yeast

was unexpected. This initiator tRNA mutant is made both in vitro in HeLa cell extracts,

and in vivo from SV40 constructs in CV1 cells, where it is produced to approximately the

same extent as wildtype initiator tRNA (48). Also, von Pawel-Rammingten et al. (141)

report that the same mutant of the yeast initiator tRNA is well-produced in yeast. Thus, in

the context of the human initiator tRNA sequence, the anticodon stem mutant is somehow

unstable in yeast or it is processed poorly and destroyed.

In vitro transcription assays in HeLa cell extracts were done to confirm

that the A29T31 :T39T41 human initiator gene in plasmid pScM is intact, transcribed, and

processed in these mammalian extracts. The anticodon stem mutant of the human

initiator tRNA gene is transcribed in HeLa cell extracts in the presence of a-3 2P-UTP

(figure 2.8). (The different levels of the transcripts, seen here, was not observed in other

experiments.) Both the primary transcript and the mature initiator tRNA were detected by

denaturing PAGE and were isolated separately. Incubation of the mature human initiator

tRNAs with a yeast whole cell extract (WCE, from A. Weil) did not show any decrease in

stability for the A29T31 :T39T41 mutant as compared to WT or T33 mutants (figure 2.9).

A29T31 :T39T41 human initiator tRNAs produced by the HeLa extract were also

analyzed for the presence of the Y modifications at positions 31 and 39. WT or

A29T31 :T39T41 human initiator tRNA isolated from HeLa extracts was digested with P1

nuclease, and the resulting mononucleotides analyzed by two-dimensional thin layer

chromatography according to Nishimura (125). A pT spot is observed with the anticodon
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Figure 2.8: Transcription of human initiator tRNA genes in HeLa cell extracts

WT, A29T31 :T39T41, or T33 human initiator tRNA genes in the ScM

construct were transcribed by Pol III in a HeLa cell extract in the presence of a-3 2 P-UTP.

The transcription products were analyzed by PAGE. The positions of the primary

transcript (pre-HstRNAi) and mature tRNA (HstRNAi) are indicated.
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]Figure 2.9: Incubation of human initiator tRNAs produced in a HeLa extract with a yeast

extract

Radiolabelled human initiator tRNAs were made by in vitro transcription

in a HeLa cell extract. The mature tRNAs were isolated and incubated with a yeast whole

cell extract (WCE) to see whether the A29T31 :T39T41 mutant human initiator tRNA is

less stable than other human initiator tRNAs.
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stem mutant but is absent in WT (figure 2.10). This result indicates that at least some of

the in vitro produced mutant initiator tRNA contains U to 'P modifications at positions 31

and 39, and so might have the expected T':' basepair at the base of the anticodon stem.

Primary transcripts isolated from the HeLa extract in vitro transcription

were analyzed to see if the processing to mature tRNA could also be observed in yeast

extracts. When incubated with the yeast extracts, the primary transcripts make in the

HeLa extract were processed to give the mature initiator tRNA product. The anticodon

stem mutant appeared to be processed at approximately the same rate as WT or the T33

mutant and, again, no degradation of the mature initiator tRNA was observed (figure

2.11). This finding is particularly interesting because a primary transcript of the

A29T31 :T39T41 human initiator tRNA gene is detectable in yeast although no mature

tRNA is seen (see figures 2.5 and 2.7). No obvious explanation is available for why the

HeLa transcript is processed to a stable tRNA while the yeast transcript is either not

processed or is processed to an unstable product. The slight difference in mobility of the

yeast A29T31 :T39T41 transcripts on semi-denaturing gels suggests a conformation that is

different from other human initiator tRNA transcripts. One possible difference might be

the ability to make a T31 :'P39 base pair in the human initiator tRNA in yeast. However,

it was not feasible to test this possibility directly, since so little of the processed product

could be detected in yeast, even with the pMP78-1 over-expression system. An approach

using primary transcripts produced by yeast extracts in vitro was also not possible, due to

the failure of yeast extracts to transcribe the human initiator tRNA gene (see Appendix

B).

2.2.2 Additional changes in the A29T31:T39T41 human initiator tRNA gene do not

allow full expression of this mutant tRNA in yeast

If the context of the human initiator tRNA gene is somehow unfavorable

when combined with the A29T31 :T39T41 sequence changes in the anticodon stem, then it

is possible that additional change(s) toward the yeast initiator tRNA sequence, where the

same A29T31 :T39T41 mutation is acceptable, might rescue production of the human

tRNA anticodon stem mutant in yeast. The first additional change made was C33 to T33

in the anticodon loop. This position has been shown to be critical for anticodon loop

conformation in E. coli tRNA fM et (121). Position 33 of the human initiator tRNA gene

is a cytosine whereas the yeast initiator and all elongator tRNAs have uridine (figure

2.12). The T33 human initiator tRNA is quite highly expressed in yeast (figures

2.13,2.15, and 2.16), but production of T33/A29T31 :T39T41 human initiator tRNA, like

the A29T31 :T39T41 mutant itself, is very low. The T33 mutant, like the other human

initiator tRNAs produced in yeast, is aminoacylated in vivo (figure 2.13).
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Figure 2.10: A29T31 :T39T41 human initiator tRNAs made in HeLa extracts do contain

v in the anticodon stem

The WT and mutant human initiator tRNAs were made by in vitro

transcription in HeLa extracts in the presence of a- 3 2P-UTP. The mature tRNAs were

isolated and digested with P1 nuclease. The resulting nucleoside 5'-monophosphates were

separated by two-dimensional thin layer chromatography. The positions of unlabelled

5' pN markers are indicated. The presence of pP in the A29T3 1 :T39T41 human initiator

tRNA indicates that some modification of U at positions 31 and 39 can occur in HeLa cell

extracts.
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Figure 2.11: Incubation of human initiator tRNA precursors produced in a HeLa cell

extract with a yeast extract

Primary transcripts of the human initiator tRNA genes were produced in

HeLa extracts. These tRNA precursors were incubated with yeast WCE to determine

whether processing by yeast tRNA processing enzymes could occur. The WT,

A29T31 :T39T4 1, and T33 human initiator tRNA gene transcripts were all processed to

mature tRNA by the yeast extract.
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Figure 2.12: Cloverleaf structures of human and yeast initiator tRNAs

Conserved nucleotides of the human initiator tRNA were changed to the

nucleotides found at the corresponding position of the human elongator tRNA. Positions

25 and 33 are the same for the yeast initiator and human elongator tRNAs. C25 and T33

mutations of the human initiator tRNA gene were made in conjunction with the

A29T3 1 :T39T41 mutation, in an effort to rescue expression of the anticodon stem

initiator tRNA mutant. Arrows indicate mutations made in the human initiator tRNA

gene.
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Figure 2.13: Acid-urea gel analysis of T33 and T33/A29T31 :T39T41 human initiator

mutants expressed in yeast

Acid-urea gel analysis was done as described in figure 2.7, except that base

hydrolysis of aa-tRNA samples was done in place of the uncharged tRNA marker used

previously. The T33 mutant human initiator tRNA is highly expressed and is almost

totally charged in vivo. In contrast, the T33/A29T31 :T39T41 mutant human initiator

tRNA is not produced in yeast.
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A second possible compensatory mutation T25 to C25 was made in either

the A29T31 :T39T41 or T33/A29T31 :T39T41 human initiator tRNA gene. The human

initiator tRNA contains a G10O:U25 base pair at the base of the D-stem, while yeast

initiator and elongator tRNAs have a G1O:C25 base pair. This G:C base pair is thought to

be important in modification of U to T in the anticodon stem of a yeast tRNAASP. A

G1O:U25 to G10O:C25 change in yeast tRNAASP increased modification of U40 to T40

when injected into X laevis oocytes (55). The anticodon stem mutant initiator tRNA

should have a 31 :Y39 base pair, which if not formed, could alter the conformation of

-the anticodon stem. The G10O:C25 basepair is also an important recognition element for

the enzyme which modifies G26 to m2
2 G26, the nucleotide present in yeast initiator

tRNA. Wildtype human initiator tRNA, with its G10O:U25 basepair has a m2 G26

modification; results from Edqvist et al. (54,56) suggest that it would be monomethylated

in yeast also.

Northern blots were done to look for accumulation of either

C25/A29T31 :T39T41 or C25/A29T31 :T39T41 human initiator tRNA. In figure 2.14, the

amount of WT-human initiator tRNApMP/SHY4 total tRNA loaded was only half the

amount of other tRNA samples loaded so as to allow over-exposure of the different

manticodon stem mutant samples; even so, the WT human initiator tRNA signal is much

more intense than the mutant human initiator tRNA bands. Some amount of human

initiator tRNA could be detected from the mutants here, even from the original

A29T31 :T39T41 gene after exposure times much longer than those needed to see the WT

human initiator tRNA.

A Northern blot of all the mutant human initiator tRNAs was done to

compare their relative levels of production in yeast with respect to endogenous 5S

ribosomal RNA (figure 2.15). Radioactivity in each band was measured by excision and

scintillation counting. The quantitation results are shown in figure 2.16. The amount of

mutant primary transcripts does vary, with C25/T33/A29T31 :T39T41 mutant having the

largest amount (1/2 times 5S rRNA) and T54C60 mutant the smallest (1/16 th 5S rRNA.)

Because the T54C60 mutant is well-produced in yeast (section 2.1) and is actually

transcribed better than WT in vitro (Appendix B), the difference in levels of primary

transcript may indicate slower processing of the C25/T33/A29T31 :T39T41 mutant rather

than increased synthesis. The amount of mature human initiator tRNA varies

considerably, with T33 human initiator tRNA about 12-fold higher than 5S rRNA and

A29T31 :T39T41 human initiator tRNA about 16-fold lower. All the human initiator

tRNA genes with the A29T31 :T39T41 mutation produce only very low level of human

initiator tRNA. Thus, the additional changes at positions 25 and 33 allow a slight increase
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Figure 2.14: Northern blot of human initiator tRNAs containing the A29T31 :T39T41

mutation

Total tRNA from SHY4 carrying the human initiator tRNA gene in the

ScM construct on pMP78-1 was separated by denaturing PAGE and analyzed by Northern

blotting. Oligonucleotide dcf6 was used as a hybridization probe for this experiment.
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'Figure 2.15: Northern blot of human initiator tRNAs expressed in yeast

Total tRNA was analyzed as described in figure 2.14, except

oligonucleotide dcfl was used as a hybridization probe for the human initiator tRNA.

The Northern blot was also hybridized with oligonucleotide dcf25 which is

complementary to the yeast 5S rRNA.
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]Figure 2.16: Quantitation of Northern blot shown in figure 2.15

Areas of the filter corresponding to the RNAs detected were excised.

Radioactivity was quantified by scintillation counting. Expression of mature human

initiator tRNA and primary transcripts is expressed relative to the 5S rRNA in each

sample. (Note the break in the y-axis when comparing A29T31 :T39T41 mutant tRNA

levels with those of other human initiator tRNAs.)
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in the amount of A29T3 1 :T39T41 mutant human initiator tRNA accumulated in yeast, but

cannot rescue its expression to a level which is comparable to that achieved with WT

human initiator tRNA and other mutants without changes in the anticodon stem.

2.3 Purification of WT and G1:C72 mutant human initiator tRNA

2.3.1 Growth of yeast strains expressing the human initiator tRNA by fed-batch

fermentation

To isolate large quantities of human initiator tRNA, the WT and GL :C72 human

initiator tRNA genes were over-expressed from plasmid pMP78-1 in yeast strain SHY4.

Using flask growth methods, yeast strains in rich media saturate at -2 x 108 cells/ml

'which corresponds to 12 g (wet weight)/L for haploid cells (77). The SHY4 strain used

here must be grown on synthetic media lacking leucine in order to maintain the plasmid

pMP78-1, so the culture does not reach the level of saturation seen in rich media,

therefore, the yield of cells/L is lower. The yield of wildtype human initiator

tRNA pMP/SHY4 cells grown in SD media (77) supplemented with uracil, tryptophan,

and histidine in shaking flasks was only -2 g (wet weight)/L. Thus, in order to harvest

several hundred grams of yeast cells by this method, many hundreds of liters of culture

would be required.

The feasibility of using a fermenter to grow larger amounts of the yeast strain was

investigated. Initial attempts used a scaled-up version of regular SD media, with nutrients

fed in slowly and a pH of 5-6 maintained by automatic ammonium hydroxide addition

when the pH dropped below 5. These 10 L fermenter cultures yielded between 75 and

1100 g (wet weight) cells, which is better than flask growth but not as high as should be

possible (148).

An analysis of the media formulation being used was done by T. N. Truong and J.

Prior ( 176, C. Cooney group, Dept. of Chemical Engineering, MIT). They found that the

amount of amino acids and uracil supplied was probably limiting growth. Also, they

suggested adding trace salts and vitamins as well as further limiting the rate of glucose

addition to prevent fermentation to ethanol and encourage aerobic growth. Enacting these

changes led to a yield of 30 g (wet weight)/L. O'Connor et al. () had shown that S.

cerevisiae could be grown to yield 80 g dry wgt (-320 g wet weight)/L using a completely

synthetic media. Mass spectroscopy was used to measure CO2 production as a monitor of

growth rate and a computerized system adjusted sugar addition accordingly. This level of

yield was unlikely using our non-computerized set-up, but I decided to try their synthetic

media instead of the commercially obtained media base used previously.
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Yields of yeast cells were much higher than those obtained earlier, from

90-120 g (wet weight)/L. This increase was surprising since a comparison of nutrients in

the two media formulations did not show any obviously missing components in the

commercial media, though there were a number of changes in the amounts of components

used. For example, the newer formula contained more potassium and magnesium as well

as trace cobalt, but only half as much ammonium sulfate.

2.3.2 Isolation of human tRNA expressed in yeast

A total of 720 g and 1420 g (wet weight) of WT and G1 :C72

HstRNAi.pMP/SHY4 cells were collected from fermenter batches. The tRNA was

extracted by vigorous shaking with phenol and phenol:chloroform, followed by ethanol

precipitation of nucleic acids. Total tRNA was purified by batch elution of the nucleic

acids from a DEAE-Cellulose column. The yield of total tRNAs were: 33,000 OD2 6 0

(-1.65 g) for the G1 :C72 mutant human intiator tRNA, and 16,000 OD2 6 0 (-0.8 g) for

the WT human initiator tRNA.

The total tRNA was fractionated using a DEAE-Sephadex column

(132,147). For both WT and G1:C72 human initiator tRNA preparations, three peaks of

methionine-accepting activity were seen (figures 2.17 and 2.18). The first and smallest

amount of tRNAMet eluted with the peak of nucleic acids off the column. The later peaks

of tRNAMet eluted slightly after the main tRNA peak, with peak 2 being a reproducible

shoulder of methionine-accepting activity eluting just before the main peak (peak 3).

From the levels of over-expression of the human initiator tRNA relative to the yeast

initiator tRNA (section 2.1.2, figure 2.6), one would expect the largest peak to contain the

human initiator tRNA. A Northern blot of G1 :C72 human initiator tRNA mutant through

purification was done to look at representation of human initiator tRNA in pooled fraction

from the three peaks (figure 2.19). Some G1 :C72 human initiator tRNA mutant is

detected in all three pools, but the peak 2/3 region of the column profile appears to be

enriched for the human initiator tRNA, compared to peak 1. The peak 3 pooled fractions

were therefore selected for further purification.

As a next step in the purification, RPC5 column chromatography was used.

This resin gives good resolution of aminoacylated tRNAMet species under acidic

conditions (pH 4.5) as noted previously (section 2. 1.1, figure 2.6; 65) and, it was hoped,

could also remove any contaminating yeast initiator tRNA from the human initiator tRNA

preparations. Under acidic conditions, methionine-accepting activity eluted in the middle

of the gradient, pretty much with the main tRNA elution peak. No second peak,

corresponding to another species (yeast initiator tRNA) was seen (figures 2.20 and 2.21).

This RPC5 column profile did not resemble that seen for aminoacylated tRNAs, in that
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Figure 2.19: Northern blot of fractions from DEAE-Sephadex chromatography of SHY4

expressing the G1 :C72 human initiator tRNA

"Total RNA extracted" is the tRNA preparation from SHY4 expressing the

G1 :C72 human initiator tRNA before purification by DEAE-Cellulose chromatography.

"Total tRNA" is the preparation after DEAE-Cellulose chromatography. Other samples

are pooled fractions from DEAE-Sephadex chromatography of the tRNA. "M" is a small

scale preparation of total tRNA from SHY4 expressing the G1 :C72 mutant human

initiator tRNA. 0.1 OD2 6 0 of total tRNA or 0.05 OD2 6 0 of pooled tRNA fractions was

loaded.
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the human initiator tRNA eluted at a higher salt concentration than is required for

methionylated human initiator tRNA.

Uncharged tRNAs are often chromatographed on RPC5 at neutral pH

(83,142,143). Therefore, RPC5 chromatography of the partially-purified G1:C72 human

initiator tRNA was attempted. At pH 7.4, the methionine-accepting activity all came off

the column during the initial low salt wash, indicating no neutral pH separation of

tRNAMet species on this column. Pearson et al (142) note that while RPC5 purification

was useful for purification of five tRNAs (tRNAASP, tRNALY, tRNALeu, tRNAPhe,

and tRNASer) from calf liver, many other tRNAs eluted together at the start of their salt

gradient, and therefore were not good candidates for purification by RPC5

chromatography. In contrast, E. coli tRNAfM et can be distinguished from other RPC5

tRNA peaks, eluting early but not immediately from the column (143).

Further analysis of the pooled tRNAMet peak off the RPC5 column (figure

2.20) indicated that chromatography under acidic conditions gave approximately a two-

fold increase in specific activity (figure 2.22). Also the 3' -CCA end of the tRNA

appeared to be intact, as methionine-acceptance was not increased by incubation of the

tRNA samples with E. coli ATP(CTP) nucleotidyltransferase, which is able to replace lost

:3' terminal nucleotides. Northern blots of long (40 cm) PAGE-separated tRNA samples

were done to look at the G1 :C72 human initiator tRNA mutant at different stages of

purification (figure 2.23); these long gels allow a separation between the yeast initiator

tRNA and the slightly faster migrating human initiator tRNA. The identity of the yeast

initiator tRNA band was confirmed using previously purified yeast initiator tRNA

samples from this laboratory (U.L. RajBhandary 1971, M. Simsek 1972). From figure

2.23, it actually appears that most of the yeast initiator tRNA was already removed by the

DEAE-Sephadex column chromatography (compare lanes 1 and 2).

Several other tRNA species appear from ethidium bromide-stained gels to

be present in the RPC5-purified human initiator tRNA, however, so the tRNAs were

separated by 15% native PAGE, from which the human initiator tRNA could by excised

and eluted (figure 2.24). After this step, the human initiator tRNA had quite high specific

activity, 1000-1400 pmole L-Met accepted/OD2 60 , and appeared to be essentially free of

yeast initiator tRNA. The amino acid acceptance of pure tRNA is 1600 pmole/OD2 60.

This human initiator tRNA was used for the binding studies described in the next two

sections.
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Figure 2.23: Northern blot of G1 :C72 mutant human initiator tRNA at different stages of

purification

tRNA at different stages of column chromatography purification was

separated on a 40 cm long 15% native polyacrylamide gel. The tRNA was analyzed by

Northern blotting with probes for human initiator tRNA (oligonucleotide dcfl, top) or

yeast initiator tRNA (oligonucleotide dcf2, bottom). Cross-hybridization was seen, with

the yeast initiator tRNA probe detecting human initiator tRNA in these preparations. The

identity of the two bands was confirmed by uv shadowing to visualize purified human and

yeast initiator tRNA samples. "Total tRNA" is DEAE-Cellulose purified tRNA from

SHY4 expressing G1 :C72 human initiator tRNA. "No HstRNAi gene total tRNA" is total

tRNA isolated from SHY4 which is not carrying a plasmid.
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Figure 2.24: Further purification of G1 :C72 human initiator tRNA mutant on 15% native

polyacrylamide gels

RPC5-purified G1 :C72 human initiator tRNA was electrophoresed on 40

cm long 15% acrylamide gels, the main tRNA band was eluted and concentrated on a

small DEAE-Cellulose column (see Appendix A). This final step in the purification

yielded tRNA of high specific activity which was used for biochemical assays.
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2.4 Binding of human initiator Met-tRNA to elF-2

2.4.1 Analysis of GDP in elF-2 samples

Two samples of eIF-2 isolated from rabbit reticulocytes were used in these

binding assays, one from A. J. Wahba (University of Mississippi) and one from N. Gupta

(University of Nebraska). When isolated, eIF-2 often is bound to GDP, for which it has a

strong affinity (KdGDP = 3.1 x 10-8 M, 100). An assay, developed by Siekierka et al.

(163), uses y-3 2 P-ATP together with nucleoside diphosphate kinase to determine the

percentage of eIF-2 which is complexed with GDP. Figure 2.25 shows a one-dimensional

thin-layer chromatography separation of the assay products, while figure 2.26 shows the

quantitation of the two-dimensional thin layer chromatography results. The Wahba eIF-2

sample contains 54% eIF-2GDP while the Gupta (3-band) sample used is 71% eIF-

2'GDP. In vivo, physiological concentrations of magnesium stabilize eIF-2GDP, making

a guanine nucleotide exchange factor necessary. eIF-2B catalyzes the exchange of GDP

for GTP, thereby allowing ternary complex formation. Here, binding assays are done in

the absence of magnesium, where the exchange of GDP for GTP and formation of the

ternary complex can occur without added eIF-2B (131).

2.4.2 Determination of assay conditions for binding of initiator Met-tRNA to eIF-2

To detect ternary complex formation, human initiator Met-tRNA was

synthesized using labelled methionine. The incorporated radioactivity allows detection of

the tRNA retained on nitrocellulose filters by eIF-2 or determination of tRNA gel

mobility shifts by eIF-2. The stability of the ester linkage between the labelled amino

acid and human initiator tRNA was investigated. Samples of the initiator 3 5 S-Met-tRNA

were incubated under conditions used for complex formation (pH 7.4) at 0°C, 250 C, or

37°C. After fifteen minutes (-4 times longer than the time of actual binding assays), half

of the sample was used to determine the amount of TCA-precipitable 3 5 S-Met remaining,

while the other half was subjected to PAGE. Figure 2.27 shows that 88%, 51%, and 59%,

respectively, of the initial 3 5 S-Met-tRNA remained after the incubation. Also, the ester

linkage appeared stable during gel electrophoresis at pH 8, suggesting that gel shift

experiments might be combined with nitrocellulose filter binding assays to study ternary

complex formation.

In initial binding experiments, a considerable degree of GTP-independent

binding of the initiator Met-tRNA to eIF-2 was seen for all samples of eIF-2 tested. GTP-

dependence of ternary complex formation was established by addition of uncharged

competitor tRNA. Either E. coli total tRNA or S. cerevisiae tRNAPhe could inhibit GTP-

independent binding of initiator Met-tRNA to eIF-2; the effect of adding increasing

amounts of E. coli total tRNA to ternary complex formation reactions is seen in figure
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Figure 2.25: Assay for GDP content in eLF-2 preparations (163)

eIF-2 preparations were incubated with y-3 2 P-ATP and nucleoside

diphosphate kinase. The production of y-3 2 P-GTP was monitored by one-dimensional

thin layer chromatography of the reactions on a PEI Cellulose plate. The position of

unlabelled ATP and GTP used as markers are indicated. "Blank" indicates that no GDP or

eIF-2 was added to the reactions.
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Figure 2.26: Quantitation of GDP present in eIF-2 preparations

Radioactivity in spots corresponding to GTP was quantified by excision

from the PEI Cellulose plate and scintillation counting. Each reaction was done in

duplicate and the average value after subtraction of the blank value is shown. The percent

GDP in eIF-2 samples is expressed relative to the GDP sample (which is set at 100%).
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Figure 2.27: Stability of ester linkage in Met-tRNA during incubations
3 5 S-Met-tRNA was incubated under the conditions used for eIF-2 binding

assays. The time of incubation used is approximately four times as long as the time used

in actual binding assays. The amount of aminoacylated initiator tRNA remaining was

determined by TCA precipitation of half of the incubated sample. The rest of the sample

was analyzed by PAGE to show that deacylation does not occur to a substantial extent

,during electrophoresis.
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2.28. The competitor tRNA probably acts to inhibit nonspecific binding of initiator Met-

tRNA to eIF-2. Previous studies often used initiator tRNA fractions which already

contained other non-methionine accepting tRNAs, and therefore may not have observed

the strong GTP-independent binding seen with these highly purified human initiator

tRNA samples. If detected, the background from GTP-independent binding is usually

subtracted (139).

GTP regenerating systems are often included in ternary complex formation

reactions (100,181, H. Drabkin, personal communication), because small amounts of GDP

present in the reaction can inhibit ternary complex formation. The affinity of eIF-2 for

GTP is 100-fold lower than for GDP (100), and the GDP-bound form of eIF-2 is not

active in ternary complex formation. As shown in figures 2.25 and 2.26, GDP is already

present in the eIF-2 preparations, so there will be some GDP added to the binding

reactions. The nitrocellulose filter binding assay in figure 2.29 shows that when added to

binding reactions, creatine kinase and creatine phosphate can increase the amount of

ternary complex formed. Because of these findings, eIF-2 and all other reaction

components were pre-incubated at 37°C in the presence of excess GTP and a creatine

kinase/phosphate GDP-regenerating system. This pre-incubation should allow conversion

,of eIF-2GDP to eIF-2-GTP before addition of initiator Met-tRNA, so the reaction being

observed is eIF-2-GTP + Met-tRNAi to eIF-2-GTP-Met-tRNAi .

A gel mobility shift assay demonstrates the GTP-independent binding of

Met-tRNAi to eIF-2 seen in the absence of nonspecific competitor tRNA; this binding is

greatly reduced in the presence of excess E. coli total tRNA (figure 2.30, lane 3 vs. lane

7). The effect of creatine kinase/phosphate addition was also seen here upon quantitation

of the gel bands but was less dramatic than that seen in figure 2.29.

2.4.3 Determination of dissociation constants for binding of human initiator tRNA

to eIF-2

Assays for ternary complex formation (figures 2.31-2.32) were done with

eIF-2 samples provided by A. Wahba and N. Gupta. Both WT and G1 :C72 Met-tRNAi

samples were assayed, together with yeast Met-tRNAM, the elongator Met-tRNA species,

previously isolated in the laboratory by RajBhandary and Simsek (1971), as a negative

control. Binding of the wildtype initiator Met-tRNA appears to saturate at 2.5-3.0

pmol/tg eIF-2 (0.31-0.38 mole/mole), while the G1 :C72 sample is saturated for binding

at 1.0-1.5 pmol/pg eIF-2 (0.13-0.19 mole/mole). The result with wildtype human initiator

Met-tRNA is in fairly good agreement with Wagner et al. (181) who report yeast initiator

Met-tRNA reaching a maximal 3.2 pmol bound/jLg rabbit reticulocyte eIF-2 (0.4

mole/mole).
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Figure 2.29: The effect of creatine kinase and creatine phosphate on binding of human
initiator Met-tRNA to eIF-2

Nitrocellulose filter binding assays were done to quantify binding of
human initiator Met-tRNA to eIF-2. Concentrations of eIF-2 and 3 5 S-Met-tRNA were 11
nM and 29 nM respectively. If present, competitor tRNA concentration was 280 nM.
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Counts retained on filters in the absence of eIF-2 were subtracted from each value.
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Figure 2.30: A gel mobility shift assay shows that GTP-dependence in binding of Met-

tRNA to eIF-2 is restored by addition of nonspecific competitor tRNA.

Conditions were the same as in figure 2.29. A GTP-dependent mobility

shift can be seen for human initiator Met-tRNA in the presence of nonspecific competitor

tRNA. In the absence of competitor tRNA the mobility shift is observed in the absence of

GTP.
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Figure 2.31: Binding of human initiator Met-tRNA to eIF-2

Ternary complex formation was quantified by nitrocellulose filter binding.

For this assay, eIF-2 (from A. Wahba) was present at 1.4 jig/ml (11 nM) and E. coli tRNA

at 220 nM. All points are the average of duplicate experiments with the blank (no eIF-2

added) value subtracted. Lines shown on the double reciprocal plots are points for

binding calculated with the best fit values of the dissociation constant. Dissociation

constants obtained were 4.7 x 10-8 M and 7.9 x 10-7 M for wildtype and G1:C72 human

initiator Met-tRNA, respectively.
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Figure 2.32: Binding of human initiator Met-tRNA to eIF-2

Ternary complex formation was quantified by nitrocellulose filter binding.

For this assay, eIF-2 (from N. Gupta) was present at 1.8 plg/ml (14 nM) and E. coli tRNA

at 440 nM. All points are the average of duplicate experiments with the blank (no eIF-2

added) value subtracted. Lines shown on the double reciprocal plots are points for

binding calculated with the best fit values of the dissociation constant. Dissociation

constants obtained were 2.8 x 10-8 M and 2.7 x 10-7 M, for wildtype and G1 :C72 human

initiator Met-tRNA, respectively.
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There is low but detectable binding of the yeast elongator Met-tRNA when

it is present at high concentrations. The binding of charged elongator tRNA is less than

that seen with the G1 :C72 mutant human initiator tRNA (figures 2.31-33), suggesting that

the G1 :C72 human initiator tRNA mutant maintains some of the initiator tRNA-specific

ability to form a ternary complex. Calculation of dissociation constants for the binding

reactions shows that binding of the G1 :C72 initiator tRNA mutant to eIF-2 is decreased

but not abolished. For the Wahba eIF-2 samples Kd(WT) was 4.6 x 10-8 M and

Kd(Gl:C72) was 7.8 x 10-7 M, giving a 17-fold difference in binding. The Gupta eIF-2

sample gave dissociation constants of 2.8 x 10-8 M and 2.7 x 10-7 M respectively, a 9.6-

fold difference in binding. A 10-17 fold decrease in binding of the G1:C72 mutant

initiator tRNA corresponds to a 1.4-1.7 kcal/mole free energy difference. These values

for wildtype human initiator tRNA binding agree with literature values of 5 x 10-8 M for

yeast initiator tRNA (181) and 2 x 10-8 M for the rabbit initiator tRNA (114; 100) in

binding to rabbit reticulocyte eIF-2.

The gel shift assay in figure 2.33 shows the same binding trends for the

three Met-tRNA samples as was quantitated by filter binding assays. The wildtype human

initiator tRNA shows strong binding to eIF-2, while the G1 :C72 mutant and yeast

elongator tRNA display progressively weaker binding. More than one shifted band is

seen in the gel mobility assays. The reason for the multiple bands is not known, but it is

possible one of the eIF-2 subunits is dissociating after complex formation.

2.5 Binding of human initiator Met-tRNA to eEF-lca

While methioninylated initiator tRNA interacts specifically with eIF-2,

aminoacylated elongator tRNAs bind to eEF-la for transport to the ribosome. To

determine whether the decrease in affinity of the G1 :C72 mutant initiator tRNA for

initiation factor eIF-2 correlated with an increase in affinity for elongation factor eEF-la,

a gel shift assay to compare binding of the two human initiator tRNAs was tried. eEF- la

must bind many aminoacyl-tRNAs in vivo and would not be expected to have high

affinity interactions with many tRNA molecules; however, as levels of aminoacyl-tRNA

are very high in the cytosol, a very low dissociation constant is not required for complex

formation in vivo. Gel shift assays have, however, sometimes detected binding that is too

low to quantify by filter binding (23). Nitrocellulose filter assays cannot be used for

determination of binding to eEF-lcx because of its relatively low affinity for

amninoacylated tRNAs.
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Figure 2.33: Gel mobility shift of human initiator 3 5 S-Met-tRNA by eIF-2
3 5 S-Met-tRNA is present at 50 nM and E. coli total tRNA at 440 nM. The

eIF-2 (from N. Gupta) concentration was varied in this experiment instead of Met-tRNA.

Within each set of lanes eIF-2 concentrations are 120 nM, 40 nM, 13 nM, 4.4 nM, and 1.5

nM.
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Figure 2.34 shows a gel shift of the wildtype and GL :C72 mutant human

initiator tRNAs in the presence of eEF-la. The G1 :C72 mutant does appear to bind eEF-

1 ct better than the wildtype human initiator tRNA. However, control experiments show

that this shift is independent of GTP even when nonspecific competitor tRNA is added

(figure 2.35). Pre-incubation with alkaline phosphatase or pyrophosphatase did not

eliminate the gel shift, confirming that GTP was not required to form the observed

complex. Because of the failure of this method to specifically detect eEF-laGTPMet-

tRNAi complexes, binding of the human initiator Met-tRNA to eEF- la was not pursued

further.
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Figure 2.34: Gel mobility shift of human initiator 3 5 S-Met-tRNA by eEF-la
3 5 S-Met-tRNA was varied in this experiment. The concentrations of Met-

tRNA present in each set of lanes are 60 nM, 60 nM, 30 nM, 15 nM, and 7.5 nM. No

eEF-Iac was added to the first lane of each set. eEF-la was used at 23 g/ml (440 nM).
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Figure 2.35: The gel mobility shift seen for human initiator 3 5 S-Met-tRNA by eEF-la is

not dependent on GTP
3 5 S-Met-tRNA was present at 60 nM, eEF-la at 440 nM, and E. coli total

tRNA at 2.2 pM (if included).
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1.3 Discussion

3.1 Over-expression and purification of the wildtype and mutant human initiator

tRNAs

We have shown that the plasmid pMP78-1 can be used to achieve high

level expression of the wildtype and mutant human initiator tRNA genes in yeast. The

wildtype, G1:C72, T54C60, and T33 human initiator tRNAs were all over-expressed

relative to the levels of endogenous yeast initiator tRNA and 5S rRNA in strain SHY4

(figures 2.6 and 2.15). When combined with the ability to grow very large amounts of

yeast, even in selective media, this system offers great potential for large-scale isolation

and subsequent biochemical analysis of many human initiator tRNA mutants.

The wildtype and the G1 :C72 mutant human initiator tRNAs were purified

from total tRNA by a combination of DEAE-Sephadex chromatography, RPC5

chromatography, and PAGE separation. The DEAE-Sephadex column proved to be a

valuable step, as it provided a substantial purification of the human initiator tRNA and at

the same time separated it from the yeast initiator tRNA (figure 2.23). The largest

methionine-accepting peak off the column (figure 2.17) contained most of the human

.initiator tRNA and was subjected to further purification. We suspected that the small first

peak might contain the yeast initiator tRNA, although this hypothesis was not confirmed

by gel analysis or Northern blotting. Also, no explanation for the shoulder to the left of

the main peak is known; it may correspond to human initiator tRNA with incomplete or

alternate base modifications.

The RPC5 column did yield human initiator tRNA of higher specific

activity than that loaded (figure 2.22), but several contaminating species of tRNA

remained after this chromatography step. It is possible that while RPC5 provides good

separation of acylated tRNA species, another resin might provide better purification of

unacylated tRNAs at this step. In place of further column chromatography, native PAGE

was used for further purification of human initiator tRNA. Absence of yeast initiator

tRNA in the samples was confirmed by Northern blotting of tRNAs separated by long

native polyacrylamide gels (figure 2.23). Shorter gels or dot blots which do not allow

resolution of the two initiator species could not be used due to cross-hybridization with

probes for these two related tRNAs. Samples of human initiator tRNA obtained were

63% to 88% pure as judged by its acceptance of radiolabelled methionine.
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3.2 Aminoacylation of human initiator tRNA in vivo in yeast

Both wildtype and all mutant human initiator tRNAs which were

expressed in yeast were recognized as substrates by yeast MetRS in vivo (figure 2.7, 2.13).

lThis result was predictable from the retention of the CAU anticodon in all mutants made

to date. The anticodon sequence is known to be a major identity determinant for MetRS

recognition of tRNAs (39,40,158). The aminoacylation in yeast of wildtype human

initiator tRNA would also be expected from the results of Francis and RajBhandary (65),

who showed that the human initiator tRNA could partially rescue the slow growth of

yeast strain L2718 caused by limiting amounts of the endogenous initiator tRNA.

Nevertheless, the use of acid-urea gels for analysis of aminoacylation in vivo allows

quantitation of charging, and our results show essentially quantitative aminoacylation.

3.3 A29T31:T39T41 mutant human initiator tRNAs

Human initiator tRNA mutants containing A29T31 :T39T41 changes are

not expressed well in yeast. This result was rather surprising considering that the yeast

A29T31 :T39T41 mutant is made in yeast (141) and the same mutant human initiator

tRNA is produced in mammalian systems. The explanation for this context-specific effect

is not known. Context specific effects of mutations in the dihydro-uridine stem on tRNA

stability has also been noted in the case of E. coli elongator methionine tRNA (179).

Transcripts of the A29T31 :T39T41 gene could be made in HeLa extracts

and were processed to mature initiator tRNA in HeLa or yeast cell extracts (figure 2.11).

No decrease in stability relative to the wildtype tRNA was detected (figure 2.9). A

primary transcript of the A29T31 :T39T41 human initiator tRNA gene was detected on

Northern blots of total tRNA from yeast (figures 2.5, 2.14, 2.15). A slight mobility

difference could be seen between wildtype and A29T31 :T39T41 precursors separated by

semi-denaturing PAGE, possibly indicating a different conformation of the mutant

precursor. An alternate conformation of the mutant precursor could interfere with

processing, as seen previously for a human tRNAVal mutant. This tRNAVal mutant with

a mismatched basepair in the anticodon stem was not processed at either the 5' or 3' end

(172).

Additional changes were made at positions 25 and 33 in attempts to

compensate for the defect in the A29T31 :T39T41 mutant. These changes slightly

increased the levels of mutant human initiator tRNA produced, but the amount made was

still very small compared to the wildtype tRNA (figures 2.14 and 2.15). The remaining

position in the anticodon stem and D-stem (which stack to form the lower part of the L-

shaped tRNA molecule) that differs between yeast and human initiator tRNAs is the 28:42
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base pair (figures 2.2 and 2.12). This base pair is stacked directly above the mutated base

pairs of the A29T31 :T39T41 human initiator tRNA. However, unlike the other

prospective compensatory changes made at positions 25 and 33, the 28:42 base pair is not

the same in yeast initiator tRNA and human elongator tRNAMet and different in human

initiator tRNA. The 28:42 base pair is A:U in yeast initiator tRNA, U:A in human

initiator tRNA, and C:G in human elongator tRNAMet; a change from U:A to A:U or

C:G would reverse the orientation of the amino and carbonyl groups present in the major

groove at this position. It is possible that this human initiator tRNA base pair, if changed

to one of the other two base pairs normally seen in contexts with the A29T31 :T39T41

human initiator tRNA mutant, might allow production of an anticodon stem mutant of

human initiator tRNA in yeast.

Analysis of the problems in processing and/or stability of the

A29T31 :T39T41 human initiator tRNA mutant would have been aided by use of a yeast

in vitro system, but as detailed in Appendix B, the human initiator tRNA gene is not

transcribed in vitro by yeast whole cell extracts. The T54C60 human initiator tRNA gene

is transcribed however, and it may be possible to transcribe an A29T31 :T39T41/T54C60

mutant in vitro also. A radiolabelled transcript produced by yeast WCE might assist in

determining whether the primary transcript is unstable or unprocessable or whether the

processed tRNA is rapidly degraded. Such a determination would be of interest not just

in production in yeast of a human initiator tRNA mutation with possible functional

consequences (e.g. in binding eIF-2), but also as an analysis of a minor RNA sequence

change with an apparently large structural impact.

3.4 Comparison of binding affinities of eIF-2 for wildtype and mutant human

initiator tRNAs

The human initiator tRNA isolated from yeast was suitable for assaying

the ability of wildtype and mutant tRNAs to form ternary complex with eIF-2 (figure 2.31

and 2.32). The wildtype initiator Met-tRNA bound well to eIF-2, yielding dissociation

constants which were in agreement with previous literature values. The two human

initiator tRNAs expressed in yeast both have adenosine at position 54 (figure 2.2) which

is the most important determinant for the enzyme product of RIT1 (Ritlp) in yeast to add

a 2'-phosphoribosyl residue to a purine at position 64 (4). This modification is known to

be important in preventing initiator tRNA from acting as an elongator in vivo in yeast and

plants (4,64) but is absent in the vertebrate initiator tRNAs. It is unclear whether the

human initiator tRNA expressed in yeast would be modified by Rit p, however, as it has a

pyrimidine at position 64 instead of a purine. Mass spectroscopic analysis of the purified
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human initiator tRNA was done to look for the modified base, but the results were

inconclusive. If the 2'-phosphoribosyl group at 64 is present in the purified human

initiator tRNA described here, it does not seem to interfere with its binding to eIF-2 from

a mammalian system (rabbit reticulocytes).

The binding curves (figures 2.31 and 2.32) reached saturation at

approximately 0.3 mole Met-tRNAj/mole eIF-2, which is also in agreement with values

reported by others (summarized in 115,181), none of whom report a binding of 1

mole/mole (values range from 0.2-0.75 mole/mole). As our work is done in the absence

of magnesium, eIF-2 bound GDP should be exchangeable for GTP which is present in

excess and regenerated from any GDP present by the creatine phosphate/kinase system.

Therefore, little eIF-2GDP should be present to interfere with ternary complex formation.

It is possible that the molar ratios seen are a reflection of the amount of active eIF-2

present in the different preparations used.

In the yeast in vivo system, the Gi :C72 yeast initiator tRNA mutant

showed very little initiator activity (141). The same mutation in human initiator tRNA

also showed decreased initiator activity in a rabbit reticulocyte in vitro protein synthesis

system (48). In my work, the G1 :C72 mutant tRNA showed a 10-17 fold decrease in

ternary complex formation. This reduced affinity is significant and may account for the

decreased initiator activity of this mutant tRNA seen in vivo in yeast (141) and in vitro. It

is possible that the G1 :C72 mutation also interferes with binding of the tRNA to the

ribosomal P-site, formation of an 80S ribosomal complex, or results in sequestration of

the G1 :C72 human initiator tRNA by elongation factor in vivo. The last possibility would

exacerbate the decrease in eIF-2 binding quantified in this system of isolated components.

With the purified human initiator tRNAs now available, the activity of the G1 :C72 mutant

at each step of protein synthesis can be analyzed and compared to the wildtype initiator

tRNA. Interactions which can be analyzed include binding to the 40S ribosome (139),

binding to eEF-la (64), and formation of an 80S ribosomal complex (32). Other mutants

of the human initiator tRNA can also be purified using the system described here and

similarly analyzed for initiator activity.

The binding of Gi :C72 Met-tRNAi to eIF-2 was not decreased to the level

seen for yeast Met-tRNAM. The remainder of eIF-2 binding activity in the G1 :C72

mutant is probably due to other conserved features of human initiator tRNA still present

in this mutant. Alteration of additional features conserved in initiator tRNAs might

f'urther decrease binding to eIF-2. This hypothesis could be tested by expression in yeast

and purification of other mutant human initiator tRNAs using the system described,

f'ollowed by binding assays to eIF-2.
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A low amount of eIF-2 binding to yeast elongator Met-tRNA could be

detected. This binding is perhaps explainable by eIF-2's strong preference for methionine

attached to tRNAs. A yeast initiator tRNA, mischarged with isoleucine, was shown to

bind extremely poorly to eIF-2, with an approximately 400-fold increase in Kd for

binding (181). Also, while a CAU to CUA anticodon sequece mutant of human initiator

tRNA is charged with glutamine in mammalian cells, the mutant initiator tRNA cannot

initiate protein synthesis from a reporter construct with a UAG start codon, possibly due

to a low affinity of eIF-2 for glutamine charged tRNA (H. Drabkin, unpublished results).

Finally, I have shown that the ternary complex, which consists of the three

subunits of eIF-2, GTP, and the initiator Met-tRNA, can be detected by gel mobility shift

assays. Minor bands were observed in addition to the major shifted band (figures 2.30

and 2.33). If these minor bands represent changes in eIF-2 subunit composition of the

complex, the changes might be monitored by using antibodies to the different eIF-2

subunits to probe Western blots of shifted bands. This method would allow determination

of eIF-2 subunits present in every band.
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Part II

Attempted Regulated Expression of

tRNA Genes in Yeast
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11.4 Introduction

4.1 Eukaryotic nuclear RNA polymerases

Eukaryotic nuclei possess three RNA polymerases, traditionally defined as

follows: RNA polymerase I (Pol I) transcribes the ribosomal RNA (rRNA) except for the

'iS; RNA polymerase II (Pol II) produces messenger RNA which will be translated into

protein; RNA polymerase III (Pol III) synthesizes 5S rRNA and tRNAs (186).

Variations of these general classes are now known, for example small nuclear RNAs,

some of which are transcribed by Pol II and some by Pol III with polymerase switches

(luring evolution (discussed in 60). However, the distinctions between the types of

products made by each polymerase are, for the most part, maintained.

Each RNA polymerase is a multi-subunit complex with two large subunits

and several smaller subunits, five of which are common to all three nuclear polymerases.

These large subunits are related to the 13 and ' subunits of eubacterial RNA polymerase

(186) and may be thought of as having the minimal transcription function (173). Each

polymerase requires a set of transcription factors, which position it correctly for initiation

and regulate its activity in either general or gene-specific fashion (173,186).

4.1.1 RNA polymerase I

Nogi et al. showed in S. cerevisiae that Pol I is essential only for

transcription of rRNA genes (127). The rRNA genes are arranged in tandem repeats

separated by non-transcribed spacer regions. These spacer regions contain the 5S rRNA

gene, transcribed by Pol III, as well as cis-acting elements for regulation of rRNA

transcription (37, 128). The rRNA is transcribed as a single large transcript which is then

processed to give 25S, 18S, and 5.8S rRNAs (128). Small nucleolar RNA molecules

(snoRNAs) which are required for rRNA processing have been identified, and these

snoRNAs may also be involved in ribosome folding and assembly (168,175). Pre-rRNAs

are not capped and so have 5' triphosphate ends while mature rRNAs have 5'

monophosphate ends as a result of cleavage by processing enzymes.

Transcription of rRNA takes place in a cytologically distinct structure, the

nucleolus, where processing of rRNA and assembly with ribosomal proteins is also

thought to occur (128). The nucleolus structures occupy a substantial portion of the

nucleus and have close contact with the nuclear envelope. Proper formation of the

nucleolus appears to involve Pol I itself, which is thought to play a structural as well as a

synthetic role (130); the nucleolar structure is required for active transcription of rRNA

genes by Pol I (128).
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4.1.2 RNA polymerase II

Because of its role in mRNA biosynthesis, the basal machinery and

regulation of Pol II transcription is an area of intensive research. Pol II promoters,

positioned upstream of the transcriptional start site, consist of a TATA box together with

upstream (and sometimes downstream) regulatory sequences. In vitro studies resulted in

a. model in which general transcription factors bind at the TATA box and recruit Pol II;

this complex can provide basal transcription. More recent results indicate that Pol II may

bind as a holoenzyme complex, consisting of Pol II together with many transcription

factors, to promoters where TFIID is already bound (98). In higher eukaryotes, initiation

occurs 30 bp downstream of the TATA box, while in yeast, initiation occurs 40-120

nucleotides downstream and appears to use consensus sequences to select the correct start

site (75). Regulated transcription requires further upstream sites which may extend up to

kilobases away from the TATA box and be quite complex with binding sites for many

factors, both activators and repressors. This arrangement allows for integration of

regulatory signals and precise control of protein expression as cells grow and

differentiate. Communication between upstream sites and the basal transcription

machinery occurs by means of adapters which make protein-protein contacts between

upstream activators and general factors at the TATA box (75). Expression of Pol II

transcribed genes can also be regulated at the level of splicing or by translational controls

(as with GCN4 expression, see section 1.3). One example of alternate splicing is in

Drosophila where it is crucial for somatic sex-determination. Selection of exon splice

sites is regulated by proteins which bind internally to the target exon itself (15). The

transformer-2 (tra-2) protein positively regulates processing of the doublesex (dsx) pre-

mRNA by binding to a female-specific exon and specifying female-specific splicing and

polyadenylation of the dsx mRNA (84).

Transcripts produced by Pol II have a 5' m7 G cap added during (156) and

a poly(A) tail added after synthesis (155). These features enhance the stability (74) and

ribosome recognition (102) of the transcripts. Mammals have a well-defined

polyadenylation signal (AAUAAA) in the 3' trailer of Pol II transcripts (155), but while

sequences for 3' termination and polyadenylation have been identified in yeast, they

appear to be more complex than in mammalian systems (88,89,135,153,154).

The snRNAs, most of which are transcribed by Pol II, have a different cap

structure, m2,2,7G, and are not polyadenylated (140). The cap is added in the cytoplasm,

to which the RNAs travel after transcription. The capped snRNAs return to the nucleus,

where they act in the spliceosome to remove introns from pre-mRNA (78). In addition, in
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higher eukaryotes, a group of small nucleolar RNAs (snoRNAs) have been shown to be

excised from introns of spliced Pol II messages, and have no cap at all (168).

4.1.3 RNA Polymerase 111

Transcription of 5S and tRNA genes by Pol III requires promoter

sequences which are usually within the coding regions of the genes (70,161,170); these

internal control regions (ICRs) are the A box and B box of tRNA genes and an additional

C box in 5S rRNA genes. The A box region corresponds to nucleotides 8 through 19 in

the D stem and loop, and the B box region to nucleotides 52 through 62 in the TTC stem

and loop. 5' flanking sequences also affect Pol III transcription, since genes with identical

ICRs or even identical coding regions may have quite different levels of constitutive

transcription or even, in some cases, regulated transcription (70,161,170). The influence

of 5' flanking sequences is highlighted by "hybrid promoters", found in the U6 snRNA

and tRNA(Ser)Sec genes, which are transcribed by Pol III but require several distinct

sequences in their 5' flanking regions, which resemble those of Pol II promoters, in place

of or in addition to the traditional ICR Pol III promoters (59,60,109,140,183; 8).

The different sequence elements in Pol III promoters have been shown to

be involved in binding of the general Pol III transcription factors (70,161,170). These

factors include several polypeptides, some of which have now been identified, and in one

case an RNA (170) although the effect of this RNA on transcription may be indirect

(52,53). TFIIIC binds first to tRNA genes, contacting both A and B boxes; 5S rRNA

genes require TFIIIA binding before TFIIIC. It has been reported that the B box is more

critical for binding of TFIIIC than the A box, which is then proposed to direct positioning

of TFIIIB to the 5' upstream region of the gene (92,173). TFIIIB exhibits no sequence

specificity in binding to DNA, but once bound forms a very stable complex which is

capable of directing Pol III transcription even in the absence of TFIIIC (and TFIIIA.)

This increased affinity of TFIIIB for DNA may be due to bending of the DNA upon

TFIIIB binding, to a change in TFIIIB subunit composition, or possibly due to both

mechanisms (170).

4.2 tRNA processing in eukaryotes

Transcription by Pol III yields tRNA precursors which are typically only a

few nucleotides longer than the mature tRNA. A precursor must undergo processing to

generate the mature tRNA. Processing steps include (1) cleavages to generate mature 5'

and 3' ends, (2) addition of the 3' terminal -C-C-A sequence, (3) splicing (if necessary),

and (4) numerous nucleotide modifications. These processing reactions are thought to
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occur mostly in eukaryotic cell nuclei (122,123), after which the mature tRNAs are

transported to the ctyoplasm.

Endonuclease cleavage to generate mature 5' ends is catalyzed by RNase P,

which is a ribonucleoprotein in yeast (86,97) and higher eukaryotes (2,9,20). Unlike the

E. coli enzyme, the RNA component alone has not been shown to have catalytic activity.

Micrococcal nuclease treatment does destroy yeast RNase P activity, but not substrate

binding, implying that while protein components are sufficient for binding, the RNA is

required for enzymatic activity (86). Because of the diversity of 5' flanking sequences in

tRNA genes, specificity of RNase P for cleavage must be contained within the body of the

tRNA itself. A correct tRNA-like structure in the precursor is thought to be important for

cleavage (86). Recent work has defined minimal substrates for X laevis and human

RNase P consisting of (presumably stacked) acceptor and T-stems with a minimal one

nucleotide bulge in place of the deleted tRNA region (26,188). Other regions of the

tRNA do seem to contribute to RNase P recognition, although they are not essential.

Yuan and Altman (188) see an alteration in cleavage sites when the length of the model

substrate helices are altered, and therefore propose that RNase P selects its cleavage site

based on measurement of stacked acceptor and T-stem helices along with the position of

the bulge in pre-tRNA.

Several groups have reported that a mature 5' end is a prerequisite for 3'

end processing in vitro and in vivo (28,66,133) although others have reported 3'

processing of substrates retaining their 5' leader sequences (67,172). Precursor tRNAs

with short 3' trailer sequences are the norm in yeast and an exonuclease activity has been

postulated for trimming off these short extensions (86). However, endonucleases for 3'

tRNA-processing have been found in yeast (67,133) as well as in plant (134), D.

melanogaster (66), X laevis (28,69,79), and human systems (28) which alone are capable

of generating tRNA 3' ends. It is probable that both systems are active, although possibly

are of different importance on different pre-tRNA substrates. Oommen et al. (134)

showed that the 3' pre-tRNA endonuclease of spinach chloroplasts cleaves after

nucleotide 74 of a yeast pre-tRNAPhe derivative, which if not already a cytosine, must be

removed exonucleolytically and replaced by the ATP(CTP)-tRNA-specific

nucleotidyltransferase enzyme. The wheat embryo nuclear endonuclease, however, cut

precisely after position 73 of the same test substrate, eliminating the need for an

exonuclease. Both of these plant endonucleases require tRNA substrates with 3' extension

for activity; tRNA with a mature -C-C-A end was not a substrate.

tRNA precursors with long 3' trailers were proposed to be poorly

processed in yeast (3) as opposed to in human cell extracts or X laevis oocytes where a
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human tRNAiMet primary transcript with >400 nt 3' extension was efficiently processed

(1). Later work showed that long 3' extensions could be processed in yeast also, but

required specific sequences that were noticeably AT-rich in comparison with the

uncleaved 3' trailers (67). Certain sequence changes within the tRNA coding-region,

especially in the T-arm (182,190,191) and the D-arm (174), can also decrease 3'end

processing in yeast, X laevis, and cultured mammalian cells, presumably through

disruption of the tRNA's three-dimensional structure.

Eukaryotic tRNA genes, unlike their eubacterial counterparts, do not

encode the terminal -C-C-AoH sequence (70,161,170). These conserved 3' terminal

nucleotides are added by ATP(CTP)-tRNA specific nucleotidyltransferase. In yeast, this

enzyme is a 60 kDa monomer with homology to the same enzyme in E. coli and is

reported to recognize the bend in an L-shaped tRNA molecule. The bend in tRNA is

composed of the D- and T-loops, along with the aminoacid acceptor stem (86).

Removal of introns from tRNA precursors which has been studied most

extensively in yeast, occurs in three steps: endonucleolytic cleavage, ligation leaving a 2'

phosphate at the splice junction, and transfer of this phosphate to NAD+ by a

phosphotransferase (86). The endonucleolytic and ligation steps are concerted and the

enzymes are again thought to be associated in the nucleus (86,133). tRNA endonuclease

is an integral membrane protein (86, 144), while the tRNA ligase is at the periphery of the

nuclear membrane (35). In mammalian cell extracts, the splicing mechanism for tRNAs

is quite different; no 2' phosphate is generated, so no phosphotransferase is required

(106).

tRNAs contain many modified nucleotides. Biosynthesis of several of

these modified nucleotides requires the action of more than one enzyme. Also, the same

modification reaction at different nucleotide positions within the tRNA may require

different enzymes (16). The complexity of the modifications and the maintainance

through evolution of the many enzymes necessary to make them implies they are

important for tRNA function. Modified nucleotides have, in some cases, been found to be

identity determinants for aminoacylation and as crucial modulators of codon:anticodon

recognition (167). Most modifications are made in the nucleus, the exceptions being the

very common anticodon loop modifications at positions 34 and 37 which occur in the

cytoplasm (16). Modifications are added to tRNA in an ordered manner during pre-tRNA

processing. A multi-enzyme complex of tRNA-modifying enzymes has been proposed,

and channelling between associated enzymes would be consistent with the sequential

reactions seen (16).
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Translocation of tRNAs to the cytoplasm in X laevis oocytes is an energy-

dependent process which is saturable by tRNA (189). Regions of the D-arm and T-arm

appear to be especially important for transport, implying a recognition of certain

conserved features in tRNA by the transport system (174). Mutants defective in transport

have been shown to be deficient in processing, although some unprocessed tRNAs could

be transported (174). Studies of nuclear export in X laevis oocytes revealed that tRNA

transport was poorly competed by 5S rRNA, U1 snRNA, or mRNA transcripts.

Conversely, tRNA did not inhibit transport of U1 snRNA and only inhibited mRNA

transport when present at very high concentrations (91). These results imply that some

step(s) in transport is specific for certain classes of transcripts. At least one distinct factor

in tRNA and ribosomal RNA export pathways was seen by Pokrywka and Goldfarb (145).

They suggest from their kinetic studies that tRNA is bound to an intranuclear factor, and

release from this factor is the actual rate-limiting step in tRNA export. They propose that

tRNA binds this retention factor after processing, then is released to the export apparatus.

Once in the cytoplasm, the final modifications are made to the tRNA which is then ready

to be aminoacylated and to participate in protein synthesis.

4.3 Switching the promoter specificity of genes

Several groups have attempted to place genes, normally expressed by one

type of promoter, under the control of another promoter type. One very elegant example

is the work by Nomura's group (127,128), who rescued yeast cells lacking Pol I activity

by a plasmid carrying the 35S rRNA gene under the control of a galactose-inducible

promoter. The yeast cells grew only on galactose media, and produced a Pol II derived

35S RNA transcript which appeared to be normally processed to 18S, 5.8S, and 25S

rRNA. The success of this experiment is particularly interesting when considered

together with the work of Conrad-Webb and Butow (37), who found that rRNA genes can

undergo a switch from Pol I to Pol II transcription in vivo in respiratory deficient (petite)

yeast cells (where they become episomal). The rRNA transcripts initiate at the same

position whether generated by Pol I or Pol II, and the authors suggest that the Pol II

system may act as a back-up, supplementing Pol I transcription in petite strains. Deletions

nwithin the Pol I promoter of a plasmid construct have also been shown to activate Pol II

transcription of rRNA genes (166).

The reverse experiment, placing Pol II-transcribed genes downstream of

highly active Pol I promoters, was tried by several groups (112,166, and references

therein). While large amounts of Pol I transcripts were made, only a small amount of

protein was produced. Protein which was made appeared to be a consequence of Pol II
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transcription from a cryptic promoter initiating upstream of the normal Pol I start site

(112,166). The protein-encoding Pol I transcripts were not associated with polysomes,

and appeared to be unstable in vivo due to the lack of a 5' cap (112). Also, Pol I

transcripts were not polyadenylated and were retained in the nucleus (166).

These defects were overcome by Palmer et al. (138) who found that Pol I

transcripts could be efficiently translated if they contained an internal ribosome entry site

for recognition by the ribosome in the absence of a 5' cap (169). Placing a

polyadenylation signal downstream of the gene also appeared to be important for

translation of the Pol I message.

Otter and Straby (136,137) found that Pol III transcription, once initiated

would read through downstream sequences, including the -galactosidase gene until

reaching a (dT)4 sequence which acts as a Pol III terminator. They suggest that a tRNA

gene placed upstream of a protein gene could direct its transcription unless Pol III first

encounters a termination sequence. Carlson and Ross (24,25) reported that Pol III

transcripts of the P-globin gene are made in vivo in human erythroid cells and that these

transcripts are spliced and polyadenylated. These results contrast with those of Sisodia et

al. (165) who did not detect any polyadenylation or splicing of Pol III transcripts of the

chicken adult 03-globin gene or the herpes simplex virus 1 thymidine kinase gene. They

suggest that in vivo polyadenylation and splicing are obligatorily coupled to Pol II

transcription. In vitro assays using cell extracts can splice and polyadenylate

exogenously-generated substrates, indicating that coupling of these processes to Pol II

transcription is not seen in vitro (165). Recently, a chimeric construct linking the strong

Pol III promoter of the adenovirus type 2 VA RNAI gene to the coding region of human

immunodeficiency virus type 1 tat gene was shown to produce Pol III transcripts of the

protein gene (76). These Pol III transcripts, despite lacking a 5' cap or polyA tail, were

reported to be translated in vivo, but -100-fold less efficiently than a Pol II transcript of

the same gene (76).

These reports of switching polymerase specificity show the possibility of

transcripts produced by a non-cognate polymerase to be processed, transported, and

utilized in the same way as the transcripts of genes read by their cognate polymerase.

Although it may be inefficient in some cases, there does appear to be opportunity for

transcripts to escape from the pathway of transcripts produced by one polymerase into an

alternative RNA processing pathway. This cross-talk between processing pathways of

different polymerases may be utilized in vivo under certain conditions to supplement

transcription by one polymerase with a second polymerase, which would be separately
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regulated. In regard to tRNA gene transcription, these results indicated that Pol II control

of tRNA genes might be a viable option for regulated, instead of constitutive, expression.

Expression of Pol III genes from a Pol II promoter has not yet been reported.

4.4 Regulated expression of tRNA genes

Despite some cases of regulated tRNA expression in vivo which are not yet

f'ully understood, most tRNAs, due to the presence of internal promoters, are

constitutively expressed. Efforts have been made to achieve controlled expression of

tRNAs, especially of suppressor tRNAs which would be a valuable tool in making

conditional mutants for animal viral and cellular genetics since these suppressor tRNAs

are deleterious to the cell when constitutively expressed (107). Kunes and Steller (105)

used a constitutively expressed amber suppressor tRNATyr together with a diptheria toxin

gene, which contained an amber mutation and was under the control of a photorecepter

cell specific promoter, to specifically ablate photoreceptor cells during the development

of D. melanogaster. An ablation system such as this one could be more tightly regulated

if the suppressor tRNA, as well as the toxin gene, were conditionally expressed.

Nonsense suppressors are also being investigated as possible therapeutic agents for human

diseases (6,150). Tight control of suppressor activity would be necessary for preventing

side-effects.

Sedivy et al. (159) were able to control the level of a suppressor tRNA in

monkey kidney cells by linking a human amber suppressor tRNASer to an SV40 origin of

replication, the activity of which was controlled by a temperature-sensitive SV40 large T

antigen expressed from a separate integration locus. With this system they were able to

propagate, under permissive conditions, a poliovirus mutant bearing an amber mutation in

the replicase gene.

A more general approach to regulated expression of tRNA in eukaryotes

would be to block Pol III transcription through protein binding. Syroid et al. (171) placed

lactose operator sites upstream of an amber suppressor tRNA gene and controlled activity

of the lac repressor by IPTG to obtain induction of amber suppressor activity in

mammalian cell culture. The expression of the lac repressor protein could be controlled

by a Pol II promoter. Dingermann et al. (44) used the prokaryotic tetracycline repressor,

under the control of a galactose-inducible promoter in S. cerevisiae, to decrease

transcription of an amber suppressor tRNA gene with the tet operator. Expression of the

amber suppressor tRNA gene could be induced by addition of tetracycline which binds to

the tetracycline repressor and prevents its binding to operator sequences. The position of

the tetracycline operator was found to be an important determinant of repression levels
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achieved. This position effect may be due to possible repositioning of the TFIIIB binding

site by a protein, such as GCN4, bound to sequences upstream of the tRNA gene (110).

A different approach involves regulating tRNA activity rather than

expression. It has been demonstrated that an E. coli amber suppressor tRNAGln gene can

be transcribed and properly processed to yield mature tRNA in mammalian cells (H.

Drabkin, H. Park, and U. RajBhandary, unpublished results). The eubacterial tRNAGln is

nonfunctional, however, as it is not aminoacylated by mammalian tRNA synthetases.

Controlled expression of the E. coli GlnRS in mammalian cells by the tetracycline

transactivator system (73) provides inducible suppressor activity.

An alternative approach would be to directly control tRNA expression by

placing the tRNA gene under control of a Pol II, rather than a Pol III promoter. This

system requires a tRNA gene which is not expressed by Pol III, but does function in

translation. A tRNA gene to be regulated by Pol II cannot be constitutively expressed by

Pol III. Due to the internal control regions of Pol III genes, however, disruption of the

Pol III promoter also changes the sequence of the mature tRNA. Such sequence changes

could have a negative effect on processing or activity of the tRNA.

I have used S. cerevisiae as a test organism for analysis of whether

functional tRNA can be expressed from a Pol II promoter. To avoid the complications

possible with internal promoter sequence changes, in the first set of experiments described

here, I have used a human initiator tRNA gene which was not expressed in S. cerevisiae

due to its 5' flanking sequences (49). The second set of experiments involves a yeast

tRNATYr gene with a mutation in the B box of its internal promoter. This mutation

virtually eliminates Pol III transcription of the gene, consequently no suppression is seen

when the tRNA gene is present at low-copy number in cells. When present in high-copy

number, some Pol III transcription of the gene can occur and the resulting ochre-

suppressing tRNATyr is functional in vivo (46). This approach allows investigation of

whether Pol II transcripts can be processed to mature tRNA. Processing would require

the Pol II transcripts to be available to tRNA-processing enzymes which are located in the

nucleus. Also, the influence of length and Pol II features (the 5' cap and poly(A) tail) on

processing of tRNA transcripts can be investigated.
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11.5 Results

5.1 Constructs with the human initiator gene under the control of a constitutive

promoter

5.1.1 Monomeric tRNA gene constructs

To determine whether tRNA transcripts could be well produced from Pol

I:[ promoters and then processed to give functional tRNA, the human initiator tRNA

(HstRNAi) gene was placed downstream of the ADHJ promoter in plasmid pDB20. The

human initiator tRNA gene is not expressed in yeast when flanked by its native human

sequences (49), and therefore was a good gene for these experiments since any mature

human initiator tRNA seen should be a product of the Pol II transcripts. The ADH!

promoter is a high-level constitutive promoter which was expected to be helpful in

detection of tRNA-containing Pol II transcripts and their possible processing products.

Derivatives of pDB20 carrying the human initiator tRNA gene are shown in figure 5.1,

and were named according to the scheme explained in Appendix I: Materials and

Methods. (For example, pAA-mIf has an ADHJ promoter, ADH termination sequences,

and a monomeric human initiator gene in the forward orientation with respect to the

ADH! promoter. pAA-mIr has the same tRNA gene in the reverse orientation.)

Monomeric human initiator tRNA constructs pAA-mIf and pAA-mIr

together with their parent plasmid pDB20 were transformed into yeast strain L2718.

1,2718 is a derivative of strain LI1938; three of its four endogenous initiator tRNA genes

have been disrupted by insertions causing a slow growth phenotype (21). It was thought,

at the time these experiments were initiated, that production of the human initiator tRNA

in yeast might be screened for as an increase in growth rate of this strain (see Appendix

C).

Figures 5.2 and 5.3 show Northern blots of total RNA isolated from strains

with the initiator tRNA constructs. A'Northern blot made from PAGE separated RNA

demonstrates that no human initiator tRNA is made from pAA-mIf or pAA-mIr (figure

5.2). Yeast tRNALeu is detected in every RNA sample showing that other tRNAs are

made as usual. Yeast initiator tRNA is also detected and is decreased in amount in L2718

strains, as expected from the work of Bystrom and Fink (21). Large RNAs are seen in the

lanes corresponding to the initiator tRNA constructs. These large RNAs presumably

represent Pol II transcripts and are seen better on a Northern blot of a denaturing agarose

gel where they run well below ribosomal RNAs but above tRNAs (figure 5.3).

Transcripts from both orientations of the human initiator tRNA gene are seen because of

the random-primer labelling method used to produce a double-stranded DNA probe. As a
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Figure 5.1: The pDB20 vector with monomeric and dimeric human initiator tRNA genes

The notation pAA indicates the plasmid has and ADH1 promoter and

ADHI termination sequences. Human initiator tRNA genes are are denoted as "m" for

monomeric, "dl" for dimeric with a long spacer sequence between the two genes, or "d"

for dimeric. "I" is for initiator, and "f" and "r" are for forward and reverse, respectively.

The orientation of the tRNA genes in the vector are marked with arrows.
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Figure 5.2: Northern blots of total RNA from pAA-mIf and pAA-mIr plasmids in L2718.

Total RNA was separated by PAGE on a 10% acrylamide, 7 M urea gel

run at 20 V/cm. Northern blot analysis was done using random primer labelled probe for

the human initiator tRNA (indicated here as HstRNAi). The filter was stripped and re-

probed with a random primer labelled yeast initiator tRNA (SctRNAi) probe. As a

control, the filter on the left was also probed for yeast tRNALeu (SctRNALeU), using a 5'

end labelled oligonucleotide complementary to that tRNA. L1938 is the parent strain of

I2718 and does not contain a vector. The RNA in lanes 3-5 is from the L2718 carrying

the plasmids noted. Lane 6 is RNA from L2718 without any plasmid. Rabbit tRNAi has

the same sequence as the human initiator tRNA and is used here as a marker.
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Figure 5.3: Northern blots of total RNA from pAA-mIf and pAA-mIr plasmids in L2718.

The same samples as in figure 5.2 were separated on a denaturing agarose

gel, for better visualization of large RNA species. The double-stranded DNA probe for

human initiator tRNA was random primer labelled while the yeast initiator tRNA probe

was 5' end labelled oligonucleotide dcf2. The filter was first probed for human initiator

tRNA, then striped and re-probed for yeast initiator tRNA. The large yeast rRNAs are

visible in both blots as cross-hybridizing bands.
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control, this blot was stripped and re-probed for yeast initiator tRNA, which as can be

seen, migrates somewhat faster than the large human initiator tRNA transcripts.

Primer extension analysis was used to determine whether any 5' end

processing of the tRNA-containing Pol II transcripts occured (figure 5.4). As a control,

human initiator tRNA transcribed by Pol III in yeast from the pScM construct (figure 2.1)

was also analyzed. With the Pol III transcript (WT-pScM), the extension products were

82, 69, 59, and 44 nt long; of these, the 44 nt band is by far the strongest seen. These

products correspond, respectively, to the transcription start site, the mature 5' end, and the

two m2 G modifications at positions 26 and 10 of the human initiator tRNA (figure 5.5).

This modification causes a kinetic block due to pausing of reverse transcriptase at m2 G

residues (187). Interestingly, a small amount of 59 nt product is also seen upon reverse

transcription of pAA-mIf/L2718 RNA, indicating partial modification also of the Pol II

transcript. The enzymes responsible for modification require a tRNA-like structure

(16,56) implying that the transcript may be partially folded into a tRNA structure. The

strong stop at 44 nt was not observed, however, so no modification of G26 occurs in the

Pol II transcript. Also no 5' end processing is seen (absence of a 69 nt band.) Instead

several longer products are seen, extending to between 31 and 37 nt upstream of the

mature 5' end (bands from 100-106 nt); a very faint band at 150 nt was also seen. No

extension products were seen from pAA-mIr RNA (which would not contain transcript

complementary to the probe used) or from reactions which omitted RNA or enzyme.

The unprocessed 5' end of the tRNA together with the lack of a m2 G26

modification suggested that perhaps part of the tRNA was improperly folded, presumably

due to the long leader and trailer sequences present in a Pol II transcript. One possible

way to restrict alternate structures might be to use a dimeric tRNA transcript. Most

eukaryotic tRNA genes are transcribed as separate units but a dimeric tRNAArg-

tRNAASP gene construct has been found in S. cerevisiae (149) and a dimeric tRNASe r-

tRNAiMet in S. pombe (117). These tandem genes are transcribed together, then

processed to give two separate tRNA molecules; the downstream tRNAs do not undergo

independent transcription.

5.1.2 Dimeric tRNA gene constructs

During construction of the original plasmids pAA-mIf and pAA-mlr,

isolates with two inserts of the human initiator tRNA gene were also obtained. These

dimeric tRNA gene isolates had a long spacer (68 bp) region between the two copies of

the human initiator tRNA gene (pAA-dlIf and pAA-dlIr, figure 5.1). Mutagenesis of the

long spacer constructs was done in M13 ssDNA, looping out the region between the two

human initiator tRNA genes and replacing it with the 10 bp spacer seen in the endogenous
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Figure 5.4: Primer extension analysis of Pol II transcripts produced from pAA-mlf

5' end labelled oligonucleotide dcf6 was hybridized to RNA samples at

37°C, then extended using AMV reverse transcriptase. Extension products were seen

from total RNA isolated from pAA-mlf/L2718 and from tRNA isolated from L2718 in

which the wildtype human initiator is expressed from the ScM construct (WTpScM).

WT-pScM extension products correspond to the m2 G modified nucleotides in the human

initiator at postitions 10 (59 nt product) and 26 (44 nt), as well as the mature 5' end of the

tRNA (69 nt) and the transcription initiation site (82 nt). These stop sites are diagrammed

in figure 5.5. The Pol II transcript made from pAA-mIf generated primer extension

products of 59 nt and a series of products of -100-106 nt. These results indicate that the

transcript is modified at position 10, but not processed to generate the mature 5' end of the

tRNA. No 44 nt product corresponding to m2 G at position 26 is seen.
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mature tRNA end
at 69 nt

m7G--

30 nt primer

Figure 5.5: Diagram of primer extension products shown in figure 5.4

The Pol II transcript made from pAA-dIf is shown as a tRNA cloverleaf
structure. The position of dcf6 binding is shown (dark arrow), along with the site of

cleavage that would generate the 5' end of the mature tRNA. The stars within the Pol II
transcript represent the m2 G residues found in wildtype human initiator tRNA.
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S. cerevisiae tRNAArg-tRNAASp gene (149). The dimeric human initiator tRNA

constructs with the 10 bp spacer were then inserted in both orientations behind the ADH1

promoter of pDB20, generating pAA-dIf and pAA-dIr (figure 5.1), which were

transformed into yeast strain L2718.

Total RNA from yeast carrying the dimeric human initiator tRNA

constructs was analyzed by Northern blotting. On a Northern blot of a denaturing agarose

gel hybridized to a single-stranded human initiator tRNA probe, Pol II transcripts

containing tRNA sequences were seen to be produced from pAA-dlIf and pAA-dIf, as

expected (figure 5.6). With a double-stranded human initiator tRNA probe, Pol II

transcripts containing the complement to the human initiator tRNA sequences were

detected from the reverse orientation constructs. In addition to these large transcripts,

what appeared to be mature human initiator tRNA was detected in the pAA-dIf lane and,

to a lesser extent, in the pAA-dIr lane. No human initiator tRNA was seen in lanes

corresponding to the dimeric genes with a long spacer region.

A Northern blot of an acrylamide gel shows more clearly that mature

human initiator tRNA is produced (figure 5.7). This finding raises the question of the

origin of this human initiator tRNA. If it is a product of processed Pol II transcripts, then

why is it also made from the construct in the reverse orientation? If it is a Pol III

transcription product, why is it produced at such different levels in the two constructs

(forward and reverse orientations) when the 30 bp human 5' flank is present in both? A

cryptic promoter is known to be present 3' to the ADH1 gene, in the terminator sequences,

and is oriented opposite to the ADHI promoter (N. Silverman, personal communication;

81) It is possible that this cryptic Pol II promoter produces dimeric tRNA transcripts

from pAA-dIr which are then processed to give the lesser amount of human initiator

tRNA produced from this plasmid. However, it is also possible that yeast sequences

outside the 30 bp 5' human initiator tRNA flank are affecting the ability of the dimeric

construct to be transcribed by Pol III. Positive elements for Pol III transcription in several

organisms have been identified in regions within 50 bp upstream of the tRNA coding

region, and a negative element is up to 300 bp distant in B. mori (170). Distinguishing

between whether the tRNA product was derived by processing of Pol II transcripts or Pol

[II transcripts was not possible with these constructs.

5.2 Constructs with the human initiator gene under the control of inducible Pol II

promoters

If tRNA can be processed from Pol II-generated precursors, then a tRNA

gene placed under control of an inducible promoter should be produced only when the
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Figure 5.6: Northern blot analysis of dimeric human initiator tRNA transcripts expressed

fiom the ADH1 promoter in yeast

Total RNA from L2718 carrying the plasmids indicated was analyzed by a

Northern blot of a denaturing agarose gel. RNA from parent strain L1938 was also

analyzed. Human initiator tRNA transcripts and mature tRNA were detected using 5' end

labelled oligonucleotide dcfl.
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Figure 5.7: Northern blot analysis of dimeric human initiator tRNA transcripts expressed

from ADHI promoter in yeast

The RNA samples analyzed are the same as in figure 5.6, but were

separated by PAGE.
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promoter is, in fact, induced; constitutive tRNA production would indicate that

transcription by Pol III was occurring. The first inducible promoter used was the hybrid

UASGatCYC1 promoter linked to the ADHI terminator sequences. The dimeric initiator

tRNA gene construct was inserted in both orientations, to give pCA-dIf and pCA-dIr

(figure 5.8) which were transformed into yeast L2718 cells.

Figure 5.9 shows a Northern blot of RNA separated on a denaturing

agarose gel. A Pol II transcript of pCA-dIf is seen in galactose but not in glucose media.

Unfortunately, Pol III transcription of the dimeric human initiator tRNA genes definitely

appears to be taking place, since large amounts of human initiator tRNA are generated in

glucose and galactose media. The human initiator tRNA produced is seen better in figure

5.10, where the amount of human initiator tRNA actually appears to decrease in galactose.

A dark band running above the mature human initiator tRNA (much more visible in the

lanes of glucose grown cells) may correspond to the primary Pol III transcript.

The dimeric human initiator tRNA constructs were also inserted

downstream of the identical GALl promoters of pYES2 and pGA (figure 5.11 and 5.12).

pYES2 has CYC1 termination sequences, while pGA has the ADH termination sequences

from pDB20. The pYES2 derivatives, pGC-dIf and pGC-dIr, and the pGA derivatives,

pGA-dIf and pGA-dIr, were transformed into yeast strain 1.7a. Northern blots show that

Pol II transcripts containing the tRNA sequences were made from pGC-dIf (figure 5.13),

but no mature human initiator tRNA was produced from the Pol II transcripts or from Pol

III transcription (figure 5.14). Pol II transcripts of the human initiator tRNA gene were

also made from pGA-dIf (figure 5.15). In addition, some mature human initiator tRNA is

seen on the Northern blot in figure 5.16, but is probably due to Pol III transcription since

its production is independent of galactose induction.

The two sets of plasmids (pGC- and pGA-) were also transformed into

yeast strain JELl. This strain gives very high galactose induction, due to the integration

of a construct which expresses GAL4 from the galactose-inducible promoter of GAL10

(111). Pol II transcripts containing human initiator tRNA sequences are made from pGA-

dIf and pGC-dIf (figure 5.17) as expected from the experiments in strain 1.7a. Figure

5.18 shows that mature human initiator tRNA is produced from all the dimeric gene

constructs, but this tRNA is likely to be a result of Pol III transcription as it is seen in

glucose and galactose. Interestingly, human initiator tRNA is made from pGC-dIf in this

strain, whereas no human tRNA was produced in strain 1.7a. In the case of pGA-dIf, the

human initiator tRNA signal appears stronger when the Pol II promoter is induced. The

reason for this is not known.
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Figure 5.8: Plasmid pCA with dimeric human initiator tRNA genes

This plasmid has a hybrid Pol II promoter with upstream sequences from

the GALl promoter and a basal promoter region from the CYCJ gene. Termination

sequences are from the ADHI gene.
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Figure 5.9: Northern blot analysis of dimeric human initiator tRNA transcripts expressed

from pCA constructs in yeast

Total RNA from L2718 carrying the plasmids indicated was separated by

denaturing agarose electrophoresis. RNA from parent strain L1938 was also analyzed.

Note the induction of a large human initiator tRNA transcript from pCA-dIf when the

cells are grown in galactose.
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Figure 5.10: Northern blot analysis of dimeric human initiator tRNA transcripts

expressed from pCA constructs in yeast

Total RNA from L2718 carrying the plasmids indicated was separated by

PAGE. RNA from parent strain L1938 was also analyzed. Human initiator tRNA is

produced from pCA-dIf and pCA-dIr in glucose as well as in galactose. Also note the

somewhat larger RNA containing human initiator tRNA sequences, which could

correspond to a Pol III transcript of the gene.
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Figure 5.11: Diagram of plasmid pYES2 with the dimeric human initiator tRNA gene

This plasmid has a GALl promoter and CYCI termination sequences.

MCS indicates a multi-cloning site between the promoter and terminator sequences.
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Figure 5.12: Diagram of plasmid pGA with the dimeric human initiator tRNA gene

This plasmid has a GALl promoter and termination sequences from the

ADHI gene.
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Figure 5.13: Northern blot analysis of total RNA from yeast strain 1.7a carrying the

dimeric human initiator genes on pGC plasmids

Total RNA was separated by denaturing agarose gel electrophoresis.

Plasmids in 1.7a are indicated, as is induction of the galactose-inducible promoter. A

minus sign indicates growth in glucose, a plus sign growth in galactose media. The

T54C60 human initiator tRNA expressed from pMP78-1 in SHY4 was used as a marker.

Pol II transcripts are produced only when cells are grown in galactose.
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Figure 5.14: Northern blot analysis of total RNA from yeast strain 1.7a carrying the

dimeric human initiator genes on pGC plasmids

The samples are the same as in figure 5.13, but were separated by PAGE.

No human initiator tRNA is made from these plasmids in either glucose or galactose

media.
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Figure 5.15: Northern blot analysis of total RNA from yeast strain 1.7a carrying the

dimeric human initiator genes on pGA plasmids

Plasmids in strain 1.7a are indicated along with induction of the Pol II

promoter. Pol II transcripts of the human initiator tRNA were induced from pGA-dIf in

galactose media. T33 mutant human initiator tRNA expressed from the ScM construct in

pMP78-1 in strain SHY4 was used as a marker.
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Figure 5.16: Northern blot analysis of total RNA from yeast strain 1.7a carrying the

dimeric human initiator genes on pGA plasmids

Samples are the same as in figure 5.15, but were separated by PAGE.

Human initiator tRNA is made from pGA-dIf in glucose and galactose media.
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Figure 5.17: Northern blot analysis of total RNA from yeast strain JELI carrying the

dimeric human initiator genes on pGC or pGA plasmids

Total RNA from JEL carrying plasmids as indicated was separated by

denaturing agarose gel electrophoresis. Pol II transcripts containing the human initiator

tRNA sequences are induced from pGA-dIf and pGC-dIf by growth in galactose media.

Rabbit initiator tRNA is used as a marker.
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Figure 5.18: Northern blot analysis of total RNA from yeast strain JEL1 carrying the

dimeric human initiator genes on pGC or pGA plasmids

Samples are the same as in figure 5.17, but were separated by PAGE.

Human initiator tRNA was constitutively produced from pGA-dIf, pGC-dIf, and pGC-dIr.
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In summary, the dimeric human initiator tRNA construct appears to be

competent for Pol III transcription in the context of some yeast sequences. The

background of Pol III-produced transcripts varies with different constructs and strains, but

is a hindrance for this work. It would not be possible to detect human initiator tRNA

which is processed from Pol II transcripts, in a background of the same tRNA

constitutively produced by Pol III. It appeared that, for these experiments, another tRNA

with a better understood defect in Pol III transcription might be more informative in terms

of whether a Pol II-generated tRNA transcript can be processed to mature tRNA.

5.3 Amber suppressor tRNATYr constructs

A yeast ochre suppressor tRNATyr on a centromeric vector has been

described which is not expressed by Pol III due to a mutation of conserved positions in

the B box ICR (G53C61 to A53T61). When placed on a very high-copy vector, however,

some Pol III transcription of the gene can occur, and the tRNA acts as a functional ochre

suppressor (46). Thus, this tRNA seems a good candidate for controlled expression from

the Pol II promoter for two reasons. First, the A53T61 mutation decreases TFIIIC

binding to the ICR and so the gene is unlikely to be activated by different flanking

sequences. Second, the mutant tRNA, if expressed, should be detectable by an in vivo

suppression assay.

5.3.1 Suppression by tRNAam G53C61

A synthetic amber-suppressing yeast tRNATyr (SctRNAam, constructed

by C. P. Lee) was the basis for construction of an amber suppressor bearing the A53T61

B box mutation (figure 5.19). The SctRNAam G53C61 gene was excised from its

original vector on a 400 bp or 80 bp fragment and inserted downstream of the GALl

promoter of pYES2, to generate pGC-mYl and pGC-mYs. The original synthetic yeast

amber suppressor tRNA is constitutively expressed in yeast, as shown by its ability to

suppress several amber mutations in biosynthetic genes of strain HEY301-129 (figure

5;.20). pGC-mYl suppressed all three amber alleles, while pGC-mYs did not suppress the

amber mutation in his4. (The his4 amber mutation is the tightest while the trpl mutation

is quite leaky and the met8 mutation is intermediate between the other two.) Thus, it

appears that flanking sequences can affect the level of constitutive Pol III transcription of

this gene, although both constructs yield some SctRNAam. Galactose induction of the

GALl promoter did not allow growth of pGC-mYs in the absence of histidine.

Northern blots were done to look at the levels of SctRNAam produced

from the two constructs in strain JEL (figure 5.21). No strong SctRNAam signals were

detected in pGC-mYl or pGC-mYs total RNA, indicating that the lack of growth seen for
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III transcription of the gene.
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Figure 5.20: Suppression of amber mutations in HEY301-129 by yeast amber-suppressor

tRNA

The yeast strains can only grow without methionine, tryptophan, and

]histidine if an amber suppressor tRNA is provided by the plasmid it carries. Plasmid

pGC-mS has a human serine suppressor tRNA inserted into pYES2 (see Appendix A).

Plasmids pGC-mYl and pGC-mYs both have the yeast amber suppressor tRNA inserted

into the MCS of pYES, but the tRNA gene was inserted as part of a long (400 bp) or a

short (80 bp) restriction fragment. All the plasmid-bearing strains were able to grow in

the absence of methionine and tryptophan indicating that suppressor tRNAs were

produced. Plasmids pGC-mS and pGC-mYl also allowed growth in the absence of

histidine, but pGC-mYs did not. The notations (1) and (2) indicate different isolates of

the same constructs.
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Figure 5.21: Northern blots of total RNA from the strain JEL1 carrying plasmids pGC-

mYl or pGC-mYs

Total RNA from JEL1 carrying the plasmids indicated was separated by

denaturing agarose electrophoresis (left) or PAGE (right). Northern blot analysis was

done using 5' end labelled oligonucleotide dcf21. Pol II transcripts were induced from

pGC-mYs in galactose media (left hand panel). Little or no yeast amber suppressor tRNA

could be detected in glucose or galactose media. Yeast amber suppressor tRNA produced

in E. coli (a gift from M. Chow) was used as a marker.
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pGC-mYs in the absence of histidine may be due to low overall production of the amber

suppressor from the synthetic tRNA gene. One reason for the very low expression of

tRNAam from these constructs could be the lack of a sequence (dT)>5 required for

termination of Pol III transcription (3). Galactose-specific induction of long SctRNAam

transcripts can be seen from pGC-mYs, demonstrating again that production of tRNA-

containing transcripts by Pol II should not be a problem. The lack of long transcripts

from the pGC-mYl constructs is probably attributable to the approximately 200 nt

distance between the end of Pol II promoter sequences and the tRNA coding region.

5.3.2 Pol II transcripts of tRNAam A53T61 are made but are not processed to

mature tRNA

To prevent Pol III transcription of the SctRNAam gene, mutagenesis to

change G53C61 to A53T61 (46) was done by PCR, and both monomeric and dimeric

versions of the mutant SctRNAam gene (SctRNAam* or Y*) were made. The gene

constructs were inserted into a entromeric plasmid downstream of a (ALl promoter and

upstream of the ADH1 termination sequences, generating pGAcen-mY*f and pGAcen-

dY*f (figure 5.22). The set of pGAcen constructs was transformed into yeast strain

HEY301-129 and assayed for amber suppression on glucose or galactose plates (figure

5.23). All strains grew on plates with all amino acids or on plates lacking only

tryptophan; no strains grew in the absence of added methionine or histidine. The results

were the same on glucose or galactose media, indicating that galactose-specific induction

of SctRNAam* was not occurring. A Northern blot shows that Pol II transcripts of

SctRNAam* are made but are not processed to mature tRNA products (figure 5.24).

5.3.3 Analysis of SctRNAam* Pol II transcripts

The Pol II transcripts of the mutant amber suppressor tRNA gene were

further analyzed to determine whether they were polyadenylated. Total RNA from

pGAcen-dY*f/HEY301-129 was fractionated on the basis of its ability to bind to

oligo(dT). The long galactose-inducible transcript containing SctRNAam* sequences

fractionated mostly with material which did bind oligo(dT), indicating that it is

polyadenylated, as would be expected from a Pol II transcription product (figure 5.25).

Pol II start sites and polyadenylation sites for the transcripts were

determined by primer extension and S1 nuclease protections assays. Primer extension

analysis suggests that the Pol II transcripts originate -120 nt upstream of the 5' end of the

IRNA (figure 5.26). The 51 nt band corresponds to the m2
2 G modification at position 26

of SctRNATYr. This extension product is the longest seen from endogenous SctRNATyr,

indicating that reverse transcriptase cannot proceed past the modified nucleotide. The 51

nt bands in other lanes are most likely due to tRNA contamination of the poly(A)+ RNA
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Figure 5.22: Plasmid pGAcen with monomeric or dimeric yeast A53T61 amber

supppressor tRNA genes

The GALl promoter-ADHl terminator construct from pGA was inserted

into YCp50O to yield the centromeric vector pGAcen. Monomeric or dimeric yeast amber

tRNA gene constructs were made which incorporated the A53T61 mutation which

inactivates Pol Im transcription of the gene. The yeast A53T61 amber suppressor tRNA

(SctRNAam ) constructs were designated as pGAcen-mY*f or pGAcen-dY*f, indicating

monomeric or dimeric tyrosine-inserting mutant tRNAs.
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Figure 5.23: Plasmids pGAcen-mY*f and pGAcen-dY*f do not suppress amber

mutations in HEY301-129

Yeast strain HEY301-129 carrying the plasmids indicated was grown on

glucose or galactose with all amino acids or without methionine, tryptophan, or histidine.

All strains could grow on media without tryptophan, including pGAcen/HEY301-129

which does not have the SctRNAam gene construct. The tryptophan mutation is the

leakiest of the amber mutations. None of the plasmids allow growth in the absence of

histidine or methionine, indicating that they are not producing functional amber

suppressor tRNA even on galactose media.
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Figure 5.24: Northern blot of total RNA from HEY301-129 carrying pGAcen plasmids

Total RNA from HEY301-129 carrying the plasmids indicated was

separated by denaturing agarose gel electrophoresis. Northern blot analysis was done

using 5' end labelled oligonucleotide dcf21 as a hybridization probe. Pol II transcripts of

the SctRNAam constructs were induced in galactose media.
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Figure 5.25: Pol II transcripts of the SctRNAam constructs are polyadenylated

Total RNA from pGAcen-dY*f/HEY301-129 yeast cells grown in

galactose media was separated into poly(A)+ and poly(A)' RNA by its ability to

hybridize to oligo(dT) (see Appendix A). Total RNA, non-polyadenylated RNA, or

poly(A)+ RNA was analyzed by Northern blotting after PAGE. Transcripts of the

SctRNAam construct were mainly found in poly(A)-selected RNA.
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Figure 5.26: Primer extension analysis of RNA from HEY301-129 carrying the pGAcen

plasmids

Primer extension analysis was performed on Poly(A)+ RNA from

pGAcen-mY*f/HEY301-129 (lane 2), pGAcen-dY*f/HEY301-129 (lane 3), or

pGAcen/HEY301-129 (lane 4). Lane 1 contained all components except RNA, while lane

6 contained RNA but no enzyme. Lane 5 is a primer extension reaction using total yeast

tRNA, which contains wildtype yeast tRNATYr to which the primer can hybridize under

the non-stringent conditions used in this experiment. The primer used for this experiment

is 5' end labelled dcfl4. The primer which hybridized to wildtype yeast tRNA could

extend only to the modified nucleotide m22G at postion 26 in the tRNA. The 196 nt

product seen for the monomeric SctRNAam gene transcript indicates the Pol II

transcriptional start site, as do the 196 nt and 281 nt products made from the dimeric

SctRNAam* gene construct (see text for a further discussion of extension products.)
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Figure 5.28: S1 nuclease protection assay of RNA from HEY301-129 carrying the

pGAcen plasmids

Samples analyzed are total RNA from HEY301-129 carrying the indicated

plasmids. From the left, lane 1 contained all components except RNA, while lane 5

contained RNA but no enzyme. The sample in lane 6 is poly(A)+ RNA from pGAcen-

mY*f/HEY301-129. No sample was loaded in lane 7, while lane 8 contains only the

original double-stranded DNA fragment (labelled at one end by the Klenow fragment of

E. coli DNA polymerase) used as a probe (-480 bp). Protected DNA fragments of -200

nt are indicated.
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samples used here, as it is present even in the RNA from pGAcen/HEY301 where there is

no SctRNAam* gene (lane 4). pGAcen-mY*f RNA gives only the band at 51 nt and the

one corresponding to the Pol II transcriptional start site (figure 5.27); no 79 nt band is

seen, implying that 5' end processing of the tRNA transcript does not occur. The primer

extension pattern from the dimeric transcript is more complex, as there are two

hybridization sites for the primer, and therefore two different length products for each

reverse transcriptase stop (see figure 5.27). Not all the possible products diagrammed in

figure 5.27 are actually observed, only the contaminating 51 nt band and the bands (196 nt

and 281 nt) corresponding to the Pol II start site. In addition, several products are made

from the dimeric transcript which are not seen with the monomeric transcript and are not

diagrammed in figure 5.27. These bands probably are due to pausing at secondary

structures within the transcript, since primers hybridizing to the downstream tRNA

sequence would have to extend through any structure in the upstream tRNA.

An S1 nuclease protection assay was used to map the polyadenylation

site(s) in the transcripts (figure 5.28). Protected fragments ranged from 190-220 nt with

the strongest signals just before 220 nt. This result indicates that the site of poly(A)

addition is 50-80 nt downstream of the original stop codon for the ADH1 coding

sequence. However, -140 bp of the original protein coding sequence remains between

the end of the tRNA and the stop codon, so the 3' extension to be cleaved off is -200 nt (+

poly(A)tail).

5.3.4 T7 transcripts of SctRNAam* can be processed in vitro to give a tRNA-like

product

It is not clear from the results discussed above whether the long Pol II

tRNA transcripts are not substrates for the tRNA processing enzymes or if they are not in

the correct cellular location to encounter these enzymes. Transport of the Pol II

transcripts to the cytoplasm might prevent processing, as the tRNA-processing enzymes

are mostly found in the nucleus. Whole cell extracts (WCE) contain a mixture of

enzymes from different cellular compartments. Therefore, processing of the Pol II

transcripts by yeast whole cell extract in vitro was attempted, but the results were

inconclusive. The Pol II transcripts could be detected on Northern blots, but a

background from large amounts of tRNA in the whole cell extract prevented sensitive

detection of possible SctRNAam* products.

To overcome this problem, radiolabelled transcripts of the monomeric and

Idimeric SctRNAam * constructs were used; the transcripts were synthesized (from

IpGAcen-mY*f and pGAcen-dY*f) by T7 RNA polymerase in the presence of ac-3 2P-

UTP. After incubation with the yeast whole cell extract (from A. Weil, 96), RNA
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products were separated by PAGE (figure 5.29). Much of the T7 transcripts remain after

the incubation, but some appears to be processed to a 75 nt product, which is the expected

size for tRNA lacking a 3' -CCA sequence. This product is observed from both

monomeric and dimeric transcripts and is produced from transcripts with 65 nt or 210 nt

3' extensions (made from AccI or DraI digested plasmids, respectively). Thus, the length

of the 3' extensions does not seem to be critical for processing of the T7 transcripts to the

75 nt product.

T2 RNase digestion followed by two-dimensional thin layer

chromatography was performed to determine whether the processing product contained

the 5' end pCp, expected for the amber suppressor tRNA. The tyrosine-accepting species

is the only tRNA in yeast which has a 5' terminal C. The 75 nt product was excised from

a gel, isolated, and digested with T2 RNase. The T2 digestion products were separated by

two-dimensional thin layer chromatography to identify the 5' terminal nucleotide which is

released as a 3',5'-diphosphate, whereas all other products should be 3'-monophosphates.

A radioactive spot co-migrating with unlabelled pCp was observed on the thin layer

chromatography plates, demonstrating that the 5' sequence of the 75 nt band is pCpU, as

would be expected for the correctly 5'-processed SctRNAam* (figure 5.30). In addition, a

:radiolabelled spot corresponding to Tp was seen which would arise from the sequence

(TpU or TpT) expected for the T-loop of the tRNA. Radiolabelled Dp was not detected,

which could be due to a lack of the cofactor FADH, or to inactivation of the modifying

lenzyme in the extract. The ratios of radioactivity in the pNp and Np spots was not quite

the expected ratio for SctRNAam*, but overall counts were low, especially for pCp and

Tp.

These experiments indicate that processing of T7 transcripts of

SctRNAa* can occur. Because the T7 transcripts lack the m7 G cap and 3' poly(A) tail

of Pol II transcripts, it is not clear whether these features have a negative effect on

processing to tRNA in vivo. The T7 transcripts used also have a much shorter 5' leader

than the Pol II transcripts (19 nt vs. 120 nt) which may lead to increased processing.

5.3.5 Pol II specific features, such as the presence of a 5' cap and poly(A) tail, do not

interfere with processing of pGAcen-dY*f T7 transcripts in vitro

To determine whether the m7 G cap and poly(A) tail features of Pol II

transcripts interfere with processing by tRNA processing enzymes, T7 transcripts were

made which included these features. Capped T7 transcripts can be produced by

incorporation of the m 7G(5')ppp(5')G cap analog in the transcription reaction. Two-

dimensional thin layer chromatography of RNase T2 digested transcripts synthesized with

01-32p-GTP was used to demonstrate that the majority of transcripts produced under the
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Figure 5.29: Incubation of T7 transcripts of SctRNAam gene constructs with yeast

whole cell extract

Plasmids pGAcen-mY*f or pGAcen-dY*f contain T7 promoters just

downstream of the GALl promoter. The plasmids were digested with AccI or DraI, then

used for T7 transcription of the SctRNAam constructs (see Appendix A). The T7

transcripts produced (sizes of the different transcripts are indicated to the right of the

figure) were incubated with yeast whole cell extract, and all were seen to produce a 75 nt

product.
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Figure 5.30: Analysis of the 75 nt product seen in figure 5.29

The 75 nt products made from T7 transcripts in yeast whole cell extract

were isolated, digested with T2 RNase, and the T2 digestion products analyzed by two-

,dimensional thin layer chromatography. Positions of nucleotide 3'-monophosphates are

indicated along with the spot corresponding to cytosine 3',5'-diphosphate (pCp). The

identity of the pCp spot was confirmed using unlabelled pCp marker. Patterns were

identical for all four 75 nt products analyzed (pGAcen-mY*f and pGAcen-dY*f digested

with AccI or DraI).
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reaction conditions were in fact capped (figure 5.31). Little if any pppGp was seen in the

chromatographed nucleotides from capped transcripts; instead, a spot corresponding to

m7 G(5')ppp(5')Gp was detected. When incubated with yeast whole cell extract, both

capped and uncapped T7 transcripts were processed to about the same extent to a 75 nt

product (figure 5.32). Thus, it appears that the presence of the 5' terminal cap found in

Pol II transcripts does not block processing. A band one nucleotide larger (76 nt) is also

seen which could correspond to a processed product containing C76. A cytosine is

actually encoded as the first nucleotide of the 3' trailer; this C could be retained when the

tRNA processed, or the -CCA sequence could be added after precise cleavage following

the discriminator base (A75).

Capped transcripts were polyadenylated enzymatically using E. coli

poly(A) polymerase, and transcripts which had gained poly(A) tails were selected by

binding to oligo(dT). The polyadenylated substrate is seen in figure 5.33 as a smear

extending up from the position of the non-polyadenylated transcript. The

capped/polyadenylated transcripts were also processed to give the same products seen

previously. The poly(A) tail appears to be completely removed in the yeast whole cell

extract, as seen by the collapse of the smear to a more compact band of the same size as

the original T7 transcript.

The processing of capped and polyadenylated T7 transcripts in vitro

indicates that the long Pol II transcripts of the SctRNAam* gene should to some extent be

substrates for the tRNA-processing enzymes in vivo. However, no mature SctRNAam* is

seen in vivo, which could indicate that the amount of processing is too low to be detected

or that the Pol II transcripts are localized to an area of the cell where they do not

encounter tRNA processing enzymes.

5.3.6 Fractionation of yeast cells indicates that SctRNAam* transcripts are present

in nuclei and cytoplasm

Fractionation of pGAcen-dY*f/HEY301-129 cells was done to determine

the localization of Pol II SctRNAam* transcripts in vivo. As mentioned previously,

export of Pol II transcripts to the cytoplasm could prevent their access to tRNA-

processing enzymes in the nucleus. Yeast cells were lysed and fractionated by sucrose

gradient as described by J. A. Wise (184). Total RNA was extracted from nuclear and

cytoplasmic fractions then analyzed by Northern blotting for presence of SctRNAam*

transcripts.

Figure 5.34 shows that Pol II transcripts of SctRNAam* are present in both

the nuclear and cytoplasmic fractions. An interesting finding is that several nuclear bands

of decreasing size are seen, indicating that the Pol II transcript may be degraded or even
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Figure 5.31: Analysis of the incorporation of m7 G(5')ppp(5')G into T7 transcripts

T7 transcripts made without (left) or with (right) m7G(5')ppp(5')G were

digested with RNase T2 and analyzed by two-dimensional thin layer chromatography.

Uncapped transcripts produced pppGp upon digestion with RNase T2, while transcripts

made with m7 G(5')ppp(5')G produced m7GpppGp.
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Figure 5.32: Incubation of capped T7 transcripts of SctRNA * constructs with yeast

extract

T7 transcripts were made from pGAcen-dY*f either with or without the

m7 G(5')ppp(5')G cap analog, then incubated with two different samples of yeast extract.

The presence of the cap does not interfere with production of the 75 nt product.
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Figure 5.33: Incubation of capped and polyadenylated T7 transcripts of SctRNAr

constructs with yeast extract

Capped T7 transcripts made from pGAcen-dY*f were polyadenylated in

vitro, and poly(A)+ transcripts were selected by hybridization to oligo(dT). The

polyadenylated transcripts can be seen as a smear extending up from the position of non-

polyadenylated transcripts. The capped and polyadenylated transcript could be processed

to the 75 nt product.
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Figure 5.34: Northern blot analysis of total RNA isolated from fractionated pGAcen-

dY *f/HEY301-129 cells

Yeast cells were broken and nuclei separated from cytoplasmic

components using a sucrose gradient. Total RNA was isolated from both fractions,

separated by PAGE, and analyzed by Northern blotting. The top and bottom panels were

hybridized with radiolabelled oligonucleotide dcf21 (complementary to amber suppressor

tRNATYr), at different levels of stringency. The wildtype yeast tRNATyr gives a strong

signal with this probe in low stringency hybridizations; in higher stringency washes

much of this binding is lost due to the mismatch in the anticodon region. The middle

panel was hybridized with radiolabelled dcf26.
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processed to some extent in the nucleus. These smaller bands are not seen in the

cytoplasmic fraction.

Some amount of cross-contamination is seen between the fractionated

RNAs as seen from the control Northern blots. U4 snRNA is enriched in the nuclear

fraction but is also detected in the cytoplasmic fraction. Similarly, a small amount of

tRNATYr is detected in the nuclear fraction although the majority of the tRNA was

associated with the cytoplasmic fraction. The SctRNAam* Pol II transcripts are not,

however, increased in one fraction, implying that it is present in the cytoplasm as well as

in the nucleus, where it should be accessible to tRNA processing enzymes.

;5.3.7 "Minimal" constructs yield smaller Pol II SctRNAam* transcripts which are

still not processed in vivo

The Pol II transcripts of the suppressor tRNA made from the pGAcen

constructs are much longer than normal Pol III transcripts of tRNA genes; extra

:sequences at the 5' and 3' ends might prevent processing of Pol II transcripts to mature

tRNAs. New constructs were made for generation of transcripts with shorter 5' leader and

3' trailer sequences. PCR was used to produce constructs similar to pGAcen-mY*f and

pGAcen-dY*f, but with the deletion of sequences between the Pol II transcriptional start

site and the 5' end of the tRNA, as well as between the 3' tRNA end and the

polyadenylation sites (figure 5.35). These minimal monomer and dimer constructs are

pGAcenMin-mY*f and pGAcenMin-dY*f; constructs with the SctRNAam* genes in the

reverse orientation to the Pol II promoter are pGAcenMin-mY*r and pGAcenMin-dY*r.

The minimal constructs were transformed into HEY301-129 and assayed

for the ability to suppress amber mutations in met8 or his4. As seen in figure 5.36, no

growth of the pGAcenMin-/HEY301 strains was seen in the absence of methionine and

histidine whether the carbon source was glucose or galactose. This result suggests that no

processing to mature SctRNAam* occurs even with shorter Pol II transcripts.

The production of galactose-inducible Pol II transcripts was confirmed by

Northern blotting (figure 5.37). Both monomeric and dimeric minimal constructs give

rise to a long transcript containing SctRNAam* sequences only in galactose media. The

much larger transcripts observed from the reverse orientation constructs are roughly the

size of 18S rRNA (-1800 nt) and are more abundant in cells grown in glucose than

galactose. These transcripts are likely to be products of the cryptic Pol II promoter known

to be present in the ADH terminator (see section 4.1.2)

Primer extension analysis of the minimal monomeric transcript (figure

5.38) suggests Pol II transcription initiates within the same AT-rich stretch as seen with

the original pGAcen constructs (bands around 92 nt). Again, the pattern for the dimeric
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construct is complicated by extensions from two hybridization sites and pausing during

traversal through the upstream tRNA, but bands at -92 nt and -180 nt are consistent with

use of the same Pol II start site. Similarly, a S 1 nuclease protection assay indicates that

the polyadenylation sites in the minimal construct are the same as those seen in the

original pGAcen constructs (figure 5.39). In summary then, the minimal Pol II transcripts

have a 5' leader of only 10-15 nt and a 3' trailer of -80 nt (+ poly(A) tail), but despite their

:relatively small size, are not processed in vivo to yield mature tRNA.
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Figure 5.35: Diagram of original and mimimal SctRNAam* gene constructs
"Monomer" corresponds to pGAcen-mY*f, and "minimal monomer" to

pGAcenMin-mY f. Dimeric gene constructs would contain an additional 85 bp from the
second SctRNAam* gene and the 10 bp spacer sequence. Promoter sequences are
delineated by brackets []. Pol II and T7 transcripts of the SctRNAam constructs are
shown as wavy lines. Polyadenylation sites for the Pol II transcripts are marked A. "Stop
(TAA)" indicates the site of stop codon in the original ADH1 termination sequences.
Restriction enzyme sites are indicated with arrows; if lost during construction, they are
shown in parentheses ().
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]Figure 5.36: pGAcenMin plasmids do not allow suppression of amber mutations in

HEY301-129

HEY301-129 carrying the indicated plasmids was grown on glucose (left-

hand plate) or on galactose (right-hand plate) with all amino acids or without methionine

or histidine. pGC-mYI (see figure 5.20) carries the yeast amber suppressor tRNA gene

with a wildtype B box (G53C61) and, as expected, produced functional amber suppressor

IRNA. None of the minimal SctRNAam* constructs were able to produce functional

amber suppressor tRNA.
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Figure 5.37: Northern blot analysis of total RNA from HEY301-129 carrying the

minimal (pGAcenMin) SctRNAam gene constructs
Total RNA from HEY301-129 carrying the indicated plasmids was

separated by denaturing agarose gel electrophoresis and analyzed by Northern blotting.

Pol II transcripts are induced from SctRNAam gene constructs pGAcenMin-mY*f and

pGAcenMin-dY*f. Very large RNAs containing SctRNAam gene sequences are

produced from the reverse orientation constructs, pGAcenMin-mY*r and pGAcenMin-

dY *r, in both glucose and galactose. These long transcripts probably originate from the

cryptic Pol II promoter present in the ADH1 termination sequences.
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]Figure 5.38: Primer extension analysis of transcripts from minimal SctRNAam* gene
constructs

Primer extension analysis was done as in figure 5.26, but total RNA was
used instead of poly(A)+ RNA, so the 51 nt band resulting from endogenous yeast
tRNATYr is much stronger than seen previously. Extension products of 87-92 nt and 172-
179 nt correspond to the Pol II transcriptional start site seen previously for the GALl

promoter.
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Figure 5.39: S1 nuclease analysis of transcripts from minimal SctRNAam gene

constructs

The experiment was done as in figure 5.28, but the probe ws an EcoRI-

ClaI fragment of pGAcenMin-mY* f containing the minimal terminator sequences and

labelled at the EcoRI site. Protected fragments of 155, 172, and 179 nt were seen

indicating that the polyadenylation sites were the same as those seen previously for the

full ADH1 termination sequence.
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11.6 Discussion

6.1 Human initiator tRNA constructs

This work demonstrated that the human initiator gene, in the context of its

native flanking sequences, was not expressed in yeast, in agreement with the work of

Drabkin and RajBhandary (49). No human initiator tRNA is produced from plasmids

pAA-mIf and pAA-mIr. However, a dimeric version of the same gene within the same 5'

and 3' flanking sequences can be transcribed by yeast Pol III. It is possible that tandem

copies of the human initiator ICRs are able to recruit enough TFIIIC so that TFIIIB can

bind to what would otherwise be a very poor upstream sequence context. The ICRs of the

human initiator tRNA gene are virtually identical to the ICRs of the yeast initiator gene

(49), so they should be competent for binding to yeast TFIIIC.

The level of human initiator tRNA produced varies between constructs.

The different transcription levels are probably due to altered sequences beyond the

immediate 30 bp of human 5' flanking sequences. The DNA binding site for TFIIIB has

been shown by footprinting experiments to extend -45 bp upstream of the start site for

transcription (92,93). High levels of constitutive human initiator tRNA were made from

pCA-dIf and pCA-dIr in L2718. Plasmid pGA-dIf also produced human initiator tRNA

constitutively. Results with pGC-dIf and pGC-dIr were more complicated, as human

initiator tRNA was not seen in strain 1.7a but was seen constitutively produced in strain

JEL1. Therefore, the strain used appears to affect the ability of the gene to be transcribed,

in addition to the actual plasmid construct used.

The Pol III transcription of the dimeric human initiator gene in yeast under

some conditions indicates that the human initiator tRNA produced from pAA-dIf and

pAA-dIr is not due to processing of precursors derived by Pol II transcription. It seems

more likely that the sequences outside the human 5' and 3' gene flanks affect the level of

constitutive Pol III transcription leading to the different amounts of human initiator tRNA

seen from pAA-dIf and pAA-dIr.

The leakiness of the Pol III transcriptional defect for the human initiator

tRNA made it unsuitable for the polymerase-specificity switching experiments described

here. No obvious consensus sequence was seen upstream of the dimeric constructs which

allowed human initiator tRNA expression. The upstream tRNA of the dimeric gene might

be activating the downstream tRNA gene, but not all vectors carrying the dimeric gene

gave rise to human initiator tRNA (pGC-dIf and pGC-dIr in 1.7a, also other constructs not

described here.)
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It would be interesting to determine the sequences responsible for

activating Pol III transcription of the human initiator tRNA gene. However, this would

require a more systematic approach than the few constructs described here. A selection

for human initiator tRNA expression, perhaps relying on initiator activity, would be very

useful in such an analysis by removing the need to screen for human initiator tRNA

production by Northern blotting. It is possible that the yeast strain described by von

Pawel-Rammingten et al. (141), which has all its initiator tRNA genes disrupted (imft),

might provide such a selection system (see section 1.6). Different constructs could be

assayed for production of human initiator tRNA by their ability to replace a plasmid-

borne yeast initiator tRNA gene which is otherwise required for maintenance of the imt

strain.

6.2 Amber suppressor tRNA gene constructs

The synthetic yeast amber suppressor tRNA gene with a G53C61 base pair

in the B box, when transcribed by Pol III, produces functional amber suppressor tRNA in

vivo, as shown by its ability to suppress amber mutations in yeast strain HEY301-129

(figure 5.20). Northern blots are unable to detect the suppressor tRNA however,

indicating that levels of expression are very low, perhaps due to the lack of the (dT)>5 Pol

III termination sequence preferred in yeast. These results indicate that the amber

suppression assay is more sensitive for suppressor tRNA production than physical

detection of tRNA by Northern blotting, which would be an asset in detecting low levels

of the suppressor tRNA processed from Pol II precursors.

Pol III does not transcribe the yeast amber suppressor tRNA gene carrying

the A53T61 mutation. Constitutive transcription by Pol III would lead to growth of

SctRNAam* constructs (pGAcen-mY*f and -dY*f, pGAcenMin-mY*f, -mY*r, -dY*f,

and -dY*r) in HEY301-129 on glucose and galactose media lacking histidine and

methionine; no such constitutive growth was observed (figures 5.23, 5.36). This result

'was expected form the work of Di Segni et al. (46) who showed the A53T61 mutation led

to decreased TFIIIC binding, resulting in no Pol III transcription. The lack of growth on

galactose of HEY301-129 with these plasmids, also indicates no SctRNAam* is made

despite induction of the upstream GALl promoter and production of Pol II transcripts

containing the SctRNAam* sequences (figure 5.24 and 5.37). Several lines of evidence

indicate that the transcripts are Pol II products: (1) they are polyadenylated, (2) they are

induced by galactose, and (3) they terminate downstream of the stop codon in the ADH1

terminator. These Pol II transcripts of SctRNAam* are not processed to yield mature
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tRNA. In fact, no 5' end processing, presumed to be the first step in processing in vivo, is

observed in primer extension analysis (figure 5.26 and 5.38).

6.3 Processing of tRNA from Pol II transcripts

Several possible explanations were considered for the failure to process

tRNA from Pol II transcripts. Results relating to the likelihood of different possibilities

are discussed here.

6.3.1 Length

The length of the transcript might prevent its being recognized by tRNA-

processing enzymes. Extra sequences present at 5' and 3' ends of the tRNA might alter its

structure, and a correct structure in the tRNA is known to be important for processing.

Several lines of evidence argue against this being the only explanation, although length

may be a contributing factor.

First, processing of T7 Polymerase transcripts of similar length was seen in

vitro (figure 5.29). Correctly-sized products of 75 nt with the correct 5' end and ribo-T

modifications expected for a tRNA could be detected as processed products of the T7

transcripts. The processing of long precursors was not as efficient as seen for Pol III-

derived precursors (see section 2.2.1, figure 2.11) which were completely processed

under similar conditions. Second, transcripts with two different lengths of 3' trailer

sequence were tested for both monomeric and dimeric genes, and all yielded the same 75

nt product. Thus, the length of the 3' extension does not appear to affect processing in

vitro. Third, pGAcenMin constructs produced Pol II transcripts which were much shorter

than the original pGAcen constructs (figure 5.35), but the shorter transcripts still were not

processed at all in vivo. These shorter transcripts contain a 5' extension similar in length

to those seen with Pol III transcripts of tRNA genes. The 3' extension (-80 nt + poly(A)

tail) is longer than normally seen for Pol III transcripts. However, long 3' trailers can be

efficiently removed in several systems studied, including S. cerevisiae where the AT-

richness of the 3' flank appears to be required (67). Transcription of the minimal

constructs terminates in the downstream ADH1 terminator which is very AT-rich (13).

6.3.2 Pol H specific features

Transcripts made by Pol II are capped and polyadenylated. The

observation that T7 Polymerase transcripts are processed in vitro while the Pol II

transcripts are not processed in vivo left open the possibility that this processing could be

due to the absence of Pol II-specific features in the T7 transcripts. However, addition of a

m7G cap and/or a poly(A) tail to the T7 transcripts did not inhibit processing in vitro

(figures 5.32 and 5.33). Therefore, we do not believe that these Pol II features are
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themselves a barrier to processing, although they may have a secondary effect on the

amount of Pol II transcripts available for processing through their involvement in

transport of the Pol II transcripts to the cytoplasm of the cell.

6.3.3 Localization

Cell fractionation experiments have shown that some of the Pol II

transcript is transported to the cytoplasm, where it would not encounter nuclear-localized

tRNA processing enzymes. On the other hand, a considerable amount of Pol II transcript

is found in the nucleus where, presumably, it should be accessible to tRNA processing

enzymes (figure 5.34). One explanation for the lack of processing of the population of

Pol II transcripts in the nucleus is the possible need for a subnuclear organization for

processing of Pol III transcripts. This organization may be analogous to the organization

of the nucleolus for transcription and processing of Pol I-produced rRNA transcripts.

Several enzymes in the tRNA processing pathway are restricted to the

periphery of the nucleus. The product of the TRM1 gene, Trm Ip modifies tRNA

substrates to N2 ,N2 -dimethylguanosine. In vivo Trmlp is localized to the periphery of

the nucleus (152) as are two of the enzymes involved in tRNA splicing. The tRNA ligase

is localized at the periphery similarly to Trmlp (35), while tRNA endonuclease is an

integral membrane protein (144), so would of necessity be localized to the periphery. In

addition, the 5' pre-tRNA processing nuclease (RNaseP activity) form X laevis ovaries

has been reported to purify as a 16S complex, visible as a cylindrical particle by electron

microscopy, and composed of at least fourteen polypeptides (27). It is possible that

channelling of precursor tRNAs occurs, in order to coordinate processing of tRNA

precursors by a series of enzyme complexes, as has been proposed for tRNA modifying

enzymes (16). Processing enzymes could be associated with Pol III to ensure their

delivery to the processing sites, or some feature of pre-tRNAs could be recognized for

transport to the enzymes. tRNA precursors synthesized in vitro can be processed when

iLnjected into X laevis oocytes, implying that processing to mature tRNA can be separated

from Pol III transcription in vivo. Features common to all pre-tRNAs are the L-shaped

three-dimensional structure and the terminal (U)n sequence resulting from Pol III

transcriptional termination at (dT)n stretches. Many tRNA binding proteins recognize the

folded structure of tRNA, so correct structure of the pre-tRNAs is a likely requirement.

The human La antigen is one protein that binds to the 3' terminal poly(U)>2 sequence of

Pol III transcription products (120); the La antigen seems to function in vivo in release of

Pol III transcripts from their template DNA (22,118).

Pol II transcripts containing the tRNA sequences may be prevented from

reaching the tRNA processing sites in vivo. Not only are they being transported on a
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distinct pathway at least partially to the cytoplasm (91,145), but they may lack whatever

feature(s) would direct them to the putative tRNA-processing/export pathway. A nuclear

subcompartment containing several types of Pol III transcripts and the polypyrimidine

tract binding protein hnRNP I/PTB has been detected near the edges of nucleoli (1 19).

The function of these structures and whether they contain tRNA is not known, but their

existence suggests that Pol III transcripts are processed in specific regions of the nucleus

as is seen for Pol I transcripts.

The problem encountered with Pol II transcripts containing tRNA

sequences is similar to that described by Ganguly et al. (68), who attempted to express a

yeast leucine amber suppressor tRNA gene in mammalian CV1 cells but found that the

pre-tRNA was not processed in vivo. In contrast, the same tRNA gene was correctly

transcribed and processed in vitro using extracts from HeLa or CV1 cells. The reason for

the lack of processing in vivo of the yeast pre-tRNALeu was not clear. The precursor

made in vivo initiated and terminated at sites identical to those of the in vitro produced

transcript, contained modified nucleotides, and could associate with La antigen. These

results provide an interesting parallel to the work described here, where a precursor tRNA

which is processed in vitro is, for an unknown reason, not processed in vivo. My results

are obtained using a Pol II precursor (in vivo) and a T7 polymerase precursor (in vitro),

both unnatural sources of tRNA precursors, while the transcripts studied by Ganguly et al.

were produced by Pol III in vivo and in vitro. It is surprising that the Pol III transcripts,

like my Pol II transcripts, are unable to be processed to mature tRNA in vivo, and the

results may indicate that these transcripts lack some signal which would direct them to

tRNA processing sites in vivo. It is possible that, with more information on the enzymes

involved in tRNA processing and on the organization of cell nuclei, changes could be

made to the constructs for Pol II expression of tRNA so as to incorporate "targeting"

signals directing the transcripts to tRNA processing enzymes.

6.4 Processing of transcripts obtained from polymerase switching experiments

Our finding that Pol II transcripts are not processed to mature tRNA in

vivo is in stark contrast to work from Nomura's group who successfully expressed rRNA

from a Pol II promoter (127). The rRNA transcripts produced by Pol II are probably

polyadenylated as seen for Pol II transcripts of rRNA regions produced by other groups

(37,112) Capping of the Pol II transcripts is also likely, as cap addition is concurrent with

Pol II synthesis (156). Yet, these Pol II-produced rRNA transcripts are processed to the

same products as Pol I transcripts, implying they are somehow brought to the nucleoli,

which are thought to be the sites of rRNA processing in the nucleus.
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snoRNAs, which are produced by Pol II either as single transcripts or as

products of excised introns, must also enter nucleoli in order to function in rRNA

processing (168), indicating that Pol II transcripts are not prevented from entering these

structures. However, it is likely that processed snoRNAs contain specific signals allowing

them to bind nucleolar proteins, as has been shown for several snoRNAs which bind

fibrillarin, a nucleolar-specific protein (128,168).

Similarly, Pol I transcripts of protein-coding genes can be made

(112,138,166) and can be translated, if an internal ribosome binding site is included in the

transcript to compensate for the lack of a 5' cap (138). The Pol I expression constructs

also included polyadenylation signals, but it was not directly demonstrated that the Pol I-

generated mRNA was polyadenylated. Results from Sisodia et al. (165), who attempted

expression of protein genes from a Pol III promoter, show that Pol III transcripts are not

polyadenylated in vivo despite the presence of 3'-end cleavage and polyadenylation

signals.

It is possible that Pol I and Pol II processing systems are more open to

interchanges than Pol II and Pol III processing systems. This view is supported by the

findings that a Pol I to Pol II switch in transcription of rRNA genes was succcessful (128)

and can occur in vivo in response to certain cellular conditions (37). However, attempts to

express Pol II genes from Pol III promoters have either been unsuccessful (165) or

inefficient (76). These Pol III transcripts are not capped and are not substrates for

splicing and polyadenylation (76,165), despite sequences capable of directing the latter

two processing steps in Pol II transcripts in vivo (165). The results of these Pol II to Pol

III promoter switch experiments are more similar to our Pol III to Pol II switching results,

and fit with the suggestion (68,165) that the transcripts of different polymerases are

channeled in vivo to the appropriate processing sites, perhaps due to specific

subcompartments within the nucleus and/or recognition of certain transcript features that

identify transcripts as products of a certain polymerase.
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Appendix A: Materials and Methods

A.1 Materials

Radiochemicals were obtained from NEN-DuPont or Amersham.

Restriction enzymes were from Boehringer Mannheim or New England Biolabs.

Two samples of yeast tRNAi previously purified in our laboratory were

used as markers. One was purified yeast tRNAFMet from DEAE-Sephadex-I (A50) from

Aug. 18, 1971, prepared by U. RajBhandary. The other was yeast tRNAFIIMet consisting

of fr. #750-790 off DEAE-Sephadex-VI-A50 from 7/11/72, prepared by M. Simsek.

Yeast elongator tRNA (tRNAM) fraction is pooled BD-Cellulose tRNA (U. L.

RajBhandary 11/4/70; M. Simsek 9/30/71 and 8/20/71.)

eIF-2 at 0.34 mg/ml was received from A. J. Wahba (Univ. of Mississippi Med. Ctr.)

Two more samples were received from N. Gupta (Univ. of Nebraska): S1 (4-subunit) at

0.4 mg/ml, and S2 (3-subunit) at 0.45 mg/ml. "4-subunit" eIF-2 has a fourth polypeptide,

p67, associated with the usual three (a, 3, y). The p67 subunit acts to prevent

phosphorylation (and thus inactivation) of eIF-2.

EFlct is from W. C. Merrick (Case Western Reserve Univ.) at 2.3 mg/ml.

A.2 Strains used in this work

E. coli strains: TG1 (K12 A(lac-proAB) supE thi A(hsdM-mcrB)5 (rK' mK McrB) /F'

traD36 proA+B+ lacIq A(lacZ)M1 5). DHSa (end41 hsdR17 (rK' mK+) supE44 thi-1

recAl gyrA (NalR) relAl A(lacZYA-argF) U169 deoR (qp80 dlacA(lacZ)M15)

S. cerevisiae strains:

L1938 (a ura3-52 trplAl leu2-3 leu2-112), and L2718 (a ura3-52 trplAl IMTI

imt2::TRP1 imt3::TRPI imt4::TRPJ) were obtained from G.Fink (Whitehead Institute,

21). HEY301-129 (a met8-1 trpl-l his4-580 leu2-3,112 ura3-1 adel canl-100) has

amber nonsense mutations in genes required for methionine, tryptophan, and histidine

biosynthesis and was from P. Schimmel (57). 1.7a (a his4 ura3 leu2 adel) is from L.

Guarente, and JEL1 (a leu2 trpl ura3-52 prbl-1122 pep4-3 AHIS3::pGAL1-GAL4)

from J. E. Lindsley (111). SHY4 (a ste-VC9 ura3-52 trpl-289 leu2-3 leu2-112 his3-A1)

is from D. Botstein (19).
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A.3 Oligonucleotides

Oligonucleotides were made by C. P. Lee on an Applied Biosystems 380B DNA

Synthesizer or at the MIT Biopolymers Center. Oligonucleotides pBR EcoRI cw, pBR

BamH ccw, and M13 -40 are sequencing primers bought previously from USB.

Oligonucleotides HD C72 and BH1 were obtained from H. Drabkin; MF4 is from M.

Francis.

pBR EcoRI cw

5' GTA TCA CGA GGC CCT 3'

pBR BamHI ccw

5' ATG CGT CCG GCG TAG A 3'

M13 -40: sequencing primer ("forward") for M13 constructs

5'- GTT TTC CCA GTC ACG AC -3'

HD C72: mutagenesis of U72 to C72 in the huamn initiator gene

5'- CCT CTG CCA GGT CCT -3'

BH1: mutagenesis of G29G31 :C39C41 to A29T31 :T39T41

5'- CGT GCT AGT CCC ATA ATC TAG AGG T -3'

MF4: sequencing primer from 5' flank of pScM construct:

5'- CGA AAA TTG TAG TAA TTG AAA GCG -3'

dcflT: human initiator probe (5' end)

5'- AGC ACG CTT CCG CTG CGC CAC TCT -3'

dcf2C: yeast inititiator probe (5' end)

5'- TGC GCG CTT CCA CTG CGC CAC GGC -3'

dcf3G: mutagenesis of Al to G1 in the human initiator gene

5'- CAA ATA GTA GGC AGA GTG -3'

dcf4C: for mutagenesis of A54 A6 0 to T54C60

5'-GTC GAT GGTI TCG AAC CCA TCC TC-3'

dcf5C: used to make 10 bp spacer in human initiator dimer

5'-CTG CGC CAC TCT GCT AGA AAC AAA GTA GCA GAG GAT

GGT TTC-3'

dcf6G: used for primer extension analysis from human initiator transcripts and as human

inititiator probe (3' end)

5'-CAG AGG ATG GTT TCG ATC CAT CGA CCT CTG-3'

DCF7C: primer for sequencing from the CYC1 promoter.

5' CAT TAG GTC CTT TGT AGC 3'

DCF8G: yeast inititiator probe (3' end)

5' CGC CGC TCG GTT TCG ATC CGA GGA CAT CAG 3'
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dcfl3: for sequencing from the GAL] promoter of pYES2

5' CCG GAT CGG ACT ACT AGC 3'

dcfl4: for PCR of SctRNAam*, incorporating the G53C61 to A53T61 change

5' GTG GTC TCC CGG GGG CAA GTC GAA TGC CCG ATC TC 3'

dcfl7: linker from SmaI site of SctRNA* gene to EcoRI site

5' CCG GGA GAC TTC 3'

dcfl 8: complementary sequence to dcfl 7

5' AAT TGA AGT C 3'

dcf21: hybridization probe for SctRNAam* (anticodon stem-loop region)
5'GAT CTC AAG ATT TAG AGT CTT 3'

dcf22: for mutagenesis of U25 to C25 in the human initiator gene

5' CGG AAG CGC GCT AGT CCC 3'.

dcf23: for PCR of minimal GAL] promoter

5' CCG GAA TTC GAT ACT TTT ATT ACA TTT G 3'

dcf24: for PCR of minimal ADH terminator

5' CCG CCT GAG CTC GCG AAT TTC TTA TGA TTT ATG 3'
dcf25: hybridization probe for S. cerevisiae 5S rRNA

5' CGG ACG GAG AAC GGT GCT TTC TGG 3'
dcf26: hybridization probe for U4 snRNA (78)

5' CTC GGA CGA ATC CTC ACT GAT ATG 3'

Oligonucleotides were received from from C.P. Lee in ammonium

hydroxide and dried down on the Savant Speed Vac Concentrator or from the

Bioploymers Center as dried pellets. The purification procedure used is from H. Drabkin.

After resuspension in TE and an equal volume of formamide, the oligonucleotides were
denatured by heating to 85°C x 5 min.then quick-chilled on ice and electrophoresed at 40
V/cm through 10-20% (19:1) acrylamide, 7M urea gels; the percentage acrylamide used
depends on the size of the oligonucleotide. Xylene cyanol and bromophenol blue were
loaded in a separate lane as size markers. The oligonucleotide bands were visualized by
uv shadowing, photographed, and excised. The DNA was eluted in 10 ml 0.1 M NaOAc

pH7, 10 mM EDTA overnight. The eluted oligonucleotides were loaded onto a SepPak

C18 column (Waters), pre-washed successively with 10 ml of 100% methanol, 60 %
methanol, and ddH2 0. The column with the bound oligonucleotides was washed with 25
ml ddH2O. The oligonucleotides were eluted in 2 x 1 ml 60% methanol, 0.1 M NaOAc,

then dried down on a speed vac. They were dried down twice more from 0.5 ml ddH2 0,
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then resuspended in 100 Il TE and the nucleic acid concentration determined using the

HP8452A Diode Array Spectrophotometer.

For 5'-end analysis of the oligonucleotides, 200 pmol of oligonucleotide

was phosphorylated with y-[3 2 P]-ATP and T4 polynucleotide kinase. The labeled

oligonucleotide was put over a G25 Sephadex Quick-Spin column (Boehringer

Mannheim) to remove unincorporated label and then counted on a LKB 1217 liquid

scintillation counter. 5' end labelled oligonucleotides were digested with 1 gg P1

nuclease in 50 mM ammonium acetate at 37°C for >5 hr, releasing the nucleotide 5'-

monophosphates, of which only the 5' terminal dNMP is labelled. The digested

oligonucleotides were dried, then resuspended in 2 jl 5'-dNMP mix (2.5 mg/ml each in

ddH2 0). The samples were chromatographed on a PEI plate (J. T. Baker) in 1 M LiCl.

The dNMPs were located on the dried plate under uv light and circled with lead pencil,

then the plate was analyzed by autoradiography.

A.4 Plasmids

pScM and pScR34M were constructed by M. Francis (65). Mutagenesis of

the human initiator tRNA genes was done using the Amersham oligonucleotide-directed

mutagenesis system, version 2 or Sculptor mutagenesis kit according to the

manufacturer's instructions. The mutagenized ScM constructs were excised from M13 RF

DNA on an EcoRI-BamHI fragment and inserted into the BamHI site of pMP78-1 by

blunt-end ligations.

pDB20 (11) was a gift from D. Becker and L. Guarente. pLGSD5-ATG,

pKPl 15, and pYES2 (Invitrogen) were obtained from the laboratory of L. Guarente.

pMP78-1 (58) was obtained from the laboratory of P. Schimmel.

The pAA series of plasmids

The monomeric human initiator tRNA (HstRNAi) gene was excised from

pScR34M (65) on a 141-bp BamHI fragment and inserted by blunt-end ligation into the

NotI site of pDB20. Plasmids with one (pAA-mI) or two (pAA-dlI) inserts were isolated.

pAA-dlIr DNA was digested with HindIII to release the dimeric human initiator tRNA

gene with a long spacer, which was subcloned into M13mp19. The longer spacer was

changed to the 10 bp spacer of the yeast tRNAArg-tRNAAsp S. cerevisiae dimeric gene

(149) using deletion/replacement oligonucleotide-directed mutagenesis (Amersham kit,

version 2). Isolation of the dimeric human initiator tRNA constructs with a 10 bp spacer

instead of the original long spacer construct in pAA-dlIf required plaque hybridization for

screening candidate M13 plaques. Ten candidates were obtained from -600 plaques, only
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one of which was the desired sequence with no additional changes. This phage isolate

was plaque-purified and re-sequenced to confirm its identity. The dimeric human initiator

tRNA construct was excised on a HindIII fragment and ligated into the HindIII site of

pDB20, to generate pAA-dIf and pAA-dIr.

The pCA series of plasmids

To generate pCA, the BamHI-StuI fragment of pLGSD5-ATG containing

the hybrid UASGal-CYC promoter was blunt-end ligated to the EcoRI-NotI fragment of

pDB20 containing the ADH terminator. The dimeric human initiator tRNA gene excised

from pAA-dIf on a Hind III fragment was ligated into the same site in pCA to produce

pCA-dIf and pCA-dIr.

The pGC and pGA plasmids

Dimeric human initiator tRNA genes were excised from pAA-dIf on a

Hind III fragment and ligated to pYES2 cleaved with Hind III, forming pGC-dIf and

pGCdIr. The ADH termination sequences from pDB20 were excised from pCA on a 0.5

kb HindIII-BamHI fragment which was inserted between the same sites of the pYES2

multicloning site to generate the plasmid pGA. pGA was cut with HindIII, and the

dimeric human initiator tRNA gene from pAA-dIf on a HindIII fragment was inserted to

generate pGA-dIf.

Plasmids carrying suppressor tRNA genes

The synthetic yeast tyrosine suppressor originally constructed by C. P. Lee

was excised from pGFIBI+yTyrSu+ (a gift from M. Chow) on either a -400 bp PvuII

fragment or an -80 bp EcoRI-PstI fragment. The two versions of the gene were inserted

into the HindIII site of pYES2 by blunt-end ligation to generate pGC-mYl and pGC-mYs

isolates. The human serine suppressor tRNA gene (hSerSu+) was excised from

pCDNAlaci+am (a gift from H. Drabkin) on a -900 bp Sau3A fragment which was

inserted into the BamHI site of pYES2 to generate pGC-mS isolates.

The NaeI-BamHI fragment of pGA, containing the GALl promoter and

ADHI terminator, was inserted between the HindIII and BamHI sites of YCp5O by blunt-

end ligation, to yield the centromeric plasmid pGAcen. Monomeric and dimeric

SctRNAamA53T61 genes were generated by PCR (see below) and inserted by blunt-end

ligation into the HindIII site of pGAcen to give pGAcen-mY*f and pGAcen-dY*f.
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The minimal GALl promoter and ADHI terminator were made from

pGAcen by PCR (see below) such that the 3' end of the promoter was an EcoRI site and

the 5' end of the terminator a SacI site.

Ligation products were transformed into DH5a. The transformants were

used for isolation of plasmid DNA which was analyzed by restriction enzyme digestion

and by DNA sequencing.

PCR and construction of tRNAamA53T6 1

The yeast tRNAamTYr gene was amplified from pGC-mYs using

oligonucleotides dcf 13 and 14. Oligonucleotide 14 also served to incorporate the change

of G53:C61 to A53:T61 in SctRNAam.

Reactions were: lx reaction buffer (10 mM Tris HC1 pH 8.8, 50 mM KCI,

1.5 mM MgC12, 0.01% gelatin and other stabilizers), 0.2 mM each of dNTP, 500 pmol

each of primer, 15 ng (3 fmole) plasmid DNA template, and 5 U Taq polymerase

(Stratagene). Control reactions were identical except that the plasmid DNA was omitted.

Template DNA was denatured at 95°C x 5 min then quick-chilled on ice. The enzyme

was added, 20 tl mineral oil (Sigma PCR grade) layered on top and thermocycling begun

in a Perkin Elmer machine. Thirty cycles were each 95°C x 1 min, 37°C x 1 min, 72°C x

1 min; with a final extension at 72°C x 10 min, followed by cooling to 40 C. A 5 l1

aliquot of the reaction was analyzed by 1% agarose gel electrophoresis and the remainder

extracted once with chloroform, ethanol precipitated, and resuspended in TE. Total yield

was -30 ptg (140 pmole) as assayed by absorbance at 260 nm.

The PCR product was digested with EcoRI and SmaI, isolated on 1.5%

low melting-point agarose, and ligated to EcoRI-SmaI digested pUC 19. The resultant

plasmid ("S42") was digested with AvaI and HindIII and ligated to oligonucleotides dcfl7

(phosphorylated) and dcfl 8. This ligation mixture was digested with EcoRI and the small

tRNA gene isolated from 4% NuSieve agarose. The tRNA gene (EcoRI-EcoRI) was

ligated to S42 (previously digested with AvaI and ligated to oligonucleotides dcfl7

(phosphorylated) and dcfl8.) Isolates were analyzed by PvuII digestion for insert size

then sequenced. Dimeric and monomeric SctRNAam* genes were excised from the

polylinker site by EcoRI-SacI digestion, blunted with Klenow fragment of E. coli DNA

polymerase, and ligated to the blunted HindIII site of pGAcen.

PCR and construction of pGAcenMin constructs

Thermocycling reactions were done with an Ericomp Powerblock System.

The polymerases used were Vent or Vent(exo-) from New England Biolabs and reactions
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were done according to their guidelines. dcf23 and pBR Barn ccw were used to amplify

minP, dcf24 and pBR Eco cw to amplify minT from pGAcen.

Reaction mixes contained lx Buffer (10 mM KCI, 10 mM (NH4 )2 S0 4, 20

mM TrisHCl pH 8.8 at 25°C, 2 mM MgSO4 , 0.1% Triton X-100 [supplied with the

enzyme]), 400 !JM each of dNTP (Boehringer), 3 ng template DNA (pGAcen), 50 pmol

each primer, and 1 U Vent or 4 U Vent(exo-) DNA polymerase. 20 tl Sigma PCR grade

mineral oil was layered onto each reaction to limit evaporation. 30 cycles were done,

each {95°C x 30", 370 C x 30", 720 C x 30"), then extension at 720 C x 2 min. followed by

holding at 40 C. 5 1 of each reaction was analyzed on 1% agarose gel . The remainder

was extracted with phenol:chloroform, ethanol precipitated, and resuspended in 50 l1 of

TE buffer.

Product minP was digested with EcoRI and BamHI and ligated into

EcoRI-BamHI digested YCp50O. Product minT was digested with EcoRI and SacI then

ligated into EcoRI-SacI digested pUC 19. pUC 19-minT was digested by SacI then ligated

to monomeric or dimeric SctRNAam* genes on a EcoRI-SacI fragments (see above).

Ligation products were digested with EcoRI, yielding SctRNAam* + minT EcoRI-EcoRI

fragments. These EcoRI fragments were inserted into the EcoRI site of YCp5O-minP to

give pGAcenMin-mY*f, -mY*r, -dY*f, -dY*r.

A.5 DNA protocols

A.5.1 Plaque hybridization

The protocol is based on a procedure from B. Seong (adapted from (14,

185)). Plated M13 plaques were absorbed to nitrocellulose filters 1-2 min., then the filters

air dried 5 min. Denaturation was 5 min. (0.5 M NaOH, 1.5 M NaCI), followed by drying

2 min., then repeating the denaturation and drying. Neutralization was 5 min. (1 M

TrisHCl pH 8, 1.5 M NaCI), followed by washing in 5x SSPE for 5 min. and drying for 5

min. Filters were baked in vacuo 1-2 hr. at 800 C. Prehybridization was at 37°C for 1-2

hr. (6x SSPE, 5x Denhardt's, 0.1% SDS). Hybridization was at 250 C for 3 hr (6x SSPE,

5x Denhardt's, 106 -107 cpm/ml of 5' end-labelled oligonucleotide dcf5C). Filters were

washed in 5x SSPE at 25°C for 5 min. three times followed by autoradiography. Washes

were then in 3M tetramethylammonium chloride 2-3 min. at 25, 65, 70, 75, and 78 C

consecutively, with an autoradiogram established after each wash.

A.5.2 Purification of DNA from SeaPlaque or NuSieve low melting agarose: This

procedure is from W. Lim. (For cloning in agarose see 51). A gel slice containing the

desired DNA fragment was excised in a volume of 100 1 or less. After adding 50 t1l 3M
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NaOAc and bringing to 500 Itl volume with TE buffer, the gel slice was melted at 70°C

for 20 min. 0.5 ml phenol (pre-warmed to 37°C) was added to the molten gel slice. The

mixture was vortexed for 20 sec., remelted for 2 min, then revortexed and centrifuged for

5 min. The aqueous phase was re-extracted with an equal volume phenol:chloroform.

The aqueous layer from the second extraction was precipitated with ethanol, then

resuspended in TE buffer.

A.5.3 Double-stranded DNA sequencing

This procedure is a variation of the one supplied by USB (suppliers of

Sequenase). To 20 11 of DNA (CsCI purified or boiling-lysozyme minipreps), 2 l of 4

M NaOH was added and the DNA incubated at 68 C for 5 min. The DNA was

precipitated with 4 l 3 M NaOAc and 70 1tl ethanol, rinsed, and resuspended in 7 l

H2 0. Sequenase reactions were then performed according to the kit instructions, and the

samples electrophoresed on a 6% denaturing polyacrylamide gel. The gel was fixed,

dried, and subjected to autoradiography to visualize the DNA bands.

A.6 E. coli procedures

A.6.1 Preparation of E.coli competent cells

This procedure is from M. C. Chow (adapted from (116)). An overnight

culture of E. coli was diluted 1/100 with fresh media and grown to OD6 0 0 of-0.3. Cells

were pelleted at 200 g x 15-20 min. x 40 C, washed in 1/4 vol. 0.1 M MgCl 2 and

repelleted. After resuspension in 1/2 the original volume of 0.1 M CaCl2, cells were held

on ice 20-30 min. before being reprecipitated and brought up in 1/10 th of the original

vol. of 0.1 M CaCl2. 300 l cells were used per transformation reaction, DNA was

added, and cells were incubated 30 min on ice. The transformation mixes were heat

shocked at 37°C for 90 sec then incubated on ice for 2 min. 1.2 ml SOC (LB media

supplemented to mM MgSO4, 0.2% glucose) media was added before outgrowing the

cells at 37C for 1 hour. An aliquot of cells was plated on LB-Amp plates which were

incubated at 37°C overnight.

A.6.2 Plasmid DNA mini-preps from E. coli

Cells from a 1.5 ml saturated overnight culture were pelleted at 11,000 g

for 2-5 min. The pellet was rinsed with 0.5 ml STE (TE with 0.1 M NaCl) and

recentrifuged. The cells were then lysed by the alkaline lysis method or by the lysozyme-

boiling method (157).
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For alkaline lysis the cells were resuspended in 100 1 of ice-cold 50 mM

glucose, 25 mM TrisHCI pH8, 10 mM EDTA and held on ice for 5 min. 200 l of

freshly-made 0.2 N NaOH, 1% SDS was added followed by a 5 min. incubation on ice.

100 l1l of ice-cold 5 M KOAc pH 4.8 was added, the reaction incubated 5 min. on ice,

then centrifuged at 11,000 g for 5 min. The DNA was phenol:chloroform extracted,

ethanol precipitated, and resuspended in TE.

For boiling-lysozyme preparations, plasmid DNA was prepared from 1.5

ml of a freshly saturated culture. The cells were pelleted and resuspended in 300 Pl of

STET. 20 Pl 10 mg/ml lysozyme was added, the reaction incubated at 25°C for 5 min,

then at 100°C for 2 min. After pelleting at 11,000 g for 5 min, the pellet was removed

with a toothpick, and 200 Pl 2.5 M NH4OAc, 75%isopropanol was added. The mixture

was incubated at 25C for 5 min and then centifuged for 5 min to precipitate the DNA.

The pellet was rinsed with 70% ethanol and resuspended in 50 Pl of TE buffer.

A.6.3 Large scale plasmid preparation: 1 L of saturated overnight cultures were

centrifuged at 4500 g for 20 min. Pellets were washed in 50 ml STE, then resusupended

in 9 ml 50 mM glucose, 25 mM TrisHCl pH 8, 10 mM EDTA. After addition of 1 ml of

10 mg/ml lysozyme (Sigma), the cells were incubated at 25C for 15 min. 20 ml of

freshly-made 0.2 N NaOH, 1% SDS was added, followed by incubation on ice for 5 min.

10 ml of 5 M KOAc pH 4.8 was added, and after 15 min. on ice the cell debris was

removed by centrifugation at 4000 g for 10 min. The supernatant was filtered through

cheesecloth to a new centrifuge bottle, 0.6 vol. of isopropanol was added, and nucleic acid

was precipitated by centrifugation as above. The pellet was resuspended in 5 ml TE, then

:5 ml 5 M NH 4 OAc added followed by incubation on ice 10-20 min. After centrifugation

at 3000 g for 10 min., the supernatant was precipitated with 0.6 vol. isopropanol and

nucleic acid collected by centrifugation. For plasmid floatation preparations, the DNA

pellet was resuspended in 510 pl TE. 1 g CsCl and 126 p1 5 mg/ml ethidium bromide

were added, the mixture vortexed then centrifuged briefly. The liquid was layered under

65% (w/v) CsCl in H2 0 in heat-seal tubes and centrifuged at 440,000 g for 2.5 hr at 20° C

in a Beckman Optima TL Ultracentrifuge. For cesium chloride gradients, DNA was

resuspended in 2.6 ml TE to which 2.6 g CsCI and 0.2 ml 5 mg/ml ethidium bromide were

added. The mixture was sealed into an ultracentrifuge tube and centrifuged at 440,000 g x

16 hr x 20°C. DNA bands were visible to the naked eye (or visualized by long-wave uv

light, if necessary) and pulled off using a needle and syringe. The DNA solution was

extracted several times with isopropanol saturated with 5M NaCl. 2 vol. 0.3 M NaOAc
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pH 5 were added, then 2 vol. isopropanol and after chilling at -20°C overnight, the DNA

was recovered by centrifugation and resuspended in TE buffer.

A.7 Yeast procedures

A.7.1 Yeast transformations Spheroplasting was adapted from (12, 162). A 100 ml

culture was grown in YPD media to late log phase. The cells were pelleted by

centrifuging at 400 g for 10 min. then washed with sterile ddH20. The cells were

resuspended in 10 ml SED (1M sorbitol, 25 mM EDTA pH 8, 50 mM DTT), incubated at

30°C for 10 min, and centrifuged for 5 min at 1000 g. The cells were washed in 1 M

Sorbitol and resuspended in 10 ml SCE (1 M sorbitol, 0.1 M NaCitrate pH 5.8, 0.01 M

EDTA). 0.1 ml glusulase (NEN-DuPont) was added and the mixture incubated at 30°C

for 1 hr with gentle shaking. Spheroplasting was checked under the microscope or by

lysis in dilute detergent. The spheroplasts were spun down at 1000 g for 3 min, then

washed with 1M sorbitol twice and with STC (1 M sorbitol, 10 mM CaCl2, 10 mM

TrisHCl pH 7.4) once. The pellet was resuspended in 0.5 ml STC and divided into 0.1 ml

aliquots. DNA was added to cells and incubated at 25°C for 10 min. 1 ml PEG solution

(20% PEG 3350, 10 mM CaCl2, 10 mM TrisHCl pH 7.4) was added to each, incubated

for another 10 min, and then centrifuged 1000 g for 3 min. After resuspension in 150 1l

SOS (1 M sorbitol, 33.5% YPD, 6.5 mM CaCI2 ) and incubation at 300 C for 20 min., the

spheroplast solution was added to 6 ml top agar (1 M sorbitol, 2% Bacto-agar, 2%

glucose, 0.67% YNB-AA) and poured onto prewarmed plates which were then incubated

at 30 °C .

For lithium acetate transformation (7,90), 300 ml yeast cells were grown in

YPD to OD6 0 0 =0.3-0.5, harvested by centrifugation for 10 min at 4000 g at 40 C, and

washed with 10 ml sterile ddH2O. Cells were resuspended in 1.5 ml 0.1 M LiOAc pH

7.5, 10 mM TrisHCI pH 7.4, 1 mM EDTA. The cell suspension (200 Pl) was then added

to 200 jtg carrier DNA (salmon sperm DNA, denatured and fragmented) and <5 Ptg

transforming DNA (in 1-20 1l). 1.2 ml 40% PEG4000, 0.1 M LiOAc, 10 mM TrisHCl

pH 7.4, 1 mM EDTA was added, followed by incubation for 30 min at 30°C, with gentle

mixing. Cells were heat shocked at 42°C for 15 min. then collected by a 5 sec.

centrifugation. Cells were resuspended in 10 mM TrisHCl pH 7.4, 1 mM EDTA and

aliquots spread on selective media plates which were then incubated at 300 C.

A.7.2 Growth on plates of HEY301-129 strains (162, 77)

HEY301-129 strains carrying SctRNAam constructs were tested for

galactose-inducible amber suppression. Strains were grown on SD (synthetic dextrose
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2%) agar supplemented with adenine/Casamino acids/tryptophan or on SRaff (2%

raffinose) + adenine/leucine/methionine/tryptophan/histidine, then restreaked onto SD or

SGal(4% galactose) + adenine/leucine + combinations of methionine, tryptophan, and

histidine. Plates were incubated at 30°C.

A.7.3 Growth of yeast in liquid media (162, 77)

2-5 ml cultures in SD media or in SRaff were inoculated and grown 2 days

at 30°C. These small cultures were used to inoculate either 100 ml SD or 100 ml SGal

minimal media. Cultures were grown with shaking at 300 C until late log phase.

A.7.4 Isolation of Yeast DNA

The procedure is that described by Boeke, et al. (17). A 10 ml culture was

grown to saturation at 300 C, and cells were pelleted at 3000 g for 5 min. Cells were

washed in 1 ml 1 M Sorbitol/0. 1 M EDTA and transfered to a microfuge tube for a 30 sec.

centrifugation. After resuspension in 0.4 ml Sorb/EDTA, 0.1 ml 24 mg/ml Zymolase

5000 (Sigma) was added and the reaction incubated at 370 C x 30 min. Spheroplasts were

pelleted by centrifugation at 1000 g for 2 min. the pellets were resuspended in 0.5 ml TE

pH 7.4. Cells were lysed by addition of 90 gl 250 mM EDTA pH 8/0.4 M Tris base/2%

SDS (freshly prepared) and incubated at 65°C x 30 min. After addition of 80 gl KOAc,

cells were held on ice 60 min. Insoluble material was removed by centrifugation for 15

min. at 11,000 g and the supernatant transfered to a new tube.

(for isolation of intact genomic DNA)

RNase was added to the supernatant to a final concentration of 50 jig/ml

and the reaction incubated at 37C for 30 min. Addition of 1 vol. isopropanol allowed

DNA to be spooled out on a glass rod. The DNA was dried on the glass rod then

resuspended in 50 gl TE.

(for re-isolation ofplasmid DNA to transform into E. coli)

The tube containing the supernatant was filled with ethanol , mixed, and

centrifuged at 11,000 g for 5 min. The pellet was air-dried and resuspended in 500 l TE.

Centrifugation at 11,000 g for 15 min. was performed to remove any insoluble material,

and the supernatant was transferred to a new tube.

A.7.5 Preparation of total yeast tRNA (65)

Cells were grown to late log phase, pelleted and resuspended in 5 ml 0.1 M

NaOAc pH 5, 20 mM EDTA, 1% SDS. One-half volume phenol:H2 0 was added and the

tube was mixed on a rotary shaker for 45 min. The mixture was centrifuged at 12,000 g
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for 10 min and the aqueous layer removed. The phenol was re-extracted with an equal

amount of the same buffer, and after separation the aqueous layer was pooled with the

previous aqueous layer. The combined aqueous layers were extracted again with phenol.

The tRNA was precipitated with ethanol and resuspended in 0.2M NaCl, 20 mM Tris pH

7.4, 1 mM EDTA. The tRNA was loaded onto a 1 ml DEAE cellulose column (Whatman

DE52) which was then washed with 20 column volumes of the same buffer. The tRNA

was eluted with 1 M NaCl, 20 mM Tris pH7.4, 1 mM EDTA in four 1 ml fractions. Peak

fractions were precipitated with ethanol twice, then resuspended in TE.

A.7.6 Preparation of total yeast RNA and poly(A) RNA

100 ml cultures of yeast were grown to late-log phase and the cells pelleted

in the Sorvall RC-3B centrifuge at 4°C and 4500 g for 15 min. Cells were resuspended in

2 ml 0.5 M NaCI, 0.2 M TrisHCl pH 7.4, 10 mM EDTA, and transferred to 13 ml tubes

with 2 g of 0.45 mm glass beads. 2 ml phenol:chloroform was added, and the mixture

vortexed at top speed in two 30 second bursts. Centrifugation was at 3000 g for 5-10 min.

The phenol layer was re-extracted with 1-2 ml of the same buffer as above and the

aqueous layers pooled. The pooled aqueous layers were extracted with 4 ml of

phenol:chloroform:iso-amylalcohol, then with 4 ml of chloroform, and precipitated with

0.4 ml 3 M LiOAc and 10 ml 100% ethanol. The RNA pellet was rinsed with 70%

ethanol and resuspended in 0.1-0.5 ml TE. Absorbance spectra were taken on a Beckman

DU7 or HP8452A Diode Array Spectrophotometer, and nucleic acid concentration

calculated from A2 60 .

Poly(A)+ RNA samples were isolated from 1 mg total RNA samples using

the PolyA Tract mRNA Isolation System (Promega). Yield of poly(A)+ RNA ranged

from 5.5-9.7 [tg (0.6%-1% of total RNA). RNAs were reprecipitated and resuspended in

120 gl TE.

A.7.7 Fractionation of yeast cells

Broken yeast cells were separated into nuclear and cytoplasmic fractions

using a sucrose gradient as described by J. A. Wise (184). Total RNA from each fraction

was isolated as described for intact cells.

A.7.8 Fed-batch fermentation of yeast

Media for growth of S. cerevisiae (132)
For a 10 L batch:

Base Salts: 100 g (NH4) 2 S0 4
100 g KH2PO4 Autoclave
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5 g CaC12 2H 2 0
5 g NaCI

Magnesium: 30 g MgSO4 7H2 0 Autoclave separately
Trace Salts: 1 g FeSO 4

1.1 g ZnSO 4 7H20
48 mg NaMoO4 2H20 Autoclave
16 mg CuSO4 5H2O
48 mg CoC12 6H20
840 mg MnSO4I 20

Antifoam: 2 ml Mazu Autoclave
Carbon source: 800 g sucrose Autoclave separately
Amino acids: 6.5 g uracil

4 g L-histidine Autoclave
2.5 g L-tryptophan

Vitamins: 3 mg biotin
36 mg CaPantothenate
180 mg inositol Sterile filter
36 mg Pyridoxine HCI
36 mg Thiamine HCI

The fermenter was inoculated with a 1 L culture of yeast cells. Growth

was at 30°C, pH 5-6 maintained by automatic NH4 0H feed-in. The sugar, amino acids,

and vitamins were added at a rate corresponding to the growth rate of the cells.

A.7.8 Large-scale tRNA extraction

The protocol was adapted from that used by M. Dyson. -700 g (wet

weight.) frozed yeast cell pellets from fermenter batches were resuspended in 1.5 L TE

pH 7.4, then vigorously shaken with 1.5 L TE-saturated phenol for -1 hr. After

centrifugation at 4500 g for 30 min., the aqueous layer was recovered by aspiration.

Extraction with 1 L phenol:chloroform was for 30 min.by vigorous shaking. The aqueous

portion was recovered as above, mixed with 2 vol ethanol, and nucleic acid was allowed

to precipitate at 4°C overnight. The ethanol supernatant was siphoned off before the

tRNA was pelleted. The tRNA pellet was then drained, and resuspended in 0.2 M NaCl,

20 mM Tris HCI pH 7.4, 1 mM EDTA (DEAE-Cellulose low salt buffer). Yield was

56,000 OD26 0 for the G1C72 mutant of human initiator tRNA and 26,000 OD2 6 0 for the

wildtype human initiator tRNA.

A.8 Southern blotting (157)

A 5 pl aliquot of yeast genomic DNA was digested overnight with -10 U

of restriction enzyme per digest. Restriction digests were subjected to electrophoresis on

a 0.7% agarose gel containing 5 gtg/ml EtBr in lx TBE at 1V/cm for 16-20 hours.

Photography of the gel was done to visualize the markers and bands in digested DNA

resulting from repeated sequences. Preparation of the gel for transfer to Nytran (0.2[)
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consisted of the following steps: acid depurination 8-10 min. in 0.25 N HCI, denaturation

by two 15 min. washes in 0.5 M NaOH, neutralization by two 15 min. washes in 1 M

TrisHCl pH7.4, and equilibriation 15 min. in transfer buffer.

Transfer to Nytran was done by two different methods: (a)

Electroblotting 1 hr at 10 V then 2 hr at 40 V in 10 mM TrisOAc pH 7.8, 5 mM NaOAc,

0.5 mM EDTA. Filters were baked at 80°C for 1-2 hr. (b) Pressure blotting in a

Stratagene apparatus at 75 mm Hg in 10x SSPE for 30 min. DNA was cross-linked to the

nylon filter with uv light in a Stratagene Stratalinker 30 sec. Prehybridization was with

0.25 ml/cm2 50% formamide/5x SSPE/10x Denhardt's/0.5% SDS for 1-2 hr at 42°C.

Hybridization used 0.1 ml/cm2 50% formamide/5x SSPE/0.5% SDS and incubation at

42°C overnight. The probe was EcoRI-digested YIp5 which was gel-isolated and labelled

by the random-primer method (61). Blots were washed in 5x SSPE/0.1% SDS at 25°C,

then in 0. lx SSPE/0. 1% SDS at 420 C and 65°C. Autoradiography was at -70°C with an

intensifying screen.

A.9 RNA procedures

A.9.1 Formaldehyde Agarose Gel Electrophoresis of RNA

The procedure was done according to (157). A 1% agarose, 2.2 M

formaldehyde gel in lx formaldehyde agarose gel running buffer (5x is 0. 1M MOPS pH

7.0, 40 mM sodium acetate, 5 mM EDTA pH 8.0, filter-sterilized) was poured in the hood

and allowed to set for >30 min. RNA samples were in 4.5 pl TE to which 2 l1 5x

formaldehyde agarose gel running buffer, 3.5 pl formaldehyde, and 10 pl formamide

were added. The samples were denatured at 70C x 15 min., then quick-chilled on ice and

centrifuged 5 sec. 2 gl formaldehyde agarose gel loading buffer ( 50% glycerol, 1 mM

EDTA pH 8, 0.25% BPB, 0.25% XC) was added to each sample. The gel was prerun 5

min at 5 V/cm in lx formaldehyde agarose gel running buffer, the samples loaded, then

run for several hours at 4 V/cm. After 2 hours, the buffer in the two reservoirs was

remixed and electrophoresis continued. After electrophoresis the gel was photographed

under uv light, soaked extensively in transfer buffer to remove formaldehyde and to

equilibriate for transfer.

A.9.2 Northern blots

RNA was transferred to Nytran Plus membranes (Schleicher & Schuell)

using a Transphor Power Supply and Electrophoresis Unit (Hoeffer) in 10 mM TrisOAc

pH 7.8, 5 mM NaOAc, 0.5 mM EDTA at 10 V x 30 min., then 40 V x 2 hr. After transfer,

the membrane was baked at 80°C x 2 hr. Prehybridization and hybridization were at 25°C
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or 42°C, depending on the degree of stringency required. Prehybridization solution was:

6x SSPE, 0.1% SDS, lOx Denhardt's reagent, and (for blots of total RNA) 50 .tg/ml

denatured fragmented E. coli DNA. Hybridization was in 6x SSPE, 0.1% SDS.

Oligonucleotide probes were 5'-end labelled with y-3 2 P-ATP and T4 polynucleotide

kinase. Random primer labelled probes were prepared as in (61). Prehybridization was

for 1-2 hr., while hybridization was for >4 hr. Washes were in 0. lx-5x SSPE, 0.1% SDS.

A.9.3 Primer extension analysis

Reactions were done basically as described in Sambrook et al. (157).

Oligonucleotide dcf6 (for human initiator tRNA transcripts) or dcfl4 (for SctRNAam*

transcripts) were used as primers after being 5' end labelled by polynucleotide kinase and

'y-3 2p-ATP. RNA samples were ethanol precipitated together with an aliquot of the

probe, washed, dried, and resuspended in 30 ptl hybridization buffer (40 mM PIPES, 1

mM EDTA, 0.4 M NaCl, 80% formamide). After denaturing at 85°C x 10 min., the

samples were quickly transferred to a 37°C water bath and left overnight. The next

morning, the nucleic acid was precipitated with ethanol, resuspended in 20 gl Reverse

Transcriptase buffer (50 mM TrisHCl pH7.4, 60 mM KC1, 10 mM MgC12, 1 mM each

dNTP, 1 mM DTT, 1 U/JIl RNasin, 50 gig/ml actinomycin D) to which 20 U AMV

Reverse Transcriptase (Promega) was added, and the reaction was allowed to proceed at

37°C for 2 hours. 1 1l 0.5 M EDTA and 1 1l RNase (10 mg/ml, DNase-free) were added

and incubation at 37°C continued for 30 min. The reaction mixture was extracted with

phenol:chloroform, ethanol precipitated, then resuspended in 4 pl TE + 6 p1 formamide

dye mix (95% formamide, 10 mM EDTA, 0.25% BPB and XC), heated to 95°C x 5 min.,

quick-chilled on ice, and loaded on a 6% acrylamide, 7 M urea gel and electrophoresed at

40 V/cm. Sequencing reactions of the control ssDNA supplied with the Sequenase kit

(USB) were used as molecular weight markers and run with the primer extension samples.

The gel was dried onto filter paper and exposed to film at -70°C with screens.

A.9.4 S Nuclease protection assay (157)

To prepare ds DNA probe, pGAcen was digested with HindIII and ClaI,

labelled with a-3 2P-dATP using the Klenow fragment of E. coli DNA polymerase I, then

blunted by adding cold dNTPs to the reaction. The small (-500 bp) fragment was isolated

by 5% native PAGE and eluted at 37°C overnight in 0.5 M NH4 0Ac, 1 mM EDTA, 4%

phenol, 0.2 mg/ml E. coli 5S rRNA. The eluate was filtered through a Centrex 0.2 pi

cellulose acetate disposable microfilter unit (Schleicher and Schuell) and precipitated

twice with ethanol. -2 x 105 cpm probe were used per S1 protection assay reaction.
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100 ,gg total yeast RNA (or 100 tg E. coli 5S rRNA for "no RNA" control)

was ethanol precipitated together with the radiolabelled dsDNA probe. Pellets were

rinsed with 70% ethanol, then resuspended in 20 pl hybridization buffer (40 mM PIPES

pH 6.4, 1 mM EDTA pH 8, 0.4 M NaCl, 80% formamide). Samples were heated to 85°C

x 10 min. then quickly transferred to a 37C water bath and incubated for -2 hr. 300 !l

ice-cold reaction buffer (30 mM NaOAc pH 4.5, 0.25 M NaCl, 1 mM ZnSO4, 5%

glycerol) was added to each tube while still at 370 C, then the tube was immediately

chilled on ice. 1000 U S1 nuclease was added and incubations were done at 37°C for 30

min. Reactions were stopped by addition of 780 l ethanol mix (750 pl ethanol + 30 pl 3

M NaOAc + 0.3 [tg E. coli tRNA), centrifuged, rinsed, and resuspended in 4 gl TE + 6 gl

formamide load dye. The solution was heated to 85°C for 10 min. before electrophoresis

on 6% denaturing polyacrylamide gels.

A.10 tRNA purification procedures

A.10.1 Isolation of total RNA from yeast under acidic conditions

The procedure is based on Varshney's protocol for E. coli (178) but is

scaled up for use with yeast. 50 ml cultures of yeast were grown to late log phase. Cells

were pelleted and resuspended in 4 ml 0.3 M NaOAc pH 4.5, 10 mM Na2 EDTA. An

equal vol. of phenol was added and the mixture vortexed 30 sec, held one min. on ice,

then vortexed 1 min., cooled, vortexed 1 min. and cooled 1 min. Phases were separated

by centrifugation at 3000 g for 15 min. at 4°C. The aqueous layer was transferred to a

new tube, extracted with half the original volume of phenol, vortexed for 1 min., and

centrifuged 15 min. The aqueous phase was taken to a new tube and nucleic acid

precipitated with 2.5 vol. ethanol on ice >1 hr. Nucleic acid was collected by

centrifugation at 11,000 g for 15 min. and dissolved in 200 gtl 0.3 M NaOAc pH 4.5, 10

mM EDTA. After transfer to a microfuge tube, nucleic acid was re-precipitated with 2.5

vol ethanol. The ethanol mixture was held on ice 2-3 hr followed by centrifugation at

11,000 g for 15 min. The pellet was dissolved in 20 gl 10 mM NaOAc pH 4.5, 1 mM

EDTA. Total yield from 50 ml of yeast culture by this protocol was -0.5-0.8 A26 0 unit.

A 1 l aliquot of each tRNA sample was analyzed on a 1.2% agarose gel containing 5

gtg/ml EtBr in lx TBE. The remainder of samples were quick-frozen on dry ice and

stored at -70°C.

A.10.2 Electrophoresis on acid-urea gels

The procedure is that described by Varshney et al. (178), only 0.05 A2 6 0

unit of each tRNA sample was loaded. Controls showed that from 0.025 to 0.1 A2 6 0 unit
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could be loaded on these gels without problem. The human initiator tRNA seemed to

migrate more slowly than the E. coli initiator tRNA so the region of the gel around the

xylene cyanol dye should be cut out for transfer to Nytran.

A.10.3 DEAE-Cellulose chromatography

Nucleic acid extracted from the yeast fermenter batches was put over

DEAE-Cellulose (Coarse mesh, Sigma) to enrich for tRNA. -50,000 OD2 6 0 of RNA

(isolated from yeast strain SHY4 transformed with the pMP78-1 plasmid carrying the

G1 :C72 mutant human initiator tRNA gene) in 250 ml was loaded onto a 7 x 12 cm

column equilibrated with 0.2 M NaCl buffer. The column was then washed with 4

column volumes 0.2 M NaCl buffer and eluted with 2 column volumes 1 M NaCI buffer.

Fractions of -23 ml were collected in 16 x 100 mm tubes and assayed for presence of

tRNA by monitoring OD2 6 0. Peak fractions were pooled (yield 33,000 OD2 6 0 ) and

precipitated with 2 vol. ethanol.

-30,000 OD26 0 RNA (isolated for SHY4 yeast transformed with the

pMP78-1 plasmid carrying the G1:C72 mutant human initiator tRNA) in 125 ml was

purified as above on a 4 x 17 cm column. Pooled fractions (containing 16,000 OD2 6 0)

were precipitated with ethanol.

A.10.4 Preparation of DEAE-Sephadex

DEAE-Sephadex A50 (Pharmacia) was prepared according to Nishimura

et al. (126, with recommedations from M. Dyson). 250 g resin was swelled in 0.1 M

Na2 HPO4 , 1 M NaCl for 2 hours. Vacuum filtration was used to recover the resin which

was then washed on the filters with ddH20 until completely swollen. The resin was then

washed with 0.1 M NaH2PO4, then ddH20, then 20mM TrisHCl pH7.4, 10 mM MgC12,

0.375 M NaCl. The pH was adjusted to neutral with 10 N NaOH again washed in 20mM

TrisHCI pH7.4, 10mM MgC12, 0.375 M NaCl, and finally in 20mM TrisHCl pH7.4,

10mM MgCI2, 0.375 M NaCl with 0.02% NaN 3 added. Columns were poured in this

buffer. After being stored at 40C, it was necessary to de-gas the resin before using it for

column chromatography.

A.10.5 Preparation of RPC5 resin

This protocol was taken from the one described by J. Heckman (83, see also

30,45,142,143,151). 500 ml 0.4 M NaCl, 10 mM NaOAc pH 4.5 and 14 ml Adogen 464

(trialkylmethyl ammonium chloride, alkyl groups C8-C10 , from Ashland Chem. Co.)
were homogenized for 5 min.in a 1L Waring blender. 300 g Plaskon powder (Plaskon
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'CTFE [polychlorotrifluoroethylene], from Allied Chem. Corp.) was added and

homogenization continued for 15 min., pausing to break up large clumps. The resin was

drained on a Buchner funnel and rinsed with buffer then transferred back to the blender

and mixed, refiltered and resuspended in buffer. This resin preparation did not give the

expected profile for chromatography of 35S-Met charged total tRNA from SHY4

carrying the G1 :C72 mutant human initiator tRNA gene on pMP78-1 on an analytical

scale column. The resin was re-homogenized with 25 ml Adogen 424 for 10 min.,

agitated 1.5 hr on a rotary shaker, then stored (without filtering) at 40 C. A column poured

from the resin now gave the expected separation of 3 5 S-Met-tRNAs in a total tRNA

]preparation containing the G1 :C72 mutant human initiator tRNA sample.

A.10.6 DEAE-Sephadex Chromotography of tRNA

This was carried out as described by RajBhandary and Ghosh (147). 8000

or 16,000 OD 2 6 0 of tRNA was loaded in -20 ml 20 mM TrisHCl pH 7.4, 10 mM MgC12

onto a 4 x 115 cm column equilibrated in 0.375 M NaCI, 20 mM TrisHCI pH 7.4, 10 mM

MgC12. A 12 L gradient from 0.35 M to 0.45 M NaCI (both were 20 mM TrisHCl pH 7.4,

10 mM MgCI2 ) was used to elute tRNA. Fractions of 20 ml were collected at a rate of 60

ml/hr. Column fractions were assayed for OD2 6 0 and 3 5 S-methionine acceptance. Peak

fractions were pooled, made 1 M with respect to NaCl, and precipitated at 4°C overnight.

Most of the supernatant was removed by siphoning, and the tRNA recovered by

centrifugation.

A.10.7 RPC5 Column Chromatography of uncharged tRNAMet (acidic conditions)

DEAE-Sephadex purified human initiator tRNA was further purified on an

RPC5 column. A large (1 x 100 cm) column of RPC5 resin was poured and washed

extensively with starting buffer (0.375 M NaCl, 10 mM NaOAc pH 4.5, 10 mM MgC12, 1

mM EDTA.) Buffers were de-gassed under vacuum before use. The column pressure

'was kept at approx. 280 psi, which corresponded to a 0.9 ml/min flow rate. 5 ml or 8 ml

fractions were collected (numbered starting from the time the sample was loaded on the

column). After injection of the sample, the column was washed with 2 column volumes

of starting buffer, then eluted with a 1.5 L gradient from 0.375 - 0.525 M NaCl, then

column was washed with >2 column volumes of 1 M NaCl buffer. Before re-use, the

column was re-equilibrated with starting buffer by extensive washing (>10 column

volumes)

Fractions were analyzed on a HP 8452A spectrophotometer for absorbance

at 260 nm. The fractions containing Met-accepting tRNAs were identified by analyzing
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10-15 p1 of every 5th fraction. The peak fractions were pooled, diluted by half to reduce

the NaCI concentration to about 0.2, adjusted to 10 mM TrisHCI pH 7.4, 1 mM EDTA,

and concentrated by adsorption to a 5 ml DEAE-Cellulose (Coarse mesh) column. The

tRNA was eluted with 1 M NaCl buffer and precipitated with 2 vol. ethanol at 4°C

overnight, then the tRNA was collected by centrifugation and resuspended in TE.

A.10.8 RPC5 Chromatography of uncharged tRNAMet (neutral conditions)

A small (0.6 x 30 cm) RPC5 column was washed extensively with neutral

pH buffer (0.4 M NaCI, 10 mM TrisHCl pH 7.4, 10 mM MgC12, 1 mM EDTA.) A 150

ml gradient from 0.4 - 0.6 M NaCl was used for elution of tRNAs, followed by a 1 M

NaCl wash. One ml fractions were collected and 10 p1 of every 5th fraction assayed for
3 5 S-Met acceptance. The undiluted fractions were also used for measurement of

absorbance at 260 nm.

A.10.9 Native PAGE and Northern blot analysis of G1:C72 mutant human initiator

tRNA through purification

Samples were run on a 20 x 40 x 0.07 cm 15% (19:1) native

polyacrylamide gel in lx TBE at 12 V/cm for 36-48 hr (until the xylene cyanol dye ran

off). The half of the gel containing 0.2-0.4 OD2 60 tRNA/lane was stained 30 min. with

ethidium bromide (10-3 mg/ml), then photographed under short wave uv with Polaroid

type 57 film. The portion of the other half of the gel from 4-25.5 cm from the bottom

containing 0.001-0.05 OD2 6 0/lane was transferred to Nytran Plus membrane by semi-dry

electrophoresis (Bio-Rad Transblot SD, semi-dry transfer cell with Bio-Rad Model

200/2.0 Power Supply) at 0.4 Amp for 60 min. The membrane was probed with 3 2P -

labelled oligonucleotides complementary to human (dcflT) and yeast (dcf2C) initiator

tRNAs to localize the two initiator tRNA species.

A.10.10 Purification of Human initiator tRNA by PAGE

Approx. 50 OD2 6 0 of RPC5-purified initiator tRNA was loaded onto a 20

x 40 x 0.3 cm 15% (19:1) native polyacrylamide gel which had a single 12 cm wide well.

The gels were run in lx TBE at 10 V/cm until the xylene cyanol dye had run off. tRNA

bands were located by uv shadowing, excised, chopped into smaller pieces, and eluted at

37°C overnight in 25 ml 0.1 M NaOAc pH 6, 10 mM EDTA, 1% phenol or in 25 ml 0.2

M NaCl, 20 mM TrisHCl pH 7.4, 1 mM EDTA, 1% phenol. The eluted tRNA was

concentrated on a 1 ml DEAE-Cellulose (Whatman DE52) column. tRNA was eluted and
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the fractions were precipitated with 2 vol. ethanol. tRNA was collected by centrifugation

at 11,000 g for 1.5 min. and resuspended in TE.

A.11 Aminoacylation of tRNAs and analysis of aminoacyl-tRNAs

A.11.1 Yeast aminoacyl-tRNA synthetase preparation was made using a scaled down

version of the Hoskinson and Khorana protocol (87).

All operations were done at 40C and all equipment pre-chilled in the cold

room. Six liters of yeast strain L1938 were grown at 300 C in flasks containing YPD

Media (1% Bacto-yeast extract, 2% Bacto-peptone, 2% dextrose). The cultures were

grown -10 hours to a final OD6 0 0 of-1.5. Cells were harvested by centrifugation at

4500 g for 20 min. Each liter of culture yielded -8-9 g cells (wet weight). Cells were

resuspended in 50 mM TrisHCl pH 7.4, 5 mM MgC12, 20 mM BME and added to the

Biospec bead beater which was half-filled with 0.45 mm glass beads. Enough buffer was

then added to fill the bead beater chamber as completely as possible. The cells were

homogenized in 1 min.bursts with 5 min.cooling times in an ice:water bath between

bursts. The liquid (-275 ml) was decanted off the beads which were then washed twice

with buffer to give a total volume of 375 ml. The homogenate was centrifuged at 12,000

g for 20 min. All further centrifugations were also at 12,000 g for 20 min.

340 ml supernatant was obtained and the pH was 7.5. A 1 M BaC12

solution was added dropwise to a final concentration of 0.1 M, stirred 10 min., then

centrifuged. 8 g streptomycin sulfate in 30 ml ddH2 0 was added dropwise to the

supernatant (370 ml) to make the supernatant 20 mg/ml in streptomycin sulfate, the

solution was stirred for 10 min. and then centrifuged. The pH of the supernatant was

adjusted to 7.5 with 2 M NH40H. Solid ammonium sulfate was added to the solution

under stirring to yield a 0.1 M solution, which was centrifuged and the supernatant

retained. This supernatant was brought to 80% ammonium sulfate saturation, stirred for

30 min., then centrifuged. Pellets were resuspended in a total of 3 ml dilute buffer (10

mM TrisHCI pH 7.4, 1 mM MgCl2 , 20 mM BME) and 0.5 pCi [3 H]-Leucine was added.

This sample was loaded onto a pre-equilibrated 2 cm x 70 cm column of Sephadex G25

(Sigma) and 300 ml of dilute buffer was run through at 0.5 ml/min, collecting -2 ml

fractions. Fractions were assayed for protein content using the Beckman DU7

spectrophotometer and for 3 H by counting 10 1 fraction aliquots in 2 ml LiquiScint

(National Diagnostics) on an LKB 1217 liquid scintillation counter. Protein-containing

fractions were pooled and dialyzed into 50% glycerol/50% dilute buffer, assayed for

aminoacyl-tRNA synthetase activity, and stored at -20°C.
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The LeuRS activity in the yeast preparation I made seemed to be declining

with time. Consultation with M. Chow revealed that LeuRS from N. crassa which had

lost activity over time could be regenerated by incubation at 300 C in the presence of

reducing agents such as DTT or BME. Therefore I attempted rejuvenation of the LeuRS

in my S. cerevisiae extract using a similar procedure. Enzyme activity did, in fact,

increase under conditions recommended for the N. crassa enzyme. I now routinely pre-

incubate aliquots of my yeast aminoacyl-tRNA synthetase preparation before using them

in leucine charging experiments. The following conditions are used for pre-incubation:

an enzyme aliquot is incubated at 30°C x 20-30 min.in lx Leu Charging Buffer (50 mM

TrisHCl pH7.4, 10 mM MgCI 2, 5 mM ATP, 0.01 mM L-leucine), 1 mM DTT, and 1

mg/ml BSA.

A.11.2 Aminoacylation assays with methionine

The reaction mixture (50 gl) contained 20 mM imidazole HCI pH 7.5, 0.1

M EDTA, 2 mM ATP, 0.2 mM CTP, 150 mM NH4Cl, 10g/ml BSA, 4 mM MgC12, 30

,M L-Met, -0.1 M 3 5 S-Met (variable amounts), and MetRS present in E. coli S-100

extracts (a gift from T. Hai or S. Li).

A "zero" timepoint was taken before the reaction was started by addition of

enzyme, then timepoints were taken at 5, 10, 15, and 20 minutes. The aliquots were

spotted onto Whatman 3MM filter discs which were dropped immediately into 10% TCA,

0.2% casamino acid solution. The filters were washed in this solution for 15 min., then in

5% TCA, 0.2% casamino acid solution for 15 min., 100% ethanol for 5 min., and dried at

80°C. The filters were put into glass vials, 5 ml scintillation fluid (Omniflour (NEN-

DuPont)/toluene (16 g into 4 L), or Ecoscint H (National Diagnostics) was added, and

acid-precipitable radioactivity was measured on an LKB 1217 liquid scintillation counter.

A.11.3 Large scale aminoacylation of human initiator tRNA

Aminoacylations were done in imidazole buffer as described for analytical

reactions except with cold L-Met at 25 gpM, 1 M 3 5 S-Met and without CTP.

The reaction mixture (1 ml) contained 2 OD2 6 0 of wildtype or G1 :C72

human initiator tRNA, or 10 OD2 6 0 yeast elongator methionine tRNA fraction, and 100

,ul 3 5 S-Met. 2 1 of 1/5-diluted MetRS enzyme (a gift from M. Dyson at 3.66 mg/ml and

21 U/mg, where 1U = 1 imole aa-tRNA formed in 5 min. at 370 C) was used in place of

the E. coli S-100 fraction. For the yeast tRNAM, 1 l1 tRNA-nucleotidyl transferase ( a

gift from M. Dyson) was added along with 0.2 mM CTP and MgCI2 to 15 mM.

RajBhandary and Ghosh showed that the yeast elongator tRNAMet requires higher
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[Mg2+ ] than the initiator tRNA for charging by E. coli MetRS (147). Reactions were at

:37°C x 10 min., after which they were extracted with 0.5 ml H2 0-saturated phenol then

H2 0-saturated ether. 0.1 vol. LiOAc pH 5.2 and 2.5 vol. ethanol were added, and after

precipitation in dry ice 15 min. the 3 5 S-Met-tRNA was collected by centrifugation at

10,000 g for 20 min. The tRNA was resuspended in 100 p1 of 10 mM NaOAc pH 4.5, 1

mM EDTA, put over a G25 Quick-Spin column (Boehringer) to remove 3 5 S-Met, ATP,

and CTP, then stored at -80°C.

Application of a-3 2 P-GTP in 50 P1 vol. to a G25 Quick-Spin column,

followed by rinsing through with another 50 p1, demonstrated that 95% of the label was

retained in the column. Thus, the majority of nucleotides from the aminoacylation

reaction should be removed by this method. Alternatively, dialysis was used to remove

free nucleotides. Charged tRNA resuspended in 500 p1 of 50 mM NaOAc pH 4.5 was

injected into a Slide-A-Lyzer Dialysis Cassette (Pierce), and dialyzed against 1 L of 0.5 M

NaCl, 50 mM NaOAc pH 4.5 at 40 C for 1 hr, then twice against 1 L of 10 mM NaOAc pH

4.5 at 40 C for 1 hr. The sample was removed from the cassette, divided into aliquots, and

stored at -800 C.

A.11.4 Analytical RPC5 column chromatography of aminoacyl-tRNAs

The protocol is based on that described in Francis and RajBhandary (65).

20 gg total tRNA in a 60 P1 volume was charged with 3 5 S-methionine as described for

analytical reacitons (see A. 11.2). 3 1 aliquots were taken at 5, 10, and 20 minutes to

monitor the progress of the reaction and were processed as usual for aminoacylation

assays. Working on ice from this point, the remainder of the reaction was extracted with

phenol:chloroform, vortexed 30 sec., and the phenol layer re-extracted with 100 P 1M

NaOAc pH4.5. The aqueous solutions were precipitated with ethanol and stored as dry

pellets at -70C.

The 3 5 S-met charged tRNA was resuspended in 0.5 ml low salt RPC5

buffer (0.375 or 0.4 M NaCI, 10 mM NaOAc pH 4.5, 10 mM MgC12, 1 mM EDTA, 1 mM

iME). Two 5 p1, aliquots were taken and one subjected to TCA precipitation to quantitate

the amount of 3 5 S-Met charged tRNA loaded onto a 0.6 x 30 cm column under 280 psi

pressure. After loading, the column was washed with -30 ml low salt buffer, then tRNA

was eluted with a 150 ml NaCl gradient. Total tRNA from SHY4 carrying the wildtype

human initiator tRNA gene on pMP78-1 was run with a 0.4 to 0.6 M NaCI gradient. For

the other samples a 0.375 to 0.525 M NaCl gradient was used, to acheive better separation

of the yeast and human initiator tRNAs. Finally the column was washed with 15-20 ml

1M NaCl buffer before being re-equilibrated with low salt buffer. 1 ml fractions were
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collected during the run. 0.5 ml of alternate fractions was transferred to a plastic

scintillation vial, 5-6 ml liquiscint added, and the 35 S radioactivity in each fraction was

counted.

A.12 In vitro transcription, processing, and analysis of transcripts

A.12.1 In vitro RNA Pol m transcription assay

'Yeast extracts: The following protocol is basically that previously described by H.

Drabkin (49). Amounts given are for a 50 gl reaction volume. Reactions contained 10

mM Hepes pH 7.9, 10% v/v glycerol, 0.1 mM EDTA, 0.25 mM DTT, 600 pM ATP, 600

p.M CTP, 600 gM GTP, 60 pM UTP, 190 mM NaCl, 10 mM MgC12, 5 gCi a- 3 2 P-UTP

(3000 Ci/mmole), 1 ptg DNA, and 5 pll yeast Pol III extract. Some reactions included a-

amanitin (Sigma, at 1 gg/ml). a-amanitin at low concentrations inhibits RNA Pol II but

not Pol III. Reactions were incubated at 250 C for one hr. and stopped by addition of 200

pt1 0.3 M NaOAc, 0.1% SDS. Reactions were extracted with 200 plI phenol:chloroform

(H2 0 saturated) leaving the large interface behind. Nucleic acid was collected by

precipitation with 2.5 vol. ethanol, followed by centrifugation at 11,000 g for 15 min.

Pellets were dissolved directly in 20 l1 urea loading dye (7 M urea, lx TBE, 0.1% XC and

BPB). The samples were separated on a 10% non-denaturing polyacrylamide gel run at

20 V/cm. The gel was dried, and radiolabelled transcripts detected by autoradiography.

The reconstituted yeast system (see 43) contains partially purified yeast

Pol III transcription factors. S. Ottonello recommends using 3 pl each Pol III, TFIIIC,

and TFIIIE; 0.7 l1 B" 1 pl 1/50 diluted BRF, and 1 gl 1/500 diluted TBP per reaction.

The buffer was 15 mM Tris HCl pH 7.9, 120 mM KC1, 6 mM MgCl2, 10% v/v glycerol,

5.4-22 pg/ml E. coil ribosomal RNA, 600 gM ATP, CTP, and GTP, and 25 pM UTP. 5

pgCi 3 2 p-UTP and 1 ig DNA were used per reaction. The reconstituted reaction was

incubated at 25°C for 30 min.

HeLa cell extracts (protocol from H. Drabkin, 50)

Reactions (20 gl) contained 400 pM each of ATP, CTP, and GTP, 40 PM

I mM UTP, 8 mM 200 mM creatine phosphate, 5 IpCi 32 p-UTP, 2.5 mM MgC12, 1 g

DNA, and 10 1 extract (prepared by H. Drabkin on 6/12/92). For experiments in which

radiolabelled transcripts were to be isolated for further experiments, 20 pCi a- 3 2 P-UTP

was used per reaction. Reactions were incubated at 300C for 2 hr.

Isolation of HeLa in vitro transcription products was done as

recommended by H. Drabkin. After electrophoresis on a 10% acrylamide, 7 M urea gel at

40 V/cm, the radiolabelled products were detected by autoradiography and excised from
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the gel. RNA was eluted overnight at 370 C in 0.1 M NaOAc pH 6, 10 mM EDTA, 1%

phenol. The liquid containing eluted 3 2 P-labelled RNA was removed from the gel slice,

and 10 jig yeast tRNA was added as carrier. The RNA was precipitated with 1 ml

ethanol, washed with 300 Wl 70 % ethanol, dried, and counted on the LKB 1217

scintillation counter. Products were resuspended in TE with volumes calculated to give

--200 cpm/gtl.

N. crassa extracts (protocol from T. RajBhandary)

Reactions (25 l) contained 2.4 mM Hepes KOH pH 7.9, 1 mM EGTA pH

8, 6 mM Mg(OAc)2, 1 mM DTT, 100 mM KOAc, 4 mM PEP, 400 M each of ATP,

CTP, and GTP, 40 M UTP, 5 jCi 3 2 P-UTP, 1 gg DNA, and 10 ll N. crassa extract

(prepared by G. Kim on 12/30/88). Reactions were incubated at 30°C for 1 hr.

A.12.2 T7 RNA polymerase transcription

Template DNAs for T7 transcription reactions (5 gig of pGAcen with

monomeric or dimeric SctRNAam*) were digested to completion with either AccI or

DraI. An aliquot of each digest was analyzed by 1% agarose electrophoresis. The digests

were extracted with phenol:chloroform, ethanol precipitated, and resuspended in 5 10

mM TrisHCl pH 8.

The cocktail consisted of: 400 mM TrisHCl pH 7.4, 60 mM MgCl 2, 20

mM Spermidine, 50 mM NaCl, 1 mg/ml BSA, 100 mM DTT, 500 M each of ATP, CTP,

and GTP, 50 4M UTP, 0.5 l RNasin (40 U/pIl, Promega), 20 Ci oa-3 2 P-UTP (3000

Ci/mmol, NEN-DuPont), 0.5-1 l digested DNA, and 1 ll T7 Polymerase (50 U/Il,

Gibco BRL) in a 10 ial reaction.

Reactions were incubated at 37°C for 2 hr. 1 l 1 mg/ml RNase-free

DNase I was added and incubation continued for 15 min. more. 100 gl of 0.3 M NaOAc

pH4.5 was added, then the reaction was extracted with 100 l of phenol:chloroform and

precipitated with ethanol. An aliquot of each reaction was analyzed by 5% denaturing

PAGE.

To produce transcripts with a 5' cap, the cap analog m7 G(5')ppp(5')G

(New England Biolabs) was included at 500 M, while GTP was reduced to 50 M (104).

Also some transcriptions were done using ao-3 2P-GTP as label rather than -3 2 P-UTP;

if UTP label was not used, cold UTP was included at 500 M. Analysis of the relative

amounts of GTP or cap analog incorporated at the 5' end of T7 transcripts by two-

dimensional thin layer chromatography was done as in Konarska et al. (99).
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E. coli poly(A) Polymerase (Pharmacia) was used to add (A)n tails to T7

transcripts. 10x Buffer was 400 mM TrisHCl pH 8.0, 100 mM MgCI2, 25 mM MnC12 ,

2.5 M NaCI, 500 4g/ml BSA. T7 transcripts were incubated at 37°C for 30 min. in lx

buffer with 250 AM ATP and 2 l1 (1.7 U) enzyme in 20 pl total volume. To inactivate

the enzyme, 2 gl 0.5 M EDTA pH 8.0 was added and the reaction incubated at 68°C for

10 min. After phenol:chloroform extraction, the RNA was put over a Sephadex G50

Quick Spin column (Boehringer) to remove unincorporated nucleotides. The excluded

volume was extracted with H2 0-saturated ether, then ethanol precipitated. Selection of

polyadenylated RNA was done using PolyATract mRNA Isolation System III (Promega).

Approximately 1% of the RNA was selected as poly(A)+ .

A.12.3 Processing of RNAs with yeast whole cell extracts (WCE)

Conditions were identical to those used for yeast in vitro transcription

reactions except that unlabelled UTP was used at the same concentration as other

nucleotides (600 pM) and radioactive UTP was omitted. For the timed assay, 10 l1

aliquots were taken from the 50 p1 incubation at zero (before WCE added), 5, 15, 30, and

60 minutes. Aliquots were added to 200 p1 stop solution, extracted with 200 ll

phenol:chloroform, and ethanol precipitated. After resuspension in urea load dye,

samples were heated at 68°C for 2 min., quick-chilled on ice, and subjected to

electrophoresis on 10% acrylamide, 7 M urea gels at 40 V/cm. RNA was detected by

autoradiography.

A.12.4 P1 nuclease digestion and two-dimensional thin layer chromatography (2D-

TLC)

-1000 cpm of the HeLa transcripts derived from the wildtype or the

anticodon stem mutant of the human initiator tRNA gene was incubated with 1 gg P1

nuclease in 50 mM NH4 OAc pH 5 at 370 C for 3.5 hours. Reactions were completely

dried on the Savant Speed Vac Concentrator, and the pellet re-dried twice from 20 1 l

ddH2 0. The digested RNA was resuspended in 2 1l of a marker mix containing pA, pC,

pG, pU, and pT (2.5 OD2 6 0/ml). The resuspended digest was spotted onto a 10 cm sq.

cellulose plate (no flourescence indicator, Merck) and allowed to dry. Two-dimensional

thin layer chromatography was done according to (125) with a first dimension of 5:3

isobutyric acid: 0.5 M NH4 0H (v/v), and the second of 70:15:15 isopropanol: conc. HC1:

1-12 0 (v/v/v). The thin layer plate was allowed to dry completely after development with

each solvent. Markers were detected under short wave UV light and circled lightly with

pencil. The pG marker usually produced a smear. pU and pT spots were detected by
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autoradiography. The cellulose areas corresponding to the nucleotides was removed

using 10% nitrocellulose in 1:1 ethanol:acetone (drip on over desired area, let dry, remove

hardened disc). Cellulose discs were dissolved in toluene/omniflour scintillation fluid

then counted for 5 min. in an LKB 1217 scintillation counter.

A.12.5 RNase T2 digestion and thin layer chromatography

The tRNA-sized incubation products (75 nt) were located by

autoradiography and excised from undried polyacrylamide gels, run as described in

section (processing by WCE). RNA was eluted from the gel slices overnight at 37C in

0.1 M NaOAc pH 6, 10 mM EDTA, 1% phenol and precipitated after addition of 1 l 10

mg/ml yeast tRNA and 1 ml ethanol. The RNA was resuspended in 50 mM NaOAc pH 5,

1 U T2 RNase was added, and incubated at 37C for 5 hr. Reaction products were dried,

lyophilized twice from water, and resuspended in 1-2 l water or marker mix containing

Ap, Cp, Up, and Gp.

pCp marker for 2D-TLC (a gift of H. G. Khorana) was prepared from

H2 0-insoluble Ba2 + salt by cation exchange with Dowex 50W-X2. To pre-equilibrate

the Dowex resin with NH4 + ions, it was suspended in H2 0, washed with conc. NH40H,

then extensively with H2 0. The barium salt of pCp was suspended in H2 0 and mixed

with resin. The resin was pelleted by centrifugation then washed 3 times with H2 0. The

four supernatant fractions were dried down, resuspended together in 50 jlI H2 0 and the

concentration of pCp determined by absorbance at 270 nm.

A.13 Binding assays

A.13.1 Determination of the percentage of eIF-2 present in the GDP-bound form

The assay was done according to Siekierka et al. (163). The 10 jl reaction

mix contained 22 mM TrisHCl pH 7.4, 10 mM MgCl 2, 100 mM KCI, 2.5 mM BME,

2.5% glycerol, 0.5 PM y'3 2P-ATP (750 Ci/mmol), 2.5 U nucleoside diphosphate kinase

(Sigma, reconstituted with ddH2 0), and either 1.6 pmol GDP or 0.84-1.4 pmol eIF-2.

Reactions were done in duplicate. Incubation was at 300 C for 30 min after which 2 Pl1 of

each reaction was spotted onto a cellulose PEI-F plate (J. T. Baker, pre-run in ddH2 0)

together with cold (1 P1 10 mM ATP or GTP) and hot (t- 3 2 P-ATP) markers. The TLC

plate was developed in 0.75 M sodium phosphate pH 3.5. Cold NTPs were detected under

short wave uv, radioactive nucleotides by autoradiography. Radioactive GTP spots were

cut from the plate and counted in 5 ml Ecoscint H. Also, 1 p1 of the ac-3 2 P-ATP mix was

counted in Ecoscint to determine the specific activity of ATP.
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A.13.2 Binding of purified Human initiator tRNA to eIF-2

The stability of the Met-tRNAi ester linkage in the buffer used was

checked by incubating 3 5 S-Met-tRNAi at 4°C, 25°C, or 37°C for 15 min., then counting

total vs. TCA-precipitable counts. The samples were also subjected to 5% (30:0.8) native

PAGE to see whether the tRNA deacylated during electrophoresis in 0.5 x TBE.

Conditions for eIF-2 binding assays were taken from Wagner et al. (181), and from H.

Drabkin, S. Ades, and B. Brown (personal communication).

Nitrocellulose filter binding assay

lx buffer consisted of 24 mM Hepes KOH pH 7.4, 100 mM KC, 0.1 mM

EDTA, 1 mM DTT, 20 tg/ml acetylated-BSA (New England Biolabs), 25 mM creatine

phosphate, 5% glycerol, and 0.02% Nonidet P-40. Unless otherwise noted E. coli total

tRNA (from D. Mangroo) was used at -10-20-fold excess over eIF-2. For binding

experiments, lx buffer with 1 mM GTP, 0.03 U/l creatine kinase, and eIF-2 were pre-

incubated at 37C for 5 min. After addition of 3 5 S-Met-tRNAi, the incubation was

continued for 4 min. more. Following incubation, 1 ml ice-cold 20 mM Hepes KOH pH

7.4, 100 mM KCI was added and the whole sample applied to a pre-wet nitrocellulose

filter (Millipore HA 0.45p) on a Millipore vacuum manifold. Tubes were rinsed with 1

ml buffer which was added to the filter, then the filters were washed twice with 1 ml

buffer. Filters were dried at 65C for 30 min. then counted in Ecoscint fluid.

Gel mobility shift assays

Reactions were set up and incubated as for the nitrocellulose filter binding

experiments. The samples were quick-chilled on ice, 1 pl load dye was added, and they

were loaded on a 10% (30:0.8) native acrylamide gel in 0.5x TBE (pre-chilled at 4°C and

pre-run at 10 V/cm). I initially tried 5% (30:0.8) gels, but the bands were smeared and

indistinct. Samples were electrophoresed at 20 V/cm for 15 min., then at 15 V/cm until

the bromophenol blue dye had migrated about halfway through the gel. The gel was

fixed, dried onto Whatman 3M filter paper, and exposed to film.

Quantitation ofgel shift assay: The gel had been dried for autoradiography, so bands

were cut out with scissors, and inserted into glass scintillation vials with 0.25 ml water. 1

ml NCS Solubilizer (a quaternary ammonium base in toluene; Amersham/Searle) was

added to each sample and the vials were sealed with caps (protected from the NCS by a

layer of plastic wrap.) The sample vials were incubated at 50C for >2 hr with occasional

shaking to allow digestion of the polyacrylamide gel matrix, then allowed to cool

completely in the dark. 15 ml Ecoscint H was added to the samples which, after mixing,

were counted on an LKB 1217 Rackbeta Liquid Scintillation Counter. Background
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counts were reduced by adding 34 Pl glacial acetic acid to adjust the pH of each sample to

neutral conditions.

A.13.3 Binding of purified Human initiator tRNA to eEF-la

Reactions contained 50 mM Hepes KOH pH 7.4, 10 mM MgCl2, 75 mM

NH4 CI, 1 mM DTT, 5% glycerol, 0.02% NP40. If present, E. coli tRNA was 2.2 PM,

creatine kinase 0.03 U/Il, creatine phosphate 25 mM, and EF-la 23 g/ml (440 nM.)

Reactions were pre-incubated at 37C for 5 min. before addition of 3 5 S-Met-tRNA. 3 5 S-

Met-tRNA was diluted (if required) in 10 mM NaOAc pH 4.5, 1 mM EDTA, and added to

the reaction in a constant volume. Total reaction volume was 10 Pl. Incubations were

done for 10 min. on ice, then 1 l glycerol load dye was added and the reactions were run

on 5% (30:0.8) native polyacrylamide gels as for eIF-2 assays.
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Appendix B: In vitro transcription of the human
initiator tRNA gene by yeast whole cell extracts

B.1 Introduction

Transcription of yeast Pol III genes can be reproduced faithfully in vitro

using cellular extracts (96,173). Such in vitro experiments are useful in allowing one to

see products of a single gene rather than sifting through the many RNAs produced in vivo.

Detection of products is simplified by incorporation of radiolabelled nucleotides during

synthesis.

During the experiments described in Parts I and II using the human

initiator tRNA gene, an in vitro transcription assay would have been a useful addition to

Northern blots, in determining whether a particular gene construct allowed Pol III

expression of the human initiator tRNA gene. For example, in vitro assays using a HeLa

cell extract were useful in showing that the A29T31 :T39T41 mutant human initiator

tRNA gene could be transcribed by human Pol III.

B.2 The wildtype human initiator tRNA gene on pScM

An attempt was made using two samples of yeast whole cell extracts

(WCE, a gift from A. Weil, Vanderbilt University) to see whether several of the plasmids

used in Section II 5.1-5.2 were capable of generating Pol III transcripts of the human

initiator tRNA gene. As a positive control, the WTpScM plasmid was used, since it is

known to produce human initiator tRNA in vivo in yeast (65; section 2.1). Surprisingly,

none of the human initiator tRNA gene constructs produced any tRNA products in vitro,

not even WTpScM which is known to produce human initiator tRNA quite well in vivo

(figure B. 1). The yeast extract did contain Pol III activity, as shown by the transcription

of two yeast genes, pSctrnA (tRNAA l a) and pScrmrn5S (5S rRNA). The non-transcribed

plasmids were intact, as shown by ethidium bromide staining of DNA separated by

agarose gel electrophoresis. Sequencing confirmed that the tRNA genes were not lost or

mutated. No inhibitor of Pol III was present as a contaminant in the non-transcribed

plasmid preparations, since mixing pCA-dIf with pSctrnA did not prevent transcription of

the yeast tRNA A la gene (figure B. 1, rightmost lane).

To determine whether the failure to transcribe the wildtype human initiator

tRNA gene might be specific to the yeast extracts used, another extract containing Pol III

activity was obtained (a gift from S. Buratowski, Whitehead Institute), but the results

were the same. Yeast Pol III genes were transcribed by the extract, but the human

initiator tRNA gene was not, despite its ability to be utilized in vivo (figure B.2). To
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verify the activity of the Weil whole cell extract, it was tested against a series of yeast

tRNA genes. All were transcribed in vitro (figure B.3), including the four yeast initiator

tRNA genes isolated by Bystrom and Fink (21). These results indicate that there is a

specific defect in transcribing the human initiator tRNA gene in vitro.

B.3 The T54C60 human initiator tRNA gene on pScM

The T54C60 mutation of the human initiator tRNA gene alters its B box

toward the known consensus for tRNA genes (170). When assayed with yeast extract, the

T54C60 mutant tRNA gene was found to be transcribed, although the wildtype tRNA

gene, again, was not (figure B.4). In contrast, both human initiator tRNA genes could

produce transcripts in HeLa or N. crassa cell extracts (figure B.5). This result indicates

that the non-consensus B box of the human initiator tRNA gene (due to the presence of

initiator-specific features A54 and A60) may be decreasing its ability to be transcribed by

the yeast extract. Positions 54 and 60 of the yeast initiator tRNA are also adenosines,

however, so these sequences of the human initiator tRNA gene cannot be the only reason

for its lack of transcription in vitro.

A time course of the transcription shows primary transcript of the T54C60

mutant tRNA gene is produced after fifteen minutes. Processing of the primary transcript

is then seen, yielding the mature T54C60 human initiator tRNA (figure B.6). No primary

transcript of the wildtype human initiator tRNA gene was seen. Therefore, it is unlikely

that wildtype transcripts are made but degraded within the normal sixty minute incubation

period. Instead, the wildtype human initiator tRNA gene apparently is not transcribed by

Pol III in the in vitro assay.

B.4 Addition of purified Pol III transcription components

It is possible that the wildtype human initiator gene is limited in its ability

to bind one of the necessary components of the yeast Pol III system, and that the amount

of Pol III components in the extract is sufficient for other Pol III genes but not for the

human initiator tRNA gene. Purified components of the yeast Pol III transcription system

were obtained (a gift from S. Ottonello, University of Parma) and added to the extract to

see if any could rescue transcription of the WT'pScM construct. Factors added were Pol

III, TFIIIC, TFIIIE (an additional Pol III transcription factor isolated by Dieci et al. (43),

or individual TFIIIB components B", BRF, and TBP (figure B.7). The three TFIIIB

components were also used together as reconstituted TFIIIB (figure B.8). None of these

components allowed the wildtype human initiator tRNA gene to be transcribed. The

T54C60 mutant was transcribed in all reactions, with or without additional factors.
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T54C60 human initiator tRNA transcripts were also made in a reconstituted system (Pol

III + TFIIIC + TFIIIE + B" + BRF + TBP) although not completely processed. The tRNA

processing enzymes, present in the whole cell extract, would not necessarily be present in

a partially purified, reconstituted system.

B.5 Alpha-amanitin

Low amounts of a-amanitin can be added to transcription assays to inhibit

any residual Pol II activity present in whole cell extracts which might otherwise

contribute to background in the PAGE-separated tRNAs. Much higher amounts of oa-

amanitin are required to inhibit Pol III transcription; in yeast, Pol II is inhibited by 1

ptg/ml while Pol III inhibition requires >1000 pg/ml (173). However, to confirm that a-

amanitin was not interfering with Pol III transcription of WT-pScM,' the reactions were

done with or without the transcriptional inhibitor. No increase was seen in the amount of

wildtype human initiator tRNA produced when a-amanitin was omitted from the

reactions (figure B.8). Therefore, the lack of transcription of the wildtype human initiator

tRNA gene in pScM is not due to any extra sensitivity to a-amanitin concentrations in

the reaction.

B.6 Summary

These experiments show that the wildtype human initiator tRNA gene in

the pScM construct is not transcribed by three different yeast whole cell extracts (WCE).

The yeast extracts could transcribe all nine yeast Pol III genes tested. The wildtype

human initiator tRNA gene is expressed well in vivo in yeast and in HeLa or N. crassa

extracts. Thus, no defect in the gene itself is responsible for the lack of transcription

which is specific to the in vitro yeast system.

The T54C60 mutant of the human initiator tRNA gene in pScM was

transcribed in vitro in yeast extracts. The only difference between the wildtype and

T54C60 human initiator tRNA gene constructs is the B box mutation, in an ICR known to

be important for TFIIIC binding. A decreased affinity for a transcription factor, which

might be limiting in vitro, could explain the lack of transcription of wildtype human

initiator tRNA genes. Additional amounts of several known factors could not, however,

elicit transcription of the gene. It is possible that not enough of the additional factors

were added if binding of the wildtype human initiator tRNA gene is very poor, but then

the wildtype gene would not be expected to be expressed in vivo where it must compete

for available transcription factors. As the only Pol III gene added to the yeast extract, no

competition is required for in vitro transcription.
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Another possibility could be that there are other factors involved in in vivo

transcription of some Pol III genes, such as the human initiator tRNA in the pScM

construct. Such factors could be dispensable for transcription in vitro of genes with

strong yeast promoters, but required in the case of the human initiator tRNA gene. A

factor of this type might be present in some extract preparations but not in others. We

tried three extracts from two laboratories and none transcribed the WTpScM construct.

However, a previous yeast whole cell extract (from A. Weil) was reported to provide Pol

III transcription of the wildtype human initiator tRNA gene in the pScM construct (M.

Francis, unpublished results); the amount of transcription for pScM was less than for

pScR34M (a dimeric construct which has a 5' yeast tRNAArg flank and gene directing

transcription of the human initiator tRNA gene). It may be that a factor required for

WTpScM transcription was present in limiting amounts in the earlier extract and lost in

later extracts, the preparations of which are being continuously purified for activity using

standard yeast Pol III genes (A. Weil, personal communication). Further investigation

and analysis of activity at each step used in preparation of the different yeast extracts

might reveal an additional fraction, capable of restoring transcription of the WT-pScM

gene by yeast whole cell extracts.
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Figure B. 1: Transcription of plasmids containing human initiator tRNA gene constructs

in yeast extracts

The plasmids pAA-, pCA-, and pGA- used here are described in sections

5.1 and 5.2, and contain the human initiator tRNA gene with its native flanking

sequences. Plasmid pScM has the human initiator tRNA gene with 5' flanking sequences

from a yeast tRNAArg gene (65, see figure 2.1), and is able to produce human initiator

tRNA in yeast. pSctrnA contains the yeast tRNAAla gene. The extract used here and in

other experiments is from A. Weil, unless otherwise noted.
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Figure B.2: The human initiator tRNA gene on pScM is not transcribed by a yeast extract

The extract used here is from S. Buratowski. pYES2 does not contain a

tRNA gene. pScM and pSctrnA are described in the legend to figure B.1. pScrm5S

carries the yeast 5S rRNA gene.
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Figure B.3: The yeast extract is able to transcribe yeast Pol III genes and the T54C60

mutant human initiator tRNA gene

T54C60-pScM contains the T54C60 mutant human initiator tRNA gene

(described in section 2.1) and only differs from the wildtype gene at positions 54 and 60

as noted. pSctrnMi lanes are plasmids containing the four yeast initiator tRNA genes

isolated from I,1938 (21). pSctmM m has the yeast elongator tRNAMet gene. pSctmL

carries the yeast tRNALe gene. pSctmG contains the yeast tRNAGly gene.
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Figure B.4: Yeast extract can transcribe the T54C60 mutant human initiator tRNA but

not the wildtype human initiator tRNA
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Figure B.5: The wildtype human initiator tRNA gene can be transcribed in HeLa cell

extracts (left) and Neurospora crassa cell extracts (right)
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Figure B.6: Time course of an in vitro transcription assay using yeast extracts

Aliquots of an in vitro transcription assay were removed at the time

indicated and transcription inactivated as described in Appendix A.
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Figure B.7: In vitro transcription reactions with partially purified Pol III transcription

fractions

The yeast whole cell extract used is same as in earlier experiments (from

A. Weil). Partially purified Pol III transcription factors were from S. Ottonello. The

reconstituted transcription system contained all components previously added singly, but

no yeast whole cell extract.
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Figure B.8: In vitro transcription reactions with reconstituted TFIIIB added or in the

presence of ac-amanitin

Reconstituted TFIIIB contains partially purified B" fraction, BRF, and

TBP. If used, -amanitin was present at 1 lig/ml.
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Appendix C: Tetracycline resistance sequences in yeast
shuttle vectors may exacerbate the slow growth defect of
strain L2718

C.1 Introduction

Three of the four yeast initiator tRNA genes of strain L1938 were

disrupted, generating strain L2718, which was viable but manifested a slow growth

phenotype.The growth rate ofL2718 is 42% of the parent strain in YPD (21). Assuming

a 90 min doubling time for L1938 in rich media, L2718 would be expected to grow with a

214 min doubling time in YPD.

Francis and RajBhandary (65) reported that over-expression of the human

initiator tRNA in L2718 from the pScM vector could partially rescue the growth defect.

For growth in minimal media, L1938 showed a 150 min., L2718 a 400 min., and

pScM/L2718 a 205 min doubling time. The approximately two-fold increase in growth

rate attributable to wildtype human initiator tRNA suggested using the growth of this

yeast strain as an in vivo assay for function of various mutant human initiator tRNAs.

C.2 Plasmid effect seen with YEp420 or YCp5O

The human initiator tRNA gene with the 5' yeast tRNAArg flanking

sequences was inserted into YCp50, to look at the level of rescue obtained from a low-

copy expression of the human initiator tRNA. In addition, both high and low-copy

constructs for expression of mutant human initiator tRNA genes were transformed into

L2718, in order to test the growth rate increase conferred by the defective human initiator

tRNAs (described in section 2.1.1). The growth rate of the strains was assayed in minimal

media.

The results obtained from many assays differed from those reported (65),

in that the L2718 strain consistently grew faster in minimal media (-260 min. (62% of

wildtype) as opposed to 400 min. doubling time (38% of wildtype), see figure C. 1).

L1938 doubled in approximately 150 min, as expected. Constructs expressing the human

initiator tRNA in L271'8 increased the growth rate of that strain to 76% ofL1938 (-200

min/doubling). L2718 bearing yeast shuttle vectors YCp50O or YEp420, however, grew

more slowly than L2718 itself (-320 min or 47% of wildtype). These results have two

implications. First, the faster growth of L2718 leaves a small window for analysis of

mutant human initiator phenotypes (260 min vs 200 min for WT-pScM/L2718) taking

into account the error involved in calculation of growth rates (-10 min within an assay

although variation between separate assays was sometimes larger.) The usefulness of the
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assay is decreased when faced with such a small significant range of doubling times.

Second, YCp50O or YEp420 plasmids somehow appears to decrease the growth rate of

L2718.

This plasmid effect was not relieved by integration of yeast shuttle vector

YIp5 rather than episomal maintenance of YEp420 or YCp5O vectors. YIp5/L2718 had a

-360 min doubling time, while L2718 had a 300 min. doubling time in minimal media

(figure C.2). YIp5/L2718 also grew more slowly than L2718 on rich media.

C.3 Deletion of tetracycline resistance gene

Plasmid pDB20 did not decrease the growth rate of L2718 as was seen

with plasmids YEp420, YCp50, and YIp5 (figure C.3). pDB20 contains pUC18

sequences in addition to the ADH1 promoter-terminator sequences; its URA3 and 2t

sequences are also found on YEp420. Plasmids YEp420, YCpSO, and YIp5 are all based

on theE. coli cloning vector pBR322. pBR322 and pUC18 both carry ampicillin

resistance genes but only pBR322 has the tetracycline resistance gene; human initiator

tRNA genes were inserted into the yeast shuttle vectors using restriction enzyme sites

within the teR gene.

Plasmids YEp420 and YCp5O were cut with EcoRI and BamHI then

ligated after treatment with the Klenow fragment of E. coli DNA polymerase to re-

circularize, deleting approximately the first half of the tetR gene. This scheme generated

YEp420(-tet) and YCp50O(-tet) vectors which were transformed into L2718. Growth

assays showed that YEp420(-tet)/L2178 and YCp50(-tet)/L2718 grew at a rate almost

identical to L2718 alone (<10 min difference, figure C.4). Therefore, it appears that the

presence of a tetracycline resistance gene further compromises the already slow growth of

L2718. It was not determined whether some expression of the bacterial tetR gene

occurred in yeast or whether the DNA sequences themselves are, for some reason,

deleterious in this mutant strain.
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Figure C. 1: Plasmid effect of YCp5O in L2718

Strains were grown on minimal (SD) media supplemented with amino

acids and uracil as required. Growth of the cultures was monitored by optical density of

the growth solutions.
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